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gives the general figures
aiding as follows: The

that 1 fouml is S. II.
to Edgar county, about,
ami math* a casli payment ot
year 1
'•
>
on .'00 acres in Hie
edge of the timber: the balance he was to
pay in one and
two years.
L'ln pne- per acre was then
about .>1". ill* planted
in, IV d it to tile
hogs, and sold perk. Tl.:s was the simple
mind for two years, without coming to
Pruning Fruit Trees.
“The (lay after to-morrow! My dear
but c-Hi■ 11 i\ <• >V'k'in 11»ill Iw bdlowed for lb
Antony and Cleopatra.
ltd ,Oh ,1 him to meet his payments
any definite conclusion.
V< ars
boy, you are beside yourself!” exclaimed
A great deal has been said in the papers
I am dying, Egypt, living,
‘Better bear the ills we have, than fly Mrs. Carter.
to tenor and ditch hi'- place, to build a good
Ehl»s tlip crimson life-tide fast;
! about the best time for pruning trees, and
to others that we know not of,’ the
house and large uui-h.uises.
i iien iti Lsbb
“You and Hose have said wait to me
And the dark Plutonian shadows
poet
we are prepared to concede that the sumhe changed his >t<-ck and became Interested |
Gather on the evening blast.
says. But then a man can’t bear this so long, that you can’t have the heart to
mer months are best; that the wounds will
in mules.
Let thine arms. O queen, enfold me!
Now lie feeds I bo of these ani- then heal over
state
of
things long: ho might as well say it longer, now that there is no reaquickest, and that the least
1 Ill'll thy sobs and bow thine ear;
mals.
When a mule is weaned lie will give
live in a cave in the woods! Some time son lor waiting. I shall coax Hose over
is then done to the tree. It the tree
l.isien to the great heart secrets,
>
for .’>0 inches in height, lie does not ! injury
or
other
1 shall have to marry, and I to my side, and then you can’t refuse.”
raiser will make experiments, as all ought
Thou, and thou alone must hear.
buy mules that are less than bo inches at to do, lie will find in which months wounds
as well make
And he did coax them both over to his
might
up my mind to it at
v-1
and
veteran
legions
Though my scarred
aning, for these he can teed and care tor are healed over quickest.
once.
1 said to Miss Esther Wagg, the side, after countless arguments and obHear their eagles high no more,
till they are 1,: hands high, and then they
There is a good deal ot truth in the rule,
other day. ‘The widow Zilpha Thomas is jections. It was arranged that there
And my wrecked and scattered galleys
to
worth from S1 -b to .*i7b each. It takes
however—to prune in winter for wood
a line woman; a
Strew dark AetiunTs fatal shore,
capital manager, too. should be a very quiet wedding, to which
about eighteen months and some s.O worth
and in summer lor fruit—hut the !
isn’t she ?’
Though no glittering guards surround me.
only a few intimate friends were to be
of hay ai.d .*ats to produce this growth, growth,
the
master’s
will,
do
wounds in winter do not heal over so quickPrompt to
‘Manager! you may he sure of that. invited, the next evening.
that is to
i.
for your mule
like a Roman—
I
must
spend
perish
ly, and water shoots are very apt to be
She managed poor Reuben Thomas into
Then Charlie hurried home to express
oit ami •>’.
i >10 the great Triumvir still!
lor h.^ keeping. and you have
thrown out, when amputation lias taken
his grave,” said Miss Esther.
gratitude to his father, whom he began
!" moiiths' tim< an article worth Slbo.
<
’a»sar\s
servile
minions
Let
not
place.
“But then, it is of no consequence what to think he had misjudged.
lb •• ling is u now does JbO, and in a wav
Mock the lion thus laid low;
I’hi true theory of all pruning, however,
these spiteful old maids say.
While this scene was transpiring at the
Most likely
o >oo on each animal, I did not think
'Twos no loeman's arm that felled him,
is to so guide the growth of limbs, as to
|
she has an eve on the situation for her- cottage, Samuel Hodgkins had received
it worth the vviiiie io ask how tie likes praifwashis own that struck the blow—
have no severe pruniug at any time.
|
UN, who pillowed on thy bosom.
ne
self!”
Doctor Hurlbnrt’s answer to his note,
tanning, lie has no idea of selling;
Start the head of the tree right in its inTurned aside from glory’s rayut it lie had. it would be of no use to oiler
And the doctor drew hi.uself up. in the and being somewhat surprised and puzand if any branches are uoing astray
II is, who drunk with thy caresses
fancy,
him less than
an a-re.
It'lie were to
proud assurance that win n lie did take a zled by it, had transmitted it directly to
lit them oil' with your pocket knife at any
Madly threw a world away.
it would be b.■cause lie could take that 1j
second helpmate, he should leave every the Widow Thomas’, thus
*|‘‘l!
time. No larger pruning instrument should
relieving himb' ’O'
Should
the
base
rabble
ami go to the w estern
plebeian
margin of ! go into an orchard at any time than a prunmarriageable lady of his acquaintance in- self of all responsibility in the matter.
1 bill ;ts>ai! my name at Home.
this great prairie and farm on b ooo acres
consolable.
So the widow, who was adorning her
ing knife; and no larger one is needed, if
Where th** noble spouse. Oetuvia,
H> he now farms on bop
\ mile and a half 1
“I’ll drive around and sec the Widow best
used at the proper time
Weep> within her widowed home:
cap with new cherry ribbons, in anbeyond Kiiiott lives .John Arthur. He came.
to
is
the
Seek her; say the gods bear witness—
Thomas next week.
The object of pruning
I don’t think it likely
regulate
of the doctor’s taking her gen!
*>.
ticipation
gave ->1- an a« re. sold hogs and
Altars,
the
into
of
the
to
throw
wings—
augur.',
circling
that she could manage me!”
tree,
sap
tle hint and
cattle ami bought land till he now owns growth
That her blood, with mine commingled,
coming himself to drive her
the proper channels, to form a well balancAnd having made up his mind Doctor to the
1conference meeting, was
acres,
lie brought about sb,nt;t* into ed head with all
Yet shall mount the throne of kings.
quarterly
to the sun, so
parts
open
Uurlburt
betook himseii to his chamber. called from that
Hu
couutry. and is now worth sdbn.Oon, that the fruit may have size and color.
pleasing occupation to
And for thee, star-eyed Egyptian
his
But
face
was not that of a man who is
and that increase was nearly ail realized
read the following note, a mere scrawl,
Glorious sorceress of the .Vile!
into their orchards sawing oil' !
Many
go
satisfied
his
decision
with
he
and
;
b- 'we- u 1
quite
His eight years,
ami Isb.i.
written evidently in haste and irritation :
Light the path to Stygian horrors
large limbs, cutting off more brush than
stood for a long time at the window, and
n .*i-i
With the splendors of thy smile!
ry ami management have increased
they leave on the tree, mangling and butch- i Give
"bet her take a desert spoonful of extract of
his iii\ I'stment thirty-fold.
looked down to the foot of the hill, where
to < 'a?<ar crowns and arches
and morning for her nerves,
valerian,
ering it horribly.
Hound his brow the laurel twine,
Mr. Hunter came here " years
the Widow Carter’s house was plainly common night
ago, and
There are laws for preventing cruelty to j
sense in as large doses as she can get
1
can scorn the Senate’s triumph'.
bail just a dollar and a half in his
visible in the moonlight.
pocket, animals; and there should be for prevent-j
and
it,
stop gadding about evenings.
Triumphing in love like thine!
lb
entered ion acres ami sowed it. with
“No, no ! once is enough tor a man to
to trees.
The laws of vegetable ]
EmVAItl) It. HUW.DI'IIT.”
Winter wheat. When he sold that wheat j ing cruelty
1 am dying, Egypt, dying—
be
made
a find of!
And
that
as
understood
should
be
well
silly
boy
by j
In- did not buy a line saddle-horse nor a physiology
Hark ! the insulting* form ids cry : ]
The widow’s black eyes snapped so
shall never marry her daughter, if I can
him who endeavors to regulate and promote i
They are coming; quick, my falchion—
the doctor, it lie had been there to
pair of red-topped boots, but land. Some tiie
help it!” he said, at last, turning away that
growth and fruitfulness ol trees, as the i
Let me front them ere I die!
d the time prices were absolutely sickenlaws of animal physiology should lie underwith a decided shake of the head. From sec, would have liked them less than ever,
ii" more amid the battle
Ali,
wheat bO, hogs cent and a quarter,
ing
stood by him whose profession it is to re- ,
shall my heart exulting, swell,
which signs an observer would have sup- and the roses that had deserted her checks
corn
lo. but lie kept right on, selling at
I'N and < Kiris guard thee;
and bring to a normal condition the
gulate
Miss Esther Wagg to be right, and she thought forever, reappeared in full
posed
those ligurcs and buying land. Then he
Cleopatra, Home, farewell ?
She had been angry often in her
animal system when out of order.
the Widow Carter an old sweetheart who bloom.
went more into stock, giving say, ten dolOrchards should be visited often at this
life—the departed Heuben had not been
had
made a fool ot him.”
lars in the Fall for a S ring calf, feeding it
season of the year with pinning knife in
Rose Carter, with pale cheeks and down- very easy to manage—but never before
two Winters and one Summer, and selling
hand, and kind attention given to every
Or. Hurlburt’s Prescription.
cast eyes, sat demurely sewing beside her had she felt anything like the warmth she
at £:»o and s;;b.
Now he owns 4.000 acres, tree.
mother the next morning, when her uncle, felt that moment.
worth *bo an acre, and i> worth one quarter
r.\
I'l.IZARKTH JiKil'l.OW.
Trees should be considered adopted chii- ;
“The impertinent old scoundrel! (ladThe pale
ot a million.
old Squire Carter, came in.
and
their
want
should be at- \
dren,
every
in a rough way that will
“It’s of no u<e to talk about my being cheeks had been observed but not com- ding about evenings, indeed! Valerian
Beef is tii-:.
tended to. They should have a good, rich
b
amend'd as Hie importance of cooked
Your father will mented on by her mother, but the squire for my nerves! as if I were some fidgety
soil, which should bo well worked, that a your wife, Charley.
old maid! Common sense in as large
•od beeoim-s known.
Now. such suggesnever
consent, and mother will never was not so delicate.
be made.
growth
may
thrifty
are
g aside- without examination
even let me see you—if she can help it—
“Bless me! what has become ot the doses as I can find, llow dare lie write
1
a curl
-It won't pay." The fattening
without his consent.
Summer Eating.
No, you mustn’t red cheeks? Why, they are as white as such a note ! Well, I. have had a lucky
are yarded ami straw sheds
protect
come a
further !" Ami pretty llose snowballs ! Too much sewing and moil- escape! Stupid, cross-grained old wretch!
step
ihcm from snow ami wind.
We
a: to keep warm and to sustain
Large square i
Carter drew her arm out ot Charley lliirl- ing, and not enough air and exercise—or a life of it 1 should have had with him !”
troughs arc built through the middle of the strength, and all articles of food have.those
And the widow put on her cherry riblmrt’.- very decidedly, when they reached has its sweetheart deserted it, poor little
A wagon, load, d with ears, is driven
pen.
two elements in varying proportion,
oils, the end of tin
bon cap upside down, and fell to dusting
village common. “You Rosy ?”
slowly along close beside the* trough and tallow, .■•/id whale blubber are almost know
it almost breaks my heart to say it.
1 pon which Rose’s cheeks grew scarlet, the portrait of her deceased husband with
two men shovel corn into it as last as
they wholly of the warming element: hence in
ot course.
But the squire was not satis- a vim. With all his faults Heuben was
can.
The ration is in a rough way a peck I Greenland, where the thermometer is many ; Charley, but 1 don't think I can ever meet
not the worst man that ever lived !
Moihea will be sure to lind
fied.
or _7 ears at a feed, two feeds a
day. and degre s below zero, and a great deal of | you again.
( harloy
1
111 HI
ll'illl
was obliged
to repress his
111, .UIU .^UlULUini^ j
just as much hay as they can cat. A great I heat is required, a native will drink a dozen it out, and it would vex her so. And she
deal of this orn u*sst s out. whole in their j gallons of oil every day, or eat ten pounds has had enough trouble without my giving must 1)0 done,” ho said to Mrs. Carter, as gratitude for a while, for when lie returnlie wont away.
“She hasn’t looked like | ed home he found thal his lather had gone
lung, bo a gang of hogs is \arded with of tallow. In the liotest climates of the her any—poor mamma I”
the steers, ami they show commendable in
world the inhabitants live to a great extent
to a neighboring town to attend a medi(Jharloy Hurl hurt shrugged hisshoulders herself for months.”
dustry and humility ■>; taste it getting fat on fruit and vegetables, which have but impatiently.
And the squire, haunted hy Hose’s pale cal convention, and lie would not return
on this ordure
Nine-tenths of the corn- very little of the heating qualities. In our
“Your mother conies before, me, of face, betook himself directly to Doctor home until the following day.
led beef of Illinois is mad'- in this way. and climate, which is between the two, meats, ; course ! It is no matter how I feel. You Ilurlhurt’s oilier.
When the doctor returned the next afmore than half ol the pork.
and
fruits
are
eaten
all
the
Come, prairie J vegetables,
year say coolly that you can never meet me
[ want you logo ami see my niece, ternoon Charley was absent, busied with
farmers, let us cipher a little and find out round ; but if eaten according to the season I
again; that means, I suppose, that we little Rose Carter, or prescribe something preparations for the approaching wedwhether tin iv is sense n Hie Eastern docmore of fruits and vegetables in summer !
are never to see each other
Hr. llurlburt, finding a leisure affor her. She says nothing ails her, tint ding.
again.”
trine ol lu-'kiid lot ..nimais.
and less ot meats and tats—an incalculable ;
1 ou say
“Why, no. Charley, if you will only she looks pale and moped. I suppose it ternoon upon his hands, made an unusuyoui steer runs through with no ears i a amount of sickness would be prevented
have
to
wait!
patience
Everything may is nothing hut want ot exercise; if these ally careful toilet, and drove, out to call
>a\
and all the dry hay lie wants. Y on ! every year. We would think a man decome out right.”
nave corn ami hay in great
girls would only do as their grandmothers on the Widow Thomas.
abundance; you ranged who should keep as large fires burn!
“Wait
You
have
been
lie had fully made up his mind that it
telling me to did! Rut you know what will help her—
ing in his house in summer as in winter, j
wait
for
the
last
two
and
arc
it’s nerves, 1 suppose,” said the squire, would be a lesser evil to have the Widr-t-M-rs.
Jl you should steam fifteen pounds
and yet we all persist in eating meats and
years,
things
no
nearer
to
out
than
of hay, mixed with the corn-meal from ho
ow
fats and butter all through the summer.
coining
right
they who fancied that “nerves" were at the
Zilpha Thomas for a wife, than Mrs.
»*ars, ground and cooked, you could feed
Barnes for a housekeeper, but he had not
Meats and butter are on our tables three ever were.1,’
bottom o( all feminine ailments.
two bullocks just as high as you feed one
“I can’t think why your father should
times a day, when in reality they ought to
“Ah, yes!1 I’ll send her a prescription,” the air of a very eager wooer; and in
bullock now and fat twice as many lor the be sparingly used during the summer dislike my mother so.
1 think mother said the doctor heartily. And thinking it truth, he was not without his misgivings ;
knife as you air now fattening. You can mouths at least by the young, the old, aud knows, but she will never tell me. Miss the heartiness of interest and
good nature, he saw in imagination the widow’s black
get a steady nun by tin.* year for >1'* and the feeble, and by all who are the most of Esther Wagg says that they were lovers the
went on his way relieved.
eyes snapping detiantly at him, and wonsquire
What
board.
■•'tei wo;k can he d-» in the
the time in-door, or who have no active em- once, and had a
And Doctor Hurlburt, feeling even less dered if he would not relent, if she provquarrel that your father
four Winter months than to make one i ployment. For the classes just named, a can never
forget. Hut one can’t believe amiable than on the previous night, sat ed of a quarrelsome temper.
pound go as far as vw«> jo now
Your I very appropriate diet for the summer would all Miss Esther's
And he east two or three glances back
down at his desk, and wrote a prescripgossip."
■'teaming apparatus may
you one hun- j be as follows
“1 don't think it is anything more than tion for Miss Rose Carter.
at the Widow Carter’s cottage, and as lie
bred dollars.
Wmr < a; u. ; -me- hundred!
Brerkfast,—cold bread and butter a slice a notion he has
Just as he finished it his man llarnes did so he certainly sighed. The widow
got into his head, lie's a
-lollars more
N<>\v add up
of cold meat, or in its place a couple of
crocliety. set eld fellow, but he’s got a brought him a note. It was from the man had been in the window, and she had
Hire
man arc his board four inc-uth-•
$120 eggs, or a saucer of berries or stewed fruit
who took care of the doctor’s farm on the bowed to him—bowed, and actually smilwithout milk, cream or sugar. The same good big heart, Hose, if one can only get
1 nOTi-; ah' 1 w a
i.
•*()
It you were only my wife, lie would outskirts of the town, near the widow
ed a little, though in a shy sad way.
Dr.
tor dinner, with one vegetable; no other at it.
be
sure to come round and think the world
llurlburt did not quite understand it.
Thomas’ wood lot.
desert.
For supper, some cold bread and
total.
of
If
would
be
lie had met her but twice, to
sure,
you.
you
only many me.
Yon will do wed it > eii caii with 00 ears butter ami a cup of hot drink, and nothing
“The Widow Thomas’ man Jake wants to
Hose ! At the worst—if he wouldn’t conic know
since he had come back to the village,
ami -b pounds of nay put a pound of beef else; nothiug whatever between meals. So
if vou will let tin* widow take Black Bess,
round—he
two
could
disinherit
ami
but
at
liuitlier
of
far
on
such
a
me,
those
from
the
class
i*»tlie
conferbefore,
to
down
to
diet,
only
years
Saugus
<|ii:irtor!y
starving
go
11'i a
:.!
Met
l‘.v st- alliing you cal)
of persons above named would live on it. I have a pair <>l good strong arms, and [‘iin’ meeting to-night. She told him to say times had she shown any disposition to
: dee
: ;n ■■ : tvn pounds
mak
j would
that she didn't led wry well, and
thrive
on it, would
particular
some
bruins
to
my
grow
j
stronger
passable
light
way—
recognize him.
of In cf. Suppose you ai
Wintering JOi)
[bought the ride would do her good. it you
Ills looks had not invited a recognition
head.'.
mi
In
uemd.-. by the ««ld rough) every day, would have more bodily vigor, | our way—through the world."
would ho so kind as to let her take llhwk Ress,
mental elasticity, and a greater flow' of aniThe moonlight showed him her face,
either then nr now, but here she was as
j
which is -to very gentle.
way. you can make
pounds a day for ;
mal
for
the
reason that few
.-pints, and
i-’o days. i'J.ooo pomei«
and he landed that there was a little
sweet as a May morning! It was all her
SAMIT.r. HolXiKrNs.”
15y steaming the j
same material w.:
make 1,000 pounds, at would eat too much; there would be noth- shadow of hesitation on it.
Hut she shook
artfulness, of course! .she thought she
The doctor's lace cleared as he read.
to
the
hence
the
ing
overtempt
appetite,
a cost of Sh 10; 1.200 pounds the
her head Jirmly after a moment.
grain by stomach would not be
‘•Little Sam Hodgkins is waiting lor could cajole him into letting Charley marwhat
overworked;
ss
10. Deduct,
steaming, at seven cents, is
“Xow, Hose, darling, don’t toll me the answer, if you please, sir,” said ry her daughter. She would see! lie
the s'.mii. and the clear gain in beef is >Uo0. work it did perform, would be well done;
would send that boy to Europe, to China
again to wait—”
Harm's.
In order to defend the present usage, il the- blood made would be pure, liie-giving,
The rest of the sentence was never
And the doctor wrote a few words hor- if need be, to get him out ot Bose CarAny man of ordinary inmust be shown that the offal of these 100 ano energizing.
spoken, for a heavy hand was laid on the ridly, in answer to Samuel Hodgkins, ter's way.
cattle, as now fed, would make s<;oo worth t.eiligence and observation, who will give a
Still it is certain that he sighed deeply
fair trial to the above system of feeding, young man's shoulder, and an angry voice not without grumbling tit tin* man’s stuof pork without other mod. and this cannot
f
mimicked liis lender tones.
in not letting the widow have the as he passed the cottage, and Widow
be shown. Hut granting that it might be will scarcely fail to be convinced of its value
pidity
!
I'll teach you to horse without
Thomas’ black eyes snapped before him
“Hose, darling
within a week after he begins it. [Hall’s
applying t<> him.
done, what right-minded man would not
•darling’ her, young man ?”
Hut no matter! the widow would not all the more ominously in contrast with
prefer to send shoo worth of sound, sweet Journal of Health.
And there was Dr. llurlburt’s face, red have to ask I'orHlaek Bess
beef to consumers ratlin that shoo worth
again. ••With the Widow Carter’s soft, shy blue ones.
The Hay Panic.
with
Was Miss Esther Wagg right, and was
of such hog meat ?
anger, looking over Charley’s till my worldly goods I thee endow,” lie
j;. j..
shoulder. Hose at the first glimpse ot it, meant to
it possible that there was still a spring of
soon.
her
to
very
say
The efforts being made by interested turned and
ran, like a little coward as
Harm's was entrusted with the two sentiment in the doctor’s heart, which
Dried Up Pastures.
parties to keep up and raise the price of she was.
notes—one for Miss Rose Carter, and the
fifty years and his crusty temper had not
cries
of
a
and
short
consehay by
crop
“Haven’t I forbidden you seeing that other for little Sam
This term applies to thousands of acres in
to carry to been able wholly to dry.
Hodgkins
quent scarcity of winter fodder for cattle Is
this State which have been scorched to death
From afar off the Widow Thomas saw
next, senseless and wicked.
!t is true that young woman? What do you mean by his father.
during the cvtivm dr jughiof two succesle- hay crop of Maine the present year will sneaking round here with her like a thief
In the mean time Charley had come to him coming “riding along with that
sive summers.
Pile rocky hill-sides which
diminished from last year, but the per in the night ? pursued the doctor furi- a new resolve,
lie would see Mrs. Car- grand careless air, as if he owned the
have been expose-; to tin* direct. ray s ol the
eentage i> not so great as has been repre- ously.
ter oneo more, and try to gain her eon- whole town,” as she declared, and presun have generally suilme 1 most.
The ani- senteu
“it is not my fault that I do not walk sent to his
V\Y have taken some pains to
marriage with Rose. With- pared to do battle. She was in such a
mal and vegeta
natter m the soil seems
ascertain the precise condition of the crop with her openly; it is not my fault that out her consent, Rose would never be his quiver of indignation that her cap ribin many instunhe literally burnt out..
in this vicinity and in some other parts of she is not my wile.
It is only because wife.
bons stood up straight, and the snapping
There no are seeds of the grasses or even of
the State, by conversation with farmers and she will not consent to be so,” answered
it was evidently a nope less iasK 10 iry eyes of bis imagination were as nothing
of weeds left to spring up and cover the
others practically acquainted with the facts;
Charley, stoutly.
to overcome his lather’s prejudices; lmt compared with these.
ground with verdure.
and the results of our inquiries is that on
“Won’t consent to he your wife, eh ? he was determined that
•■now u:m’ Jim come line, you msuiiWhat sliai be
-1iC with such land has
they should not
well kept land the decrease is from 10 to 20 It doesn’t seem to me that she treats
become a serimi- question. it will take
you he allowed to destroy his happiness, and ing, hypocritical villain! you perfidious
per cent., while in few instances have the
several years for much "i P to recover itexactly like a rejected lover!” answered Rose’s too, for life. Mrs. Carter liked wretch ! Leave this house sir, and if ever
figures reached so low as f>0 per cent., and the doctor.
self, and we are ini lined to believe that thru
him; she would give Rose to him wil- you come here again I’ll set Towzerupon
on old, worn-out land with thin
only
as you live !” she screamed.
over mue■
of it tin- mouses will spring up
would marry mo, 11 sim wore .alsoil.
We estimate, therefore, that the hay
lingly, she had told him, if it were not von as sure
and take the place of nutritious grasses. It
lowed to choosey’ answered Charley, try- for liis father’s
To say that the doctor was amazed
objections; she might he
(T<q of Maine for the year 1 s71 will not
will be a loss not merely for one year, but fall off
“Her
from last year’s product more than ing hard to keep his temper.
would hut fully express his emotion, lie
persuaded to, in spite of it.
for a series of years.
mother will not consent.”
2.1 per cent.
And there was no time to lose, for in was thoroughly alarmed and lost no time
We have sMi
many rough pieces of
not
consent?
that’s
But admitting the truth of the alarmists'
“Humph!
pretty two days, he was going away to a dis- in escaping Irom the presence ot a manipasturage now rendered utterly useless,
“So she tant
there is no reason for an exor- well!” gro vied the doctor.
city, to establish himself in business, ac (as he loll stue she must lie,) to ids
which might be ploughed in a rough way predictions,
bitant price. The law of compensation ap- thinks my son is not good enough for her lie had
hoped to carry Rose with him, carriage.
during tin* presen season and sowed to
in
here
the
abundance
and
cheapness daughter!”
“Insane from an evil temper! Ah, I
but all his pleading had been of no avail
winter rve and grass seed, which would af- plies
of corn.
Fifteen bushels of which can be
“She
does
If
not
to
me.
object
you to induce her to marry him against her knew those evil eves were not for noth• l
t if next spring.
The dry
for twelve dollars, with a ton o 1 would give your consent to our
bought
liorou.s material in the soil would be turned
marriage, mother’s will. All his hopes now lay in ing ! lint why her anger should be dihay, is fully equal for stock, to two tons of she would give hers.”
to the surface,
influencing Mrs. Carter. So early that rected against me I can’t understand;
herds grass. At the present high cost of
that’s
it!
consent
“All,
Well,
*
would be formed, \\ hicli
my
you’ll morning ho took his Way to the cottage though I suppose her wrath falls upon
in
market
the
use
of
this
corn
hay
($33)
never have, young man, you may rely
'vc.-Id
ike t!ie place of the old.
It would
at the foot of the hill.
Squire Carter had any one who happens to he near when,
practically reduces the price of food to $22.- upon that. And if ever I hear of
undoubtedly be better to leave the ground 50
your just left, and Mrs. Carter’s mind was the tit seizes her (.), what an escape I
tou.
The corn crop of the west is
per
somewhat rough on such lands.
with that young woman again, I’ll still filled with the anxiety
regarding have had!”
and there is no prospect that the being
With these suggestions we hope that unfailing,
turn you out of doors, sir.
Not a penny Rose’s health which he had aroused; so
And Dr. Ilurlburt went his homeward
; price at the east will
but on the
advance;
some of our farmers who may have
of
shall
ever have, sir.
pasyou
not
have
could
found a way, resolved to he contented with a
my
money
perhaps Charley
contrary, it is likely to drop. Our advice
ture' like those described above, will
yoke to farmers is to feed more corn ami winter Remember that! I am not the one to better time for trying to win her over to housekeeper, and thankful that his lot
up Buck and Broad and try the experiment. the
make idle threats.”
his side.
was no worse.
young stock, which is sometimes sold
Due acre only of good pasturage adds main the fall through necessity, when it is not
Charley was about to reply, but they
Barnes met him with an unusualy smilRut, though she did not hesitate for a
a good cow, while
terially to the value
lit for beef, and the loss of which on the had reached the house by this time, and
countenance.
moment, his pleading was in vain.
ing
Idle and useless land is generally poor propthe
went
doctor
into the office, and shut
farm is a source of poverty to the land and
•■Mr Charley’s been waiting to see you
“You know there is no one whom I
erty.
to the owner.
the
door
behind
him
with
a
So
«
bang.
It is oik* of th*• great and most important
would rather have for a son than you, sir, he waited a while, hut of course he
there was nothing for poor Charley to do
she said, “Rut 1 know your fa- could not wait any longer, and it’s six
problems in our future agriculture to supA new process fur making grasshoppers but take his way disconsolately up stairs Charley,”
ther.
lie is a stern man, a very stern o’clock this minute, lie told me to tell
ply pasturage at the cheapest rate. We useful as well as
is in vogue to bed.
ornamental,
have no doubt, Hsat many ot our rocky pasand he will never relent, lie would you how thankful and happy he was, and
with a farmer of this county, who semis his
In the meantime, the doctor seized the man,
tures might be broken up to a good depth
never forgive you for marrying against that he should feel awful hail if you didn’t
into the Ileitis with cotton sheets poker and stirred
boys
the
lire
in
his
and a manure thoroughly mixed with soil
up
dying
his will. I cannot consent to your ruin- come to the wedding.”
saturated with water. The hoys take hold
so as to make excellent
“Thankful and happy!” “Come to
pasturage where of the four corners of the sheet, spread it grate savagely.
ing all your prospects in lite. You and
“Won’t
eh?
like
That’s
Rose
now there is but little feed.
consent,
Hut we are
Rose are both very young; you may the wedding !” “What are you talking
out like a sail of a vessel, and stand to the
she always was a proud piece.
met by the question, where shall we get
Shepard!
The time might come, Charley, about, you idiot ?” demanded the doctor.
windward; and as the clouds of grassliop
manure to do this? It is as much as we can
Let me catch that boy with her daughter change.
“To his wedding with Miss liose Carare driving along before the wind,
when you would regret disobeying your
do to obtain manure sullicient for our crops. pers
And he walked up arid down
again?”
catch them in the sheet, to which they adfather’s wish. You are his only son, and ter. I thought ol course you knew. It’s
We think here is a very important practithe
the
and
room,
brandishing
poker,
double up the sheet, drown the pests
so dear to him ; and before this,
you say, half-past eight.”
cal question, and an earnest, well to-do far- here,
with a scowl still on his face, looking not
and carry them to the hogs and turkies to
“The young rascal? Does he dare to
never thwarted your
mer who will renovate three acres in this
slightest wish. You
be gobbled np. This is “throwing a wet unlike a midnight assassin, in spite of the
ought not to disobey him hastily. To he do this !” shouted the doctor, and rushed
way at the least expense will perform one
blanket” on the prospects of the grasshop- venerable aspect which his gray hairs
out
of the house, and down to the Widof the most important operations for tlm
sure, his prejudice seems unreasonabut as they have swallowed the crops gave him.
ow Carter’s cottage.
ble—”
future of our agriculture. We have neg- pers,
it is no more than fair that they should go
Rut he cooled down very soon, suffiMrs. Carter and Charley met him in
lected our pastures, and considered them as
“Unreasonable! It is absurd!” interdown in the crops of the turkies and the ciently to carry the poker back to its place,
the cast-off portions of the farm. Our cows
he lias the hall. Ilis wrath had had time to cool
rupted
Charley,
hotly.
“Why
of
the
throats
and begin a search for dressing-gown never so much a; seen
hog. [Iveu. Journal.
labor hard all day to secure a scanty
a little in his walk, and if it had not he
supyou, to my knowland slippers, a search which proved long,
ply of food, and we wonder how it is that
would have found it hard to he so dem!”
edge
The State Entomlogist of Missouri says and served to turn his anger from Charley
some men’s cows give so much milk. Good
“I lived hero when I was a girl, you onstrative as usual under the widow’s
thut the washing of fruit trees with soap, to another.
pastures are the only remedy.
1 knew your father then.
He calm clear eyes. But he expressed his
know.
It has been frequently observed that we or the application of any alkaline solution,
“Of all the miserable housekeepers that
has some reasons for disliking me which disapproval quite strongly enough to
is an infalliable protection against borers; ever I had, this Barnes woman is the
have more bountiful crops after a drought.
show them that there had been some mis1 don’t understand.”
and this is confirmed by the experience of worst!” he
There is no doubt that a drought is benefigrumbled, jerking himself at
“It is only a prejudice, a notion, 1 take.
cial to a soil, it aids in pulverizing it, but some of tiie most extensive fruit growers last into the
comfortless
and
dilapidated
am sure,” said Charley.
“And lie lias
Charley produced his note, and the docit must be well stirred to bring out its latent in that section.
looking dressing-gown, and the slippers no light to dictate
me in such a matter.” tor saw through the mystery at once—
good qualities. We see no reason why the
trodden down at the heel.
And he was beginning his eager plead- Mrs. Thomas’ lunacy and all. That stusame rule will not apply to the renovation
“Not a drop ot warm water, or anyExplosion.
ing over again, when Barnes appeared pid Barnes had changed the notes. The
of our pastures. We have been watching
to
eat
in
the
I’ll
warrant!”
thing
house,
with a note. There was no address oil Widow Thomas had been advised to stop
a pasture for two years past of about three
Mavsvili.e, N. Y. Aug. 14.
And he strode into the dining-room, which
tiie outside, and Mrs. Carter opened it, gadding about of evenings, and Mrs.
acres.
It was originally a bog hole, but
The steamer Chautauqua, Capt. Mur- indeed was cold and void of cheer.
while Charley waited in a fever of sus- Carter had considered herself permitted
the owner cleared off the alders, dug deep
ray, exploded her boiler this morning
Ho went into the pantry and munched
drains, and ploughed and manured it, and while wooding at
pense, to know what his father could to “let him have” her daughter! How(i a hard very dark colored
savWhitneys
Landing,
doughnut
now his two cows are
ever angry he might be, the doctor saw
have to say to Mrs. Carter.
enjoying an abund- miles below Maysville. The dead so far
ance of feed, in
agely.
Her face was a picture of amazement that it was too late to intefere.
spite of the drought. There as known, are Mrs.
and daugh“I’d
turn
her
is a (great contrast
she
and
Hopkins
to-morrow,
away
and
between this spot
as she read, but pleasure shown through
“Well, young man, you have chosen
ter, residence unknown, Henry Cook ol her husband, too, only that the next one
the hillside near
by. Let us then look at
it as she handed the note to Charley.
your way and you must walk in it! She’s
a
colored
barber
at the Chautauqua would be sure to be worse.
our pastures and see what we can do to imCorry,
They are all
her mother over again, they say—you
It was brief and to the point.
Mrs. E. C. Cochran of Buffalo, about of a piece. There is
prove their condition.
A
good pasture House,
nothing worso
had better marry her as soon as possible
her
and
has
all
the
“Let
makes
not yet been to have in the house than a
liim have her.
stock seem comfortable, as drowned,
body
housekeeper—
or she’ll jilt yon as her mother did me.”
Edward
A
IIurlbujit.”
dozen
others
well as their owner. [Lewiston Journal.
are
recovered.
injured, unless it’s a wife. And I don’t know—”
The Widow Carter looked at him with
several of whom will die.
Doctor llurlburt still stood in the pan“I always told Rose he iiad a heart, if
like a flash in her eyes.
something
No better plan lias been devised to keep
try, solemnly deliberating, after the last one could only get at it!” cried Charley
“How can you say that, when you
A young fellow chopping wood near Sa- morsel of doughnut had disappeared. It in a transport of delight.
butter sweet than to put it in clear, jars and
“Now you know it was you who deserted me!” she
No kind of ves- lem, Oregon accidently unearthed a pile was so long since he had a wife that ho can make no objection; we have your said.
cover with strong brine.
so
will
answer
well
whether
as a jar.
one was worse promise!
Most ol could not decide
sel, cask or tub
of gold coins worth in all $ 100.
And I am going away the
“Didn’t you write me a letter within
In this way it can be kepi, fresh and sweet them bore old dates, and they have evident
than the housekeeper or not. It was a day after to-morrow, you know, and I a month of the
day that was to have been
for twelve months.
had
been
he
question
ly been in the ground lor a long time.
revolving in his must take my wife with me.”
our wedding-day, telling me coolly, that
m.
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ort {Chicago Tribune) of Carl
Speech, Aug. 12th.]

fine

hail discovered that. you preferred
another?” demanded the doctor.
“Never! I never wrote you such a letter !” said the widow.
Charley began to

Sea

yon

As for the ocean, there is a great deal
he said on both sides.
It is sultry and oppressive at home, and
in your ears is a low roar which common
folks call the sound of the sea, lint which
you better instructed in sea-lore by a seafaring ancestry, know to be the moaning
of the wicked one doomed to construct a
rope of sand. Sand enough he can easily
gather, and fashion it for his rope, but
when he fain would twist it. the treacherous sand falls
perpetually apart, and his

that an explanation was
coming, at
which a third party would In; do
trup,
and took his departure. If lie did, then,
see

to

have

a strange
presentiment of what
might happen as a result of that explanation, at some future day, he was not at
all prepared for what did occur, that
very
night.

When he and Hose moved away from
before the minister who had made them
husband and wife, his father and Mrs.
Carter stood up before him, and the ceremony was repeated for their benefit!
They had decided in that brief space of
time, that that was the best reparation
possible fertile mistake of almost a life-

labors have

I’omeroy, editor of Pomeroy's Democrat, who is making a leisurely trip to
the Pacific, stopping at all places of interest, gives the following account of conferring upon women the rights of voting and
sitting upon juries—
This territory was the first to give the
right of suffrage to women. Out here in
the “wilderness," so-called,
midway
the Continent, under the shadows
of mountains ever covered with ice and
snow, the ballot-box was first opened to
females.
The credit of this is duo to James II.
Ilayford, editor of the Laramie Daily
Sentinel, one ol the pioneers here, formerly from Wisconsin. In Lsi;s Mr. Ilaylord
prevailed upon the members of the Territorial Legislature, then in session at Cheyenne, to vote for a bill giving women the
right to vote. The bill was introduced by
lion. John Herrick, a Democrat, of Sherman, and passed by a Democratic Legislature. So it is that to an editor, and to
Democrats, are the women ot America indebted for this, their first legal recognition as citizens, after the Republicans had

me
Alter uie
ngnt u> negroes.
to vote had been given women here,
the county officials made up a jury list,
and omitted the names of women. The
completed list was handed into the office
of the Sentinel, Mr. Hay ford's paper.
He saw the omission and re.fused to publish the list till the law was complied
with, and names of women put in with
those of men. The county otlieial said
the law was a joke.
The editor was indexible—said the law was in earnest.
The ollieials caved in and made a new
list, adding the names of women, and
thus the jury was drawn.
The first jury was drawn for the March
term of court, 1870. Six men and six
women.
The first ease of importance
was one of murder.
It occupied the attention of the court four days. The men
jurors, while out of court, were in one
room, under charge of a deputy sheritf.
The women jurors, under a female officer,
occupied another room. Their deliberations were begun with prayer.
They spent their hours when out ot the

given

thought, supplica-

No r

when all this matter of law, of jury. (
court-room, and judicial proeeeding wa^ \

j

AT IT TUB .1UIIY W l’.XT.

visited not only the saloons
to inquire into matters, 1ml they went
from one place of prostitution to another,
to see how it was for themselves. They
talked* with tin female inmates; inquired
into their mode and manner of life, the
profits ot their business— learning so
far as they could the names ot the patrons
or frequenters of these institutions.
The women of easy virtue who had
been plying their avocation here, on being kindly met by the wives and mothers
of the citizens of Laramie, made clean
breasts ot it, and as a general thing, asked only to be fairly dealt with.
They
claimed with a great degree of truth, that
it was no worse for them to live in such
houses than for the
women

HUSIIANIIS OF Till' WOMEN

who wore visiting them to inquire into
their mode of iife to patronize them !
They do say that when the female jurors returned to their homes, after making
this grand tour of inspection, more than
one of them told her husband she had a
little something to sav to him in the bedroom, or away from the ears of the children ! Some of the men said :
“Oh! pshaw, don’t
don’t
believe
—

—

such stories.”
“lint,” replied the interviewing wife,
“you know how it is yourself.”
At

was

tea-tables the
partaken of in silence.
some

evening meal
Supper over,

consult among
husbands went out
to meet little groups standing hero and

jury-women met
themselves; while the
the

to

street-corners, behind some
stove, under some shed, or just over yon-

there,

on

der behind a train of cars. The consultation among the women over, they retired
to their homes; while, toward the wee
small hours, we are told, the husbands
came in. silent and thoughtful.
When the morning sun arose once
again the
CYPRIANS, LIKE TIIU AltAliS,
had folded their tents and silently stole
away! From that day to this “p”—tutes
have hail no name or habitation in Laramie.
To the ladies of the place Laramie is
indebted for many ol her improvements.
Finding they had a voiee in the affairs
they proposed to exercise it. One day

they wanted

a

school-house;

so

they

out with subscription-papers in this
direction and that, asking every man
they met, taking what stamps they could,
but “nay” from none, till, as the result
of two days’ soliciting, they accumulated
funds to build a very fine school-cdiliee.
So, when they wanted a chruch, all the
ladies turned their attention to the matter, and solicited everywhere till they
obtained money to build first one church
and then another; the people of Laramie
seeming to have lorgotten to quarrel,
bicker, and backbite among themselves,
each religious denomination there thinking itselt as good but no belter than any
other. From all we can learn, Laramie
is one of the most mellow-hearted, brotherly, christianized places on the American
continent.
went

Wild mocking birds and canaries arc
very abundant at Analiein, Cal., and sr
tame that they fly into people’s houses ami
sing melodiously from some perch in the
room.
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of its most vital 'principles, and that
in any degree to be compared with this
usurpation has ever happened in the
history of this republic. Only look at it.
l’lie power to declare war, is bv the Constituion delegated to Congress and nf>t to the Pivsilent, and this for the simple reason that the
i ■race of t )<• country should not be the foot-ball
-t a single individual's ambition, and that war,
and misery, should not be hiwith it's;critic
ailed upon the people except by this action ot
li

one

lathing

of
whole
irf

j

s

j
j

mu

a

mything:

j

strangled,

anybody

men.

The

»

bound to begin with,
come near tumbling head lirsi
into
Madrid, from not counting on the resistance of the water.
I gli! how cold it is! j
and how indefatigable! and irresistible !
In the twinkling of an eye all the conceit 1
is thwacked out of you. The sea will
It. beats you about,
stand no nonsense.
It takes your breath
it knocks you down.
It
It streams into your ears.
away.
It ru>!ies up
pours into your mouth.
your nose. You are drowned and dead.
You try to swim, and down you go plump
to the coral grove and the mennaidens,
and up you scramble again—and strong
aims pull you one way. and the strong
sea thrashes you another way, and everybody is screaming all the while at the
top of his voice for pure excitement.
You leap, and it buoys you up—you walk
and it flings you down. You yield to it
and it hurls you shoreward with a wild
spray tossing. You rush against it, and
it smites you merrily and cheerily, but
with the force of a sledge-hammer.
So you come out all dripping, and
drowned, and forlorn. Not a bit of it.
Every nerve tingles with exhilaration, i
with
and

tion to God for guidance, and attentive
reading of the laws atfeeting the eases
bulYn o them.
vv ;ir>
lol l
In tins rc.'»]>«'•
they resembled children more than wo-

them a novelty. Their aim seeumd t"
be to do that which was right.
I ’[> to the time the right, of sutVr ig«* had
been given to women here, there had
been in Laramie a few houses of prostitution—relies left by the railway pioneers
for the edification of those who might
come after them.
One day tie- saloons of
the place, and these houses, were presented for indictment to the grand jury, composed of men and women. It became
the duty of this grand jury t » examine
into the habits, customs, “morals,” peculiarities, and iniquities of the ones
charged with offending the peace and
morality of Laramie —so

hopeless

seaward,

anguage of the < Onstitutiou. that Congress
hall ha\
tin’ power In declare war. meant
if it is not a men* monkery, it mum
Dean that tin* Kxenitive. the President, sltall
lave no power t»> initiate a war. to make war,
inless
hy act "t
eially authorized to do
Vmgres-. It i- admitted that, if our territory
invaded by a hostile force, or if our -hips are
ittaekcd "U high sea-, the right of d*f<-nse is tt
natter of course. Hut when there i- no invasion of our territory. wlu*n there i> no attack on
>ur ships, when the idea of deten-e h entirely
mt of the question, when, then, the President
>rder acts ol war ot an aggressive nature, inlerlering with the alf:.ir< of nation* with whom
die l 'n ited States are at peace, and all this within t the least seinhlaiiec of authority from < 'on2Toss, nay, even without condescending to consult Congl'cs:-and lie i —-lie I some of these
ardors while Congress w:i* in session—then he
is-iime- a power whieh tin* < onstitutiou Ins
•xpn ss|y withheld from him. and whieh is not
*ven exercised hy tile most powerful monarch
►f the Old World, the Kmperor of Germany;
for even he cannot, tiller tile < oustitution of
the Empire, initiate war without the consent of
th" Federal < oitnci!. If we concede that power
to him, then indeed the peace, and prosperity,
and happiness of the American people are at
the mercy of one man : then the I nitial States,
a> regard* the point in
question, become a
monarchy, more absolute than the most powerAnd this power the,
ful monarchy’ in Europe.
(’resident ha- u-urped. ('an a people, loving its
liberty, permit such usurpation V The argument*
Every drop of blood is warm and alert, l! brought forward to defend the President's act
were only calculated to prove how utterly indeor a
wants a serpent
fensible it i-. Tint the President ordered nets
world carried, here is an arm of Hercules, of war, without the consent of
Congress, rioand here is a shoulder jf Atlas.
Hut oh ! bodv attempts t.» deny, hut it was said that by
I
>alt
in
hair!
And
oh
the
amount
a
of
the
annexation with
making project ot a treaty
your
of water that tlanuel will absorb !
And a foreign government, the President had ae’nit* d States ;•
for tie*
.i t of all inpiired
how
don't
mind
that is
many | choate
you
ight in that foreign eountrv whieh ho
rows of
has, had lie power to protect hv warlike means as
your
or whether it is made of
In would hav* the right to'proteet the soil of tin*.
\
or moire
Your ocean is a great, I'nited Stot*• -• again-t foreign invasion.
wild beast, that rends you and tosses von single word will sull'ieo to show the absurdity
flic President negotiates a
of that argument,
without a
of respect for your «*oat
treaty with a foreign Gov. rnmeiit. 'That is Ids
of many colors, and in its remorseless own act. Hy the President’s own arbitrary a* t
clutch you think no more of yotir ward- it is said that rights are created giving the
in the lion's President the power, of his own motion, at Ins
robe.
did
mouth. And when you come out, inn er own arbitrary pleasur**, to commit acts of war
In other words, although
for their protection.
was
like the ( un-rirution
Solomon in all his
entrust- Congress with the
one of you, no matter how you went in.
war-making power, the President mav perform
You can’t get out at all, till you arc. wrung acts whieh confer upon him alone tin* war-makthat rivulets of water do not ing power, without the consent of Congress.
out so
a mere trick lie can acquire the power deletrickle down at every step, and all your 15y
gated t*> c.,ngre-s by the Constitution. You
lace like
round your
hair
Hut even this defence,
see how a ~ur ! this i-.
sea-weed round a—boiled lobster -if one absurd a- it is, does not apply to the •*ase. For
*>t
annexation
was
treatv
the
for
the
formally and
with variations
may
red by the Senate; then, evidentout solemnly re!
all grace is
truth’s
out
of
tin
existence, the soly,
treaty being
of your buttons, and you walk home- called inchoate
right of the I'nited States in San
in
the
linn
and
as
ward,
you go,
Homingo had ceased. And even then, when
as well take the surl
there was no treaty r*dation, even ol the shadfaith that you
as in
and line linen, owiest Ivin*!, betwe.-n the 11idled States and Shu
in a
j 1 Mmingo, the navy of the I’nited States w:u
Who dare say that women are the slaves
ordered to use its camion against any body atof fashion and show? (Jo t<>, now! To tacking Hacz, and our ships of war actually did
Beach, for instance, and see what take part in military operations, by tnmsixu'ling tin* troop- *»l a beliig* rent party ami the
are willing to make of
Nay. it tlii- very moment, it we may beand men tor the lik'
themselves before
lieve the- new-pap* -. -, they are at the same busisake of a little free, wild fun, a !illL* pure. ness. under th*‘ -rime orders—the war
ships ol
excitement. \u 1 I the ! Idled State- virtually at the command of a
wholesome
f reign adventure in the West Indies.
when you are once more clothed, and in
mind and staring, like **-101:1
MlN.vnm HAUblN S AIKil MKN'T.
your

reading neignnor.

nazur

right

to

his
ns

Ihy

across

WHY

lures

roar

and a hamper or two of hard bread, and
a low dozen
eggs, and sweet corn, and
sugar-gingerbread, and other such provender, which is supposed to tic -a!t*\v:u taproot, for we will camp out. Let Newport have its thousands, anil l.ong branch
its tens of thousands, mine he a cot beside the sea, and a Byronic mingling with
the universe, and a tasting of the sweets
of solitude.
Oh ! solitude, we no longer ask where
are the charms that
sages have seen in
face.
We only ask piteously, where
is thy face? This beach swarm- with
people. Far off the white sea-sand is alii
with little black bugs creeping to and tro.
amphibious, for they tloat in the fringe oi
the sea near at hand. Our romantic cot
is overflowed with ephemeral piekniekers
and every black crag is crested with humanity You must boil your corn with
a dozen pairs of
eyes fastened upon you
and there is no such thing as drowning
yourself, though you wish it as much as
•Johnny Sands wished to save his wife, tor
a dozen round balls
bobbing up and down
on the waves about you. are the heads of
strong swimmers who would be sure to
dive and wrench you out by the hair of
And
your head, if it would stay on.
what a dishevelled, dripping, forlorn s.q
are the bathers
coming up out of the ,-oa.
Oh! my lovely ladies, you will be stylish or nothing, and you talk daintily of
scallops and trimmings, and you fashion
bathing-suits as neatly as ball dresses:
but the saucy sea mocks all our finery,
and tosses up against our scarlet spiendor as undcvoutly as over the old tow
gown and horse blanket frock of our non-

Woman Suffrage in Wyoming.

AM)

Who wonders the

moans over

As the rates require.
Two towels and u spoon,

Mr.

earnest

end.

task ? Hut the low
and with 11s

And it proved so agreeable an arrangement that l)r. Hurlburt is often heard to
say that, though lie has always prospered
in his practice, he never made so
great a success as when lie wrote a prescription for Hose Carter.
The Doctor has a faint suspicion that
Miss Kstlier Wagg knows something
about Hint note, 'out he says nothing.
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TIIE SAN DOMINGO CASK.
I will not discuss bore at
length the policy of
annexation in the tropics; one word only to dethe point ot view from which 1 look at if.
'1 he annexation of San
Domingo would inevitably lead to the annexation of the American
tropics down to the Isthmus of Darien. This
would give us a population of the Latin-IndianAfriean mixture, which has nothing in common
with us; that would promise a prospect of successful assimilation with our political system.
We would gain countries, beautiful indeed, but
under natural inlluences which, so far, have
nowhere permitted the growth of free institutions with my guarantee of stability in them;
countries whose possessions would he the
source of ineal uable tJillieulties, military government, corruption and demoralization of
every kind. We would buy another South, in
addition to the one which already gives us so
much trouble, and that second South would lie
infinitely worse. Our powers, our development,
our destiny are in the
temperate zone, and here
must be the centred our empire. The annexation of the tropics would be like purchasing a
handsome garment with the infection of the
small-pox in it. But 1 desire only to discuss
the constitutional aspect of the business.
Well
then. In the summer of 18*it) the President
negotiated two treaties with Buenaventura
Baez, the Chief of the Republic of San Domingo, one. of which provided for the annexation ot
the territory of that Republic to the United
States, and the other for the lease of the Bay of
Sumamu part of that territory. The latter was
» be considered
intended
if the first tailed.
Phis tlie President had, according to the Constitution, a perfect right to do. But neither of
these treaties was valid, according to the Constitution, unless consented to by ;the Senate >f
the United state*.
Ii was believed that the Republic of San Domingo was threatened with
warlike invasion by ,tbe neighboring Republit
j! Hayti, and also that Baez, who originally had
>btained possession of the Government by us.legation. was endangered in tiie possession of die
Governin'nt by revolutionary movements carried on by citizens ot San Domingo. These
dreumstanees threatened to interfere with the
1
annexation scheme of President Grant.
avert this danger (Jen. Grunt ordered the naval
dlieers commanding war vessels of the United
states to proceed to San Domingo, and it Baez
■\ a
interfered with in a warlike maimer, either
>y any foreign power or b> fellow-citizens of
»i.s own, to capture or destroy any hostile force
m the sea. ami to protect Bae/ with the whole
>ower of the United States at their command
I ii other words, the President ordered the navy
»f the United States to commit acts of war n a
•ertain contingency, expecting that contingency
o
happen, against a power with whom the
United States were at peao—and In- did this in
lie fan; of ilia* provision of the Constitution
which inv.'t- the < ongre -s of the Unite.! t.ti•--«
ind not the President with the power to declare
,var.
Senator Sunm-.
and myself availed this
let of tbi l’1 -.•'.•‘lit as a Hagrant usurpation
lie mo>r important pnwm-s of Congress; a,id.
min'd, tile imu carefully I have studied ties
piestion ill ali its aspects, the deene;- lias be•ome my conviction th.it by tbi* act
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Cortes, silent upon apeak, in Darien." at |
Then 1 prefer the b»ing argument of Senator
\vh.) 1I iseanlt‘<1 :ill myst»*i it he great ocean lying still and majestic bej 11 trine, Ir- in Iowa. and
bis speech wa>
sine
ous
-annlegai quibbles,
it
is
the
low you, can you believe
j tr:ii«<l:it‘*«l into
German ami widely «listri!>ntf<i.
mad
sea that played such
pranks yonder
l
1t
ni
aii'l pro
> many <Jerman-Am »
ily
Beautiful and bitter sea, august, and ••ail'. I will take tin- trouble to examine if more
thou
1
know
solemn sea,
Our ships m
you! Rollon,
closely. lb- argues in thi^ way
fought Chinese pirates, ami our luml
deep and dark blue ocean, roll; 1 have war have
rolled with yon, and for all your stately forces have chased | he I mlians without a formal
declaration «>f war. ami we have fought ami
steppings, you can be as frisky as a conquered the rebels without a formal declaracolt.
Unfold your purple grandeur to tion of war. and, therefore, the President must
to the dazed beholder, be the highway ot
necessarily, by virtue <d the Constitution, be
nations, the vested with the power t«» make war. if lie i.
commerce, the divider <»l
only e ireful not to deflare war. That is what l
great untamed nower of the world. A call an argument. If il i' not elever, it is at
little cord no bigger than my linger has least brave. But Senator Harlan did not stop
annihilated you, and as a beverage, you there, lie argues further, that the lease of the
are more than disagreeable !
Bay of Samana, though not ratified by the Senate. might still in'ome mysterious way, remain
alive after death, and that the President had a
A Death-Bed Divorce.
right to make war upon any power uttaeking
Ilonry County, (Ind.) Republican
till Davis, of Lewisville, died on Wednesday, July 11), 1871. tie had been for
two years laboring under the effects ol
paralysis. I'or one year he had been unable to walk except by the aid of others,
and for more than six months had been to
all appearances devoid of reason or any
knowledge of persons or things. On July
18, about six o’clock, p. tn, and fifteen
hours before his tinal exit, and when ho
was to all intents and purposes, except the
mere fact ot breathing, as dead as poor
old Harley, he was divorced by Judge
West’s court from his second wife. The
suit for divorce was brought by his
guardian at the instance ot two sons
by a former wife, Harvey Davis, boot and
shoe dealer, of Indianapolis, and Clinton
Davis, of the same place. The deceased
knew nothing more of the existence of the
suit than a man in the moon. The real
cause of it was the fact that the deceased
was the owner of property worth not less
than $100,000, in which ttiis second wife
if undivorced, would have been entitled
She is
to a one-third interest during life.

Baez, without the eonsent of

From ttic

i

healthy woman, with apparently
forty years of life before her. It
is but fair to presume that, at ten percent
interest, her third would be worth fifty or
sixty thousand dollars and over in twenty

a

young,

thirty

or

years. And, from what we can learn,
her chances to live twice that long is as
good as the chances ot the average of
womankind for ten years. Hut, by some
hocus-pocus, she was persuaded or [irevented from appearing against the complaint, and to accept a compromise ot
eight thousand dollars alimony. This
compromise was endorsed, and the divorce granted by Judge William 11 YY est,
when the complainant—who never knew
that he complained atj all—was dying.
Comment is unnecessary. The names ot
other actors in this matter we withhold
for the

An umbrella when it

ongress, for the
.HiKB,

suppose President Grant had
d, in the time of Louis Napoleon, some
the
coast
ot France as a naval station.
"ii
point
Then e ne the complications between France
President Grant hereupon
ami Germany.
orders our navy to Lurope for the purpose of
defending Louis Napoleon against all coiners,
so that our leasehold interest may not sutler.
The Germans are about to attack the army of
Louis Napoleon. “Hold!” cries President
Grant “keep your hands off Louis Napoleon;
I have made a lease with him, which I am
bound to protect; hold, or I*II shoot!” But this
After the battle of Sedan, Napoleon
is not all.
is dethroned, and a revolution is inaugurated.
eries President Grunt. “Don’t
that!”
“Stop
I must keep Louis
touch Louis Napoleon.
bis
throne, because I have made
on
Napoleon
1 don't tolerate revolution;
a lease with him.
hold or I’ll shoot!” This may sound supremely
redieulous. But b you will put Baez for Louis
Napoleon, you will have the whole glory of the
argument that President Grunt has the right,
without the consent of Congress, to order warlike measures in order to secure to Baez the
ruling power over San Domingo, because h«
has entered into a lease with him which has
This proeven not become valid in the Senate.
found doctrine of the effect of a lease treaty
the
of
powers
upon the constitutional division
of this Republic is decidedly new. To Senator
Harlan belongs the honor of the invention; ami
as <hc Germans have been favored with Senator Harlan’s speech, they will undoubtedly
study the new doctrine with their accustomed
thoroughness. The Senator finally wound up
bv insinuating that the President's main offetieo
was that he hail somehow wounded Senator
Sumner’s pride, and otfended me by appointing
some Postmasters in Missouri whom t did not
And proving that he understood the
like.
virtue of discretion, and dso his confidence in
his own argument, Mr. Harlan after this
us

.<

brilliant stroke, closed the dehate by a motion
to lay on the table, so that Mr. Sumner and I
could not reply, and thus betook himself into a
safe place. This by way of anecdote.
SPEAKING

SERIOUSLY,

gentlemen, this is a matter ol grave importance.
The power to involve the country in war is a
It cannot
power of tremendous responsibility.
he circumscribed too carefully, or too conscienthis
That
abuse.
power
against
tiously
Incentive and confided to
was taken from the
was
of
the
Government
branch
the legislative
one of the most important changes in tho
theories of constitutional government; it was

guarded

present.

What is mist?
rains.

TO APPRECIATE TIMS

geutleimai, let

j

<

purpose of protecting this lease.

,,i,.t!i>
republican provision, lor wiiich
gratefully remember the fathers of our Coil*
Vn« 1 here we stand before u miked I
-liMiioii
*! 11 'at ion of this
*;
power; a usurpation which
v

we

accident failed to be
;!:«• *mim'■ ot bloodshed. When our ships of
"
<<l sailed with the President's orders it
was 1- .'ond his power to prevent a hostile col'i'ion.
Any Haytien adventurer might have
I*i*'iiLrht it about.
It will not do to say that a
httlr war with llavti would have followed.
••There are no little wars," says the Duke of
Wellington. A little war with Ifayti! France
vu riiired
the tlowcr of its revolutionary army
the army of the Rhine—in a war with llavti.
Wc would be victorious, but to what purpose?
There stands the naked usurpation. No public danger provoked it: no public interest was
through

v

<>n

a

fortunate

—

r\ ed
bv it ;
honor of the

no

voice called to it.
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with
oed

our approval,
to ask the

a

as

people

party? Are we preto establish and sanc-

edenl which strikes at the very foundation ot republican goverement ?
May the
;iv whose public services form so brilliant
a
i ait of the history of this Republic not end
with sii«'li a descent!
It Mich a question should
\er be submitted to the people, it is to be
hoped, for tin* sake of constitutional liberty in
this coiinii \ and in the world, that the Ameritu nation will not hesitate to give an answer
worthy ot a free people. Ii tiie American peole lo\r tin ir institutions they will never allow
a

pi

they

Me ii Presidents to grow so great that
w ii.toiib tritle with the fuinlainciital

the

may

laws of

Republic.
I \ 11 SKHVH E
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favor with which the idea of civil seri*i form ha- been received bv the best portion ot the people permits us to hope that very
•on the neeessitv of a revival of those tiller
ot honor in political life, which disiini111l.1
tlblled the hi-t Years of this Republic will be
i<
ii‘rni/i I.
!i is well known that WashingTon. a- Pi csj.l. nt. refused ail office to one of
inlaf ions, iiist because lie belonged to his
We have now come so tar that this
tannlv.
• lii’-al
will be ridieiiled as stupid prudery and
an absurdly exaggerated delicacy.
No, it was
no exaggeration of delicacy ; it was the entirely
*ri
t feeling of a gentleman, at the head of
the ‘state, who recognized the high responsibility of his duty, to impart to hi- subordinates
in- measure oi his own notions of honor, by lib
own example.
However much he deserved
reward for that which lie had done lor tile
oimtrv—and nobody ever did or deserved
more, before or alter him—he showed that he
looked upon hi- office as an obliging opportune to render -till greater services, and not as
a mere milch cow to feed him ami his kin, and
he could ask of every Government officer under him the same notion of honor and dot\ : but
when now a President puts
Tie

■

Ill-
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bv lhr* doyen at Hu* public crib, when the who],
horn- "t followers exclaim : “A trifle ; who will
tind fault with him for that:" and he who feeitin- indecency of such acts, and expresses his
feelings, is simply denounced as a traitor, whose
heart must he full ot black designs. No, these
are no trifles.
The cousins and brothers-in-law
of the President may, as officers, be no worse
than others; but when in* put- them to the
public crib the < hief of the State teaches his
subordinates bv hi- example, which i- everywhere visible, that in hi- opinion a public* office
may be used for seltish ends, to make out of it
what can be made.
And who will wonder,
when those subordinates also make out of their
offices all that can be made? When the < hief
ot tho State takes presents, and then puts the
donors into high offices and dignities, the men
-<>
appointed may be worthy men. and the
presents mav have had nothing to do with their
ippoillimeill-, tail the Chief of 1l»<- Stnto lia»
shown hi- subordinates that, in hi-opinion, an
officer may take presents, and then grant Inofficial favors P* the donors in an official wav,
and who will then wonder when the subordinates. following the high example, also take
presents and give their official favors to the
The New York papers are making
muor-:
much clamor over the fact that while Republian conventions pass resolutions in favor of
civil service reform, a Iniled States Marshal
declares to a subordinate officer, whom he lias
iu-t removed, that for the removal there were
..nly political reasons, and none arising out of
any official shortcomings. Is that surprising,
when the < hief of the (iovernment, after having
declared himself in hi- message in favor of civil
service reform, continually and persistently removes officers wlio>e official conduct was unimpeachable, merely for the purpose of putting
political tools in their places? When he, as I
have .-hown to you in one instance, carries the
trade in consciences -o far that the world laughs
at it.
Like master, like man. We ought to be
-urprised at nothing. No. gentlemen, these are
:i
f tritles, which show that from the highest
position, when* a model should be exhibited
l
imitation, that influence which undermines
I line feelings of official honor. Had Washington, instead of furnishing so bright an e.xiinpl of noble disinterestedness, given on hiart the example of greedy nepotism, he would
\
this exhibition for all future time, have
oi-oned tin-character of our public service.
That in our dnvs, this poison descends ill such
-tn-arns bom the highest place, is certainly a
misfortune, but it is a greater misfortune that
party -pint cover- such a< I-. which undermine
nlkcial honor in the whole republic, under the
i know well that (’enmantle of respectability,
ure an.I abuse will rain down upon me for
Rut ask those who
what I have said here.
blame me. whether what I have said in not
true, word for word, and what cun they answer?
I am for civil service reform in all earnest.
I
.m for the elevation of moral tone in our politiII life for mv whole soul, and he who is in
arnest must not recoil from pursuing the evil
m all it'
r unifications, whatever it may cost

Alleged Poisoning Case.
of this week, City
Marshal Bolton was informed that John
lelliaon of Clldtown. had attempted on tin*
previous night to poison his wife, Mary J.
Jelhson, who is at work in Walker’s
hoarding-house near Morse’s Mills, in this
city Map Bolton immediately proceeded
1 ojinvestigate the ease, heard Mrs. Jellison’s statement and obtained a warrant
for Jellison. who was arrested in * Hdtown
yesterday by Deputy Sheri!!' Lancaster
and brought to this city for examination.
Jellison was arraigned before the Police
Court yesterday, plead “not guilty,” and
not being ready for trial, the ease was
continued to ten o’clock this forenoon.
His hail was lived at $8,000, and being
unable to furnish sureties lie was committed.
It appears that Jellison and his wife
have not lived happily together, and about
a year ago separated, though he lias been
in the habit of visiting her f requently since
that time—lie being employed in Oldtown
and she in this eity, as above stated. Last
Tuesday he eante here, visited his wife
and wanted her to come down and stay
over night with him at the National House.
She refused, and they stopped at Walker’s
where she worked. The substance of her
statement is that she awoke about o’clock
in the morning with a very bitter taste in
her mouth, which was dry and parched,
and putting up her hand she found a
quantity ol fine powder on her face and
Ill)

Wednesday

lips.

SheJ immediately arose, saying,
John, you have poisoned me.”
He
made some reply, and ieeling very sick,
she vomited a great deal, being careful
not to swallow, and rinsing her mouth.
A quantity of white powder was found on
her pillow and the upper part of the bed,
which

was

preserved

and

submitted

to

analysis. Competent authority pronounces
powder to lie strychnine. [Bangor
Whig.

this

Mrs. Cochrane, one ol the victims of
the Chatauqua Lake disaster, was with
her husband on their wedding tour. When
the boat landed, her husband was
reading
at the stern. She playfully snatched the
book from him, saying, “If you won’t
go
with me, I shan’t let you read,” and ran
with it lo the bow of the boat. She got
there just in time to meet the explosion
and her death. The little girl, Eliza Eells,
was a beautiful, sprightly child.
About
five minutes before the explosion she hail
helped tlie captain collect fare, and
brought him seven tickets she had taken
up. A little while before she died she
sang sweetly a Sabbath-school hymn, and
died with it on her lips.

What tho Whig Says*
Our readers may be curious to see what
comment the Bangor Whig makes to our

til Maine, as reported to the Boston Post
by Pereie, are having an effect upon last week’s friendly little allusion to the
the men who formerly labored upon editor. Partly to gratify that feeling, and
THURSDAY
EVERY
MORNING
PUBLISHED
ships and the material for ships. Their partly to show the quality of the material
—BY—
universal testimony that, but for the crush- which enters into the construction of the
WILLIAM H. SIMPSON. ing exactions of the administration, the
Whig’s editorial, wc copy its rejoinder'
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country would have been far better guarded without it.
Not the shadow of a
Administrators. Executors and Guardians
valid justification excuses it. A naked act of
desiring their advertisements published in the
to further a famerely
usuipation performed
Journal, will please so state to the Court.
vorite scheme, of the White House.
And for
this the Constitution was violated and the peace
SUBSCRIBERS desiring to have the address of
ot the country endangered. Andean such an papers changed, must state the Post Office to which
the
paper has been sent as well as to which it is
act pass without the most energetic opposition
>f Congress, and without emphatic public con- to go.
demnation? It would almost seem so. And
49-S. M. Pkttengill & Co., 0 State St., Boston
more than this, the same officer of the Governand 37 Park Row, New York, are our authorized
ment who was guilty of this act, is held ufl by
Agents for procuring subscriptions and forwarding
great many as the man above all others to be
advertisements.
reinvested with the power and honor of the Na49-S. K. Nii.es, No. 1 Scollay’s Building, Court
tional Executive.
Do you know what that St., Boston, is authorized to receive advertisements
for
this paper.
means? We arc living in a country where
49*1'. C. Evans, 106 Washington Street, is an
precedent often, but too often, acquires the authorized agent for this paper.
authoritv of law and constitutional rule. What
4^ Geo. P. Roweli. Sc Co., 40 Park Row, New
b a mere fact to-day, is apt to be looked upon
York, will receive advertisements for this paper, at
as
n law to-morrow.
If this act of usurpation
the lowest rates. Their orders will receive prompt
passes without authoritative censure, thus passing as a precedent into our history, future
Presidents and their sycophants will find therein sufficient proof that a President may arrogate to himself such a power, for President
Grant had done so, and done so not only with
impunity, but the American people, after he
had done so. had again rewarded him with the
Inchest honors of the republic.
And what
will that signify? that henceforward a most
tlacraut and wilful breach of the Constitution
:i President, will be no reason why the same
position of trust and power should not be contided t<» him again. And. when the Republican part\ will meet in National Convention,
to -elect a candidate for the Presidency, the
que-lion will not merely be—Do we prefer
this man lo anv other that is mentioned? Rut
iMi'
icsiion will be—Arc we prepared to sanc-

Shipbuilders.
leading shipbuilders

The Interviewed

State of

Maine, would

revive, cannot

Discomfited malice naturally vents Itself in
abusive epithets. When the ruffians and murderers of the New York mob were throttled by
the iron hand of the law, the first gasping breath

help carrying conviction to men of brains.
The Prog. Age feeling keenly’ the force of
was employed
ot the sentiments brought out, endeavors regained
upon the guardians of
to parry their force. It says—
Judging from what Mr. White says there are
many inaccuracies in her statements of his
answers. For instance, in regard to the National hanks, is she quite sure that there was a
single word said about them during the conversation*' And in regard to the change of the administration : instead of his saying what she reported him saying, did he not say that the only
effect would he a change in the government office holders.

to howl forth curses
the peace who had
thwarted their bloody purpose; and so it has
been with their advocates and apoligists, smarting under exposure and rebuke. When we
recently condemned the course of the Belfast
.Journal and Bangor Democrat in
to
we anticipated a rethe elements
shower
of
invective
of
characteristic
turning
those journals ami the class they represent.
of
them
have
belied
their
Neither
reputation,
hut in its last issue, in default of any answer to
our arguments, the Belfast paper confesses its

of^lisorder,

pandering

Letters from the Pacific.

some yeafs since, which
Knox County Convention.
them, as T am told, about 15 cents
AfGCST lit, 1S71.
I
per acre, having paid the government in
Agreeable to notice the Democracy of Kno\
when
were
at
a
greenbacks
they
great County met in Convention at Union IIail, in

[Correspondence of the Journal.

Francisco, Aug. 11, 1871.
discount. These men have erected mills
Leaving Portland, Oregon, wo passed and
are sawing and shipping an immense
down the Williamcltc river, 12 miles to
amount of lumber.
Five large ships
the Columbia, thence up the river six
were taking in
cargoes at their place,
miles to Vancouver. Hero we visited the
Sax

military

station with our friend

Whitney,

before named, and listened for an hour to
the music of the military band, which has
attained to a great degree of perfection
from its

long

drill and constant

Vancouver is situated
tion of land

on

<|uit:e

which

Some *25

all the different

ships were loading
points on the Sound.

at

The terminus of the North Pacific R. R
to be the great question here at
this time, and the uncertainty in
regard
seems

eleva-

to it causes almost

a stand still in busiShould the managers of this road
require, as it is said they will, that the
government give them land enough on

the north side of the river,
and the inhabitants art; confident that they
on

ness.

will share some of the benefits of the
North Pacific 1!. R. by its passing on that

the Sound to make up every alternate
side of the river, through the town.
it will take about all tin* land
We were obliged to return to Portland section,
not sold, as it will be seen that it is foi
to make connection with overland stages
the interest of the
company to extend the
to the Sound, and having time to spare,
road as far down the Sound as
possible
we sailed down the river to St. Helens,
betore

making tho final terminus. On
this account I understand that the
government lias, to a certain extent, withdrawn lands irom tin* market until this
matter is settled.

From Victoria

we

took

the

steamship Prince Albert, for this
place, where we arrived after a four day’s
p

voyage.
Lincoln

County Democratic Convention.

he Democracy of Lincoln County assembled
Convention :it the Court House in Wiseasset
'*n Tiicsikty
the I5lh of August, at 10 o'clock,
A. M.
I

in

CHARLES P. KIMBALL,

—

Fort (Iambic, 85 miles from

is

Olympia.

practice.
an

discomfiture and glorifies its own disgrace by
devoting nearly a column of scurrility and
weak slander to a personal attack upon the
editor of this paper. As the Belfast Journal
stricken out. But if he holds that a demo- has attained a reputation for obscenity mainly
due to its editorial paragraphs, which has ren- which was the steamship landing for the
cratic administration will continue the
dered it unfit for circulation among respectable
Pacific Steamships, before it was changed
no
aid
and
afford
families, its abuse would he to most men more
present oppressive tariff,
attention.
welcome than its commendation, and while it« to Portland.
At St. Helens there are
to shipbuilding, we take issue with him
Horace
121
49*
Dodd,
Washington St., Boston,
vituperation is unworthy even of contempt,
mills for the manufacture ot lumber
is an authorized Ageut lor the Journal.
(live the Democratic party power, and its we do not grudge it the pot-house applause good
which has been purchased at the cost of man- ot almost every kind, and tin' place has
lirst act will In* to respect the odious tariff,
hood and decency. Calling an opponent an ass
taken quite a start within the last few
Subscribers are requested to take notice ot the date and as a
the
of
may he a congenial and summary method, but
consequence
shipyards
on the colored slips attached to the
it is the
it is not the most dignified or effective mode of years.
paper,
This place is on an elevation, seMaine will spring into life and activity.
I only form of receipt now’ used. For instance, 15
troublesome
and
the
arguments;
disproving
\ May 71. means that the subscription is paid to that
So far as his testimony is concerned, we smile, which fails to respond to the Journal's cure from overflow by water, which is
When
date.
a uew payment Is made, the date will
j
vulgar attempts as stale wit, can hardly he re- not the ease with any other place on the
pe Immediately changed to correspond, and thus a are
willing to rest the whole ease on pressed at allusions to the “sword of Saladin”
receipt in lull is sent with every paper. Subscribers
in arrears are requested to forward the sums due.
in
sheet whole ideal of chivalrous warfare rivers in this vicinity, with the exception
ot
the
two paragraphs
undisputed portion has aever
been to overpower its opponents with of Vancouver and Hast Portland, as the
49* (n sending money, state THE POST OFFICE
as follows—
to which the paper is sent.-jr*
disgust. We have no special fondness tor unForres. You seem to feel very keenly about savory encounters, hut the Belfast .Journal may land formally miles along the Williamas well understand that we are not to be intimthe subjectV
ette and Columbia rivers is very low and
Fitv (iovernor
Mr. White. 1 do. And with just reason, for idated by abuse and that our hand will fall none
flat. It was under water from thiee to
the less heavily upon vice and its panderers
it has not only destroyed my business, hut that
because the culprits give vituperative expresIn fact it has prostrated the
of my neighbors.
four weeks the last of dune, and tin' first
sion to tlieir displeasure.
interests of our whole city, merchant. mechanic,
ot' July, to the depth of from two to six
and shipbuilder.
We all feel it, and it is hard
<>] PORTLAND.
In this city resides an itinerant vender
feet. Such an overflow is not within the
Forres. What reason have you to give lor j of clams, fish and lobsters, whose wares
recollection ot the oldest inhabitant, with
this disastrous change?
Something for Americans to Think Of.
are daily
hauled from door to door by a
Mr. White.
First the increased costs of our
the exception that in 18G2, about the same
and
Wo refrained last week from copying ships under the present high tariff. It now diminutive
funny looking little
time ot the year, when the water was from
costs me from .*(> to T'» per cent, more to huild a
but with ears as huge as those of
the report of the interference of the nadonkey,
large vessel than it did ten years ago. and from
two to three feet higher than the present
Nick Bottom when caressed by the Fairy
tional administration in the polities of T'i to 100 per cent, to huild a small vessel.
year, and ttie most of Portland was under
want to retract, that
If
Mr.
White
don’t
Now
if
this
comical
Queen.
because
of
a
that
the
afquadruped
Louisiana,
hope
water.
we
of
his
care
not
howin
should
an
some
testimony,
fair might prove to have been exaggerat- portion
put
appearance
day
Again starting from Portland, we sailed.
bearing a label with the inscription “I
Reluctantly compelled to accept it as much remainder is amended.
ed down the rivers before mentioned, to
of
The
next
refers
to
the
ass
!’’
am
an
and
the
we
now
Age
opinions
should
true,
bystanders
give place to the dispatch,
lvalama.
This is the place where so
*
smile at the sight, they could hardly be
which later advices have confirmed in full. (\ P. Carter, as followsastir was made by the North I'a
great
As to our friend Farter, who seems to he in
with
It is as follows-—
weak
scurrility,
charged
slander,
an unhappy state of mind, we presume she
eilic it. 1{, Co., creating the belief that
New Orleans, Aug. n. At an earlv hour could not make Iter language too strong for him. pol house applause or obscenity. The
here was to lie a terminus or something
this morning large crowds of whites and blacks j He thinks he has got his eyes open. That is
smiles would come in naturally and easiThe first
gathered around the custom-house building, good. We have feared all along when he has
else, they knew not what
ly, and because they couldn’t he helped.
i when- the republican Stale convention was to been building ships and allowing the New York
of
Cascade
done
this
side
lilt*
1o
all
the
of
his
that
grading
labor,
profits
get
And so when the Whig appeared at the
| assemble. About 1* o’clock two companies of sharpers
1 tlit* United States infantry, with two Gatlin he hadn't his eyes open. He has, according to doors ot its
Mountains, commenced here, and twentyhis
been
in
the
busistatement,
patrons, hearing the fruits of
ship-building
guns, under the command of Captain smith,
live miles of the road toward the Sound
ness some thirty years, and of course, through
with armed troops, marched in and stacked
its foraging
dispensing the savory codtheir anas in the hall, at the head of the steps those democratic times, when >hip-bmlding was
under contract. This is all that is
put
so
of
said
to
have
been
its
lie
has
hewn
fish
unmatched
(
editorial
at the
anal street entrance.
prosperous,
comment,
Large numbers of
deputy United States marshals closely guarded a great deal of wood, and if he has made, in all the lively and mottled mackerel of its known at the present time in regard to
that time, little or nothing beyond ordinary day
even entrance of the custom-house, no one beany other part of the railroad on the Coing permitted to enter without a ticket from wages, we think Congress would have a tough piquant paragraphs, tho succulent (dam
lumbia river or on the Sound. This city
time to ti\ things so that lie could get rich at the
Marshal Packard.
of its selections, and tin* armored lobster
business.
At half-past ten o'clock Governor Warmoth,
of Kahuna, which for a time went up like
accompanied by General Campbell, Senator
The pith of these comments if they ot its argument—hut with the motive
a rocket, lias for many reasons gone down
Pinchbaek and about eighty followers, some
have any, is a ding at Mr. Carter, be- power ot tin* machine bearing the label
with and some without tickets, entered the
The grade of the road
like a stick.
building and endeavored to pass through the cause he is not worth so much as others of the ass why, of course a laugh comes
from the late overflow, to tie too
hall, but were stopped by the deputy-marshal
proved,
It is simply a conjugation
of bis calling.
But it may be said what in right then*.
and informed that no one was permitted to pasThose
low, and is now being altered.
until the hour for the opening of the convenlie has made i- tin* profit of anti-tariff ot the verb on all sides —I laugh, you
tion.
Mr. Warmouth expressed his indigos
who invested and built houses and -'lores,
lion, and mounting a chair said : “Having been times, and what In* has lost has been sunk laugh, he laughs; we laugh, you laugh, found them for some time under water,
refused admittance to the hall designated by the
in the vain endeavor to keep up his estab- they laugh—and
every body laughs. and no
central committee for the holding of a convensecurity lor the future. Many
tion. 1 propose we know adjourn to Turner
lishment and employ his workmen under Hardly anything else could be expected
who came from the east and were willing
i Hall and hold a convention there." The speech
It there is blame in the matter, it must
to wait a while and labor on the road Inj was received with cheers, mingled with a few tin* present ruinous rule. For thirty years
hisses. Mr. Warmouth descended from the
he has pursued an honorable business, rest with the proprietor, who didn’t look
«»l
.III v
111
«•'IIIH'III
mrti IlKlMIlg
hair and reentered his carriage, and the crowd
giving employment to thousands of me- tlie animal over w*th sufficient can*.
took out his horses and dragged it triumphantly
in competition
with tin*
have come
(Maimpitting mem wen :iuu prnnipiiy
‘•heathen Chinee,” and left in disgust.
Ai twelve o'clock I lie crowd was culled to
Knox County Convention.
order, and Mr. Masters of Carroll Parish was It is no argument against the unlading
From this place we proceeded to M«»nelected temporary chairman. Governor War- testimony of
every Iniililer, to sav that
moth. Messrs. Pinehback and Campbell and
The proceedings of the large ami en- tieello, where we took the overland route
Judge Dibble, denounced the interference ot Mr. Carter lias not m:nle so nineli money thusiastic Convention held
liy the Democ- to Olympia, ninety miles. The distance
United States otlieers. Judge Dibble charac- as some oi his
eotompnruries. There are
terized the custom-house convention as a body
from Portland to Olympia is 110 miles.
at Thomaston, on Saturday last, will
racy
of administration favorites, guarded by bayonets other and better achievements than the
For
most of this distance the land i<
he
lound
in
another
column.
As
heretoand lawless tyranny.
heaping tip of lucre -and the ships which fore
Mr. Pinehback said: Is it possible that we
mountainous and covered with a very
our friends have presented a list of
have carried the world over the name of
are to be put down by a government we have
first idass men, whose excellent qualilieaheavy growth of timber, mostly of one
sustained? If that be the case, the sooner this Mr. Carter are sufUeient
testimonials to
government is torn down and anarchy built uptions will he certain to commend them to kind, resembling the southern hard pine,
his achievements and talents.
on its ruins the better.
the people, and carry them into office hy though containing much less oi the hard
After effecting a permanent organization,
It is to lie feared that even the editor of
with Mr. Pinehback as president, they adjournhandsome majorities.
pitchy substance. Here and there we
the Age would be called a failure, if tried
ed to meet at Turner Hall at half-past seven
came t«> small patches of bottom lain!, lit
Allien is. litre, K«|., wlmm first term
o'clock t ms evening.
standard
of
merit.
The
by his own
public as
Mr. Packard called thecustoiu-hou.se convenCounty Attorney, and the manage- for cultivation, and some few gravelly
tion to order at twelve o’clock, when J. Henry
will remember the circular, issued two
ment of some criminal cases of tlie first
prairies, almost destitute «>f vegeOiii<»it <>!
<»f
Burch, (colored)
Baton Bongo was elected
in
which
he
asserted
that
his
cotemporary chairman. A permanent organi- years ago,
have won for him an excel- any value. The hilly limber land was
importance,
zation
followed, with Lieutenant-Governor toil for many years had availed naught
lent reputation as a prosecuting officer, most of clay soil, and very poor. ArrivI hum as chairman.
towards a fortune, that his business was
At the evening session of the republican conis re-nominated. The people of the Couning at Olympia, we tried hard to feast otir
vention in the custom house, the committee on
:t failure, his press and type worn out,
eyes on Carletoifs Paradise, hut somehow
will compliment his faithful services
credentials reported for the Warmoth delegates
ty
and asking that the position of Collector
in several parishes, and five out of thirteen of
it would not satisfy.
We tried it over
1 iv an increased vote.
the eiiv wards. Speeches were delivered by of Belfast he bestowed upon him.
Mr.
Postmaster Loweli, Messrs. Dunn, Carter, Innominated for and over again, hut with the same unsat('apt.
Henry
Spaulding,
Carter asks no government ollice or emolgraham, Hardy and others, all of which were
Senator, is an intelligent and successful isfactory result. We visited all the prinHo asks only that the fetters
exceedingly bitter on Warmoth, the majority of ument.
the speakers pronouncing him recreant in every
shipmaster, one of that large and influen- cipal places on the Sound Olympia with
trial, and an enemy to the republican party. imposed upon his business be removed,
1.100 inhabitants, Steilaeoom IdO, Tecoina
tial class which Maine need to bring to
The committee reported resolutions guarantee- when he can take care of himself.
Inthe front in this time of depression in her .‘>00, Seattle l:>oo, Port Madison ”7.7, Pon
ing a place in free schools to every child; approving of the limitation of the State depart- stead of having the taunts of the Age tiling commercial
Port Ludlow ”o0. Port
Interest- men who know the Gamble
ment expenses to $25,000,000; calling upon the at him, Mr. Carter and all other
ship
of the state, what it once was, Townsend 400, Port Discovery 100, (or
governor to preserve the peace; declaring that
capabilities
Governor Warmoth no longer enjoyed the con- builders should have the earnest sympathy
and what with the removal of fetters it very nearly these numbers,) and many
fidence of the republican party; instructing de- of
every newspaper and every man
he again. The nominal! n ofC’apt. other smaller places.
legates to vote for II. S. Grant for the nominaWe examined the
may
in the community.
The l'rog Age told
tion at the next national republican convention ;
is
a
other
timber
and
made
with
one,
soil,
Spaulding
judicious
the
New
Orleans
productions, mills,
declaring
Republican no the people of this section, during the canlonger the organ of the republican party, and
for the interests of the &c., but found the great foundation of a
thoughtful
regard
vass
of
ot
the
1860, that the success
asking the administration to withdraw tin
Republocality.
federal printing from that paper, and thanking lican
prosperous county and people wanting.
party would improve the shipping
President Grant for his promptness in protectMr. llnrry, nominee tor Treasurer, and The soil and face of the country are not
interest.
And
now
that
how
infamous,
them.
ing
Mr. Davis, for Commissioner, are excel- and never can be adapted to fanning to
All the federal officials were reelected on the
the business is utterly ruined, to Ding incentral committee, alter which the convention
lent gentlemen, well qualified for the any great extent. To give you some idea
sults
at
tin'
victims.
sine
die.
adjourned
several positions, and possessing the pub- of the opinion of others as well as myself,
The troops on duty were procured from
Will the Prog. Age, in pursuance of its
General Reynolds, commanding in Texas on a
lic confidence.
I will state that alter leaving the Sound,
line of comment, let the public know
requisition from the United States marshal.
our friends in Knox could
we proceeded to Victoria, on Vancouver
Altogether,
It this recital fails to arouse the country what it thinks of Mr. Iliehborn’s testiscarcely have presented a better list of Island, there to wait tor the British steamto a sense of its danger, to stimulate in- mony on the subject of Maine’s decay.
candidates, and will give them, we have ship, Prince Albert, bound to San Franquiry and arouse the indignation of an
no doubt,
largely increased majorities in cisco. Here we fell in with men enough
Our Augusta friends are a little sore
outraged people, we may as well write
to constitute a respectable jury, who had
September.
over
the
of
their
defeat
base
the history of the republic to this date,
champion
visitetl even- ]i:tri m u asnmgmu irm
'The Journal of Monday
and place Finis at the end of the chapter. ball club.
A Word to the Age Editor.
Soinr had been in tin* country fiftory.
The bayonet enactments of Congress, says—
teen
years, and many others iphle a length
Wo an* assured on iin<|uoslion:il»lo authorily
in defiance of the constitution, were levelI'urn.ii of Tin-: ,loi i:nai. : The editor
that everything was .lone in the power of the
of time, and were intelligent, observing
ed against Democratic success. But the Belfast erowd, and I with one or two
exemptions) ot tlio Age tries to make it appear that
and strange to say, their average
New Orleans affair, with its sudden ap- the Pastimes, to make the stay of their visitors the reason why I have not got rieli at men,
as disagreeable as possible, and we are also asverdict was only three and a half per cent,
of
muskets
and
cannon in support sured by a member of the Dirigos that, they adparition
shipbuilding is because 1 have allowed ol
farming or tillage land in the Territory.
of the President's faction of his party, mirably succeeded in their undertaking.
the “New York sharpers” to get all the
It will he asked what heroine; of the
Undoubtedly the most aggravating
must startle even the most complaisant of
of
As to New York
profits
my labor.
other ninety-six and a half per rent. I
which could be done to the Dirigos
party men. I hey will see that the letters thing
parties, i have never had reason to com- answer that it is made
was
that
which
was
np of mountains
done
viz:
just
whirli they helped to forge for Democracy
plain of them in any transactions. They so
and hard to elear, and soil so
them.
That
eouldn’t.
be
steep
well
defeating
are liable to become their own shackles.
have puL a great many hundred thousand
poor, that it cannot he made available for
for, because it was done on dollars
The evil spirit which
into ships here, and Belfast methey have created apologized A
farming purposes, fine man whom we
gentleman who aeeompanied chanics have
will not down at their bidding. From purpose.
got their lull share of the saw in
the
to
Belfast
Hub
Olympia said he owned a small
on
the
occaAugusta,
benefits. As for myself, my losses have j
sowing the wind, they are reaping the
piece of bottom land :!o miles trom that
whirlwind. The facts of the case will sion when the silver bat was played for, been more in
owning vessel property than place, and comes 7d miles to market. Such
says lie lias a vivid recollection of the
bear ns out in going still further.
in building vessels. Though not rich, it
Casey,
is the difficulty in getting over the counin
it
which
was shook at the departthe collector of New < trleans, is a brotln r- way
is some consolation to know that in buildAs a general thing the land around
try.
Pastimes,
taunts.
ing
accompanied
in-law to the President.
by
He quarrels
ing a hundred vessels in the last 3t) years, the Sound is covered with a vcry heavy
“I
direct," anil it is unwith the party in Louisiana, and makes Dirigo signifies
from 160 to 1600 tons, and emgrowth id timber, good for all practical
fortunate that the Dirigos didn't better varying
use ot the Custom House in which to hold
ploying from 50 to 80 men per year, 1 purposes, except finishing lumber. Still
direct
the
current
of
while
it
was
feeling,
a Convention, with the entrances
have been of some benefit to the place.
guarded in their
there are some kinds that answer well lor
power to do so.
How is it with the Age editor, who, first
by soldiers, and the streets threatened by
but these are not plenty.
planing,
cannon, to keep out obnoxious individuals
helped bv his friends with a printing
Maine Historical Society.
For many reasons i consider an investwho might otherwise come ‘•between the
press, and then with the Nortbporl Cus- ment in timber lands at (lie
present time
wind and his nobility.” The United States
On Hie 24th and 2.0th inst., the Maine tom House, a
good county ofiice, and the
very unsafe. One great reason is the
Marshall said at the time that the Presi- Historical Society will hold two held
still
days, county printing,
complains of hard
danger to the timber from lire. In travdent had authorized him to use the Cus- in which
they will visit l’emaquid and times in his business, and refuses to diselling more than a hundred miles through
tom House for the Convention, and to
Monliegan Island. The former place is of continue his paper to subscribers who,
timber, I found more than one half
heavy
United
States
bring
troops for its protec- especial interest, as possessing the remains like myself, have paid up and ordered it
been burned over, and some two or
had
tion. Bringing the matter down to its of civilized settlement unknown to
C. 1’. CAltTKK.
history. stopped ?
three times, so that the trees were of no
finest point, are not the Democratic
party, There will also he an excursion to Monwhatever. Some advance the idea
value
the republican party, the Warmouth fac- hegan, for the purpose of examining the
—We regret to say that the crowded
that a second growth will in time be
tion, and every body else, warned by rock inscriptions, which have so long state of ..nr columns compels an omission of
worth as much as the first, but I see no
musket and cannon against interference puzzled antiquarians. The exercises at Lite letter from Thomaston,
concerning signs ol it at present. Willows,
cherrywith the Royal Family, of which Gen. Pemaquid will commence at 10 1-2 o’clock the
County Convention. These types and trees, hazel and black
berry bushes cannot
Grant is the head ? In supporting his with an address by Hon. E. \V. Farley, columns are stubborn
chaps, and can’t be be ot much value. I cannot
say but that
brother-in-law in the New Orleans Custom lo which the President of the Society, made to take more than it given amount.
the growth may change in time, as it
House, he supports himselt in the White Hon. E. E. Uourne, will respond, alter
—J. E, Butler, Esq., editor ot the BidIn 1st:.' there was a large
often does.
House. The mailed hand is shown. The which William Haekelton, Esq., will pre- deford
Journal, has received the republi- tract burned, and there is no indication
sent traditional facts, new discoveries and can
worst that
ever
is
nomination for one of the York Coun- at this time of a
Democracy
predicted
better growth. Another
to-day a realization. Instead of a Presi- relics of an interesting character, found ty Senators, and will go to Augusta next
reason is that I find the old Green Indent, made so by the free ballots of citi- in these ancient remains.
week it the irrepressible Democracy don’t dian
notion, with which towns in the
zens, wo have a throne
upborne on bayspoil the programme.
of Belfast were troubled fifty
vicinity
onets, and hedged about by cannon.
—Simpson, of the Belfast Journal, came very
—The Kennebec Journal mentions years ago, prevails here to a
near being nominated for Governor
by writing
very great
The appearance of the
troops of Charles an essay" on potty woes. [Kennebec Journal. Speaker Blaine’s
Saratoga speech under extent—which is, that every man takes
the First at the door of the House of ComThe frequent allusions to essays and the
heading of Plain language.” But all the best trees on the land adjoining
mons was not a greater
outrage upon law poliywogs by the Journal begets a sus- is it certain that it comes from
Truthful his. Could the purchaser be on the spot,
and right than the parading of Grant’s
picion that the editor is jealous of the at- James?
or operating on his land, it would be
soldiers before the New Orleans Custom tention shown the
incipient frogs and
—The Bangor Whit; ami Belfast Journal arc very different; but in this case money
House. The rash and obstinate English thinks he
must be lost, as lumbering at present
ought to be himself noticed in measuring epithets. [Portland Advertiser.
The Whig’s tape line proved insufficient
king lost his head upon the scaffold. It the Sketches of Natural History. We
prices will not pay expenses. The reais hoped that the recurring election, be- shall
accept the next hint of the kind, and last week, and operations are suspended son of this is, that the owner of land purfore the American people have been enThe Radical Rat antil it gets a longer one.
prepare an essay on
chased at present prices, must come in
tirely bound hand and foot, will make and the Treasury Cheese.” No just ex—Portland is afflicted with a‘ gang of competition with those that paid a less
peaceful way for a successor to the mock pectation from these columns shall be dis- burglars, intent on
investigating the safes price. Two men from our State purchasking at Washington.
md stores of business men.
appointed.
ed 1(10,000 acres of the best timber lands

If Mr. White objects to what was said
or not said in respect to banks, it may be

the Sound,

dii

Generalities

cost

1'!"* Convention was railed to ontor I»y Hon.
Wilder Parley, e hair man of the County < oinniitlee, who presented the names of the followI'

ing gentlemen for temporurv organization
Piv-idcnt, Hon. Samuel K. Smith of ‘Wiscasset.

Presidents, Chandler Hearse

\ ice

of

Bristol,

diver of Nobleboro.
!
Seeretaries, Albert W. Hall, Charles Weeks
of Wiseasset.
Samuel

<

motion

ofHenry Farrington, Fxp, Henry
Waldoboro, Myriek L. Flagg of
Nobleboro, Joseph daekson of Jt tferson, were
! chosen a Committee on Credent als, and they
subsequently reported the whole number of
delegates entitled to seats in tlie t ouvention 50.
Whole number of d.‘legates present 45.
‘Mi

Farrington

The
and

of

report of the committee
motion

on

of Thomas

was

aeeepted,

Cunningham, the

temporary organization of the convention was
made permanent.
<m motion ot
W Farley, a Committee on
Resolutions was appointed, consisting of the
following i*'entlemon
K.

Fatb*y

W.

of

Newcastle,

l or.M v. Tin* Democrats held
and spirited (bounty Ponvention :«l
W. HubBangor on Tuesday, at which (Jen.
Thomaston.
erts presided. The following nominations for
On motion of ft. I\. O'Brien, Chairman of
Senators were made- Wyatt Weed of Yeazie;
County Committee, Samuel Bryant, Esq., of
Daniel s. Sionr <*f Hampden Bradbury ItobinRockland, was chosen temporary chairman and
si»n of < orinth: A vt Smith of Mattawamkeag.
J. IT. Martin of Rock port, temporary secretary.
For County Coimuiss<(»in i. K. 1{. Bean of P*»i
On motion of Edwin Rose of Rockland, tin’
intli.
For Co. Treasurer. T. It. Barhelder,
were
as com-

following gentlemen

|

in the

afternoon, to give tl e.se committees an
for consnllatiou and for prepara-

opportunity

turn ot their
On tin*

respectivi* rep. rt«.

reassembling

committee- to

select

:t

at' I ho
<

ensuing ye:ir reported

lli‘*

Convention, the

.>mitv
tin*

Committee for

iimnes

of

tin1 fol-

•luring
that it

the

past year s< ably and satisfactorily,
the unanimous desire that he would

renomination, addressed the Convenhis 'hanks to the Petnocraev
County for their generous eontidenee
ami support, and regretting that business arrangements. which in the event of an election,
would prevent his attending to the duties of the
oilin', compelled him to positively decline a reaccept

tion,

a

expres>ing

of Lincoln

nomination.
Mi motion, a Committee of three was chosen
receive, sort and count the votes for a candidate for Senator, and subsequently reported the
whole number of votes 44, all of which were
lor Cyrus McKown,
Hsrp, and he was declared
the nominee of the < ’onvention for Senator.
lames Taylor of Wiscasset, was nominated
h\ acclamation for County Treasurer.
The Committee appointed to receive, sort and
count the votes for a County Commissioner, reported the whole namber of votes 44, all of
which were for Jacob Nelson of Newcastle,
and he wa- declared nominated for Count*
< Y.mmissioner.
The < ommitleeto receive, sort and count the
votes for a candidate for Clerk of Courts, reported the whole number of votes :>*2, all for
John F. Avery, Hsq., of Whitetiel.l, and he was
declare.1 nominated for Clerk of the Courts.
Hon. F. \\ Farley, from the Committee on
Resolutions,then presented and read to the ('onvention the annexed resolutions, which were
unanimouslv adopted:
<

to

Rosolved, That 11m* Democrats i>f Lincoln
County re-atlinu their faith in tin* doctrine of a
sh ii i (*onsl ruction of tin* < 'onstitution of tin*
l nilc»l States, not only as a correct interpretation of that instrument, hut as a fundamental
principle, l.cst calculated to secure the hlessinirs of a simple and impartial administration
of'tin* (ienorul Government: avoid unnecessary
interference with tin* lights of the States, proh
| the liberty of tin* citizen, and insure his
success in the pursuit of happiness and the a.
qutrement ol property.
Unsolved, That tin* burdens of taxation
should he imposed upon wealth instead of populat ion, and t hat every person should be required
to contribute to the support r>f the National and
State governments accordingly, without regard
to Hie character of his investments.
lb-solved. That we continue our opposition
to all Tariffs that discriminate for the protec-

tion and benetit of one cla-s of our people at
the expense of others, and that until arrangements may be made with other nations for unrestricted and reciprocal trade, we would adjust the Tarilf with a view to iv\emi«\ and to
re\ cum* onl\.
Ucsolvcd. That we steadfastly oppose the
cession of anv portion of the public lands to
Incorporated < ompanics for Railroad or other
purposes, believing that they should be sacredly reserved tor the benefit oi the homeless poor,
w ho will dwell upon and cultivate them.

lb-solved, That we unqualifiedly condemn
the action of the present Administration in re-

organizing

the Supreme Court as to make the
Executive will practically the law ol the land,
and its unconstitutional and dangerous acts
known as the Ku-Klux and Force hills, which
give to the President in times of peace, power
to render tin* civil authorities subservient to
the military power, bv suspending the sacred
writ.of huficas ri.rjms, and quartering standing
armies in the States among tin* people.
Rcsolued, That the manifest tyranny of the
Administration, in refusing amnesty to a large
portion of the people of the Southern States,
whilst il taxes them for the support of a government that
oppresses them, and refuses them
any participation in its administration, prevents
that harmony and fraternity that are essential
to our Federal Union, tends to revive the spirit
of civil war and should he rebuked by ail patriots and friends of a Christian civilization.

Resolved, That we heartily approve of the
nomination of Charles P. Kimball of Portland,
the Democratic candidate for Governor of
Maine, and extend to him our cordial support.
Resolved, That this Convention recommend
to the people of Lincoln County, their zealous
support of the nomination of Cyrus McKown
of Hoothbay, for State Senator, of Jacob Nelson
of Newcastle, for Comity Commissioner, and
John E. Avery of Whitefield, for Clerk of the
Courts, as candidates whose personal aiul political characters tit them lor the positions to
which they have been respectively nominated.
The Convention was addressed at length by
the veteran democrat Col. Thomas Cunningham and Alfred Lennox, Esq., whose 'earnest
and eloquent appeals elicited hearty cheers and
raised the enthusiasm of the Convention to the
as

highest point.
conclusion of the speeches, it was
voted that the proceedings of the Convention
>e published in the Maine Standard and the
Republican Journal. Adjourned.
the
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SAMUEL E. SMITH, President.
Alhkrt W. IIai.l,
ciiaiu.es Weeks,

Bailey has retired from the
Reporter, which has passed into
hands of his late partner, Mr. Cald-
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A S oft -comity man ha*l a territi*'tight with
Indian in Mailtsou, Ind. a few day> ag■•
I'li*' re*I mail got s, \,;ral severe blows in th*face an*!
I'raciurcd min. The Seott-count>
man w as a little tipsy, and th*
Indian was
wooden one in front of * *■!•_• ir store.
A «on of Daiah Higgins in Uoche-t r
N. ii
hilf lie »w mg in the fie I* I a lew da\ 'ii.ee, raw
hi' sevtlie into
hornet*- ut-'t. and the hornet'
ii*- start«**l to run
immediately ma*h* tor ibm.
iw .v and fell on his
rvthe, iitliiiff his arm

w

■

nearly half otf.
!.!i/im Iteaiitort
I-ren h tmv aired 14 veai-»,
He vv »t» drowned :tt >k(»\vlie»uu Monday.
number of other boys. and v
hat11i11y with
A v oilin' man
aeeident irol beyond hi** «t«*pth
who attempted to !*••«•. ir linn •-.jin- nearstim
s\
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Spaulding

andi ta?
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\
i^t Hit paymaster of ! li»* l*« ►% :il Has »
Nil
In 'I ill Montreal tin- other I .tv <>t apoplevv
dter Kilner !Iu*m- pounds of hum. one i ound *t
t witter and u piul
'•»»• |, drtnkiiur a *.rallon
:i h 'll "t brands

Senator, whs made unanimous-.
On motion of William Gilchre-d. the nomi
naton of John Davis 2d, ui candidate for * «mn
ty Commissioner, was made unanimous.
Henry L. Levensaler, Chairman of the » *»nimittee reported the following
for

«

Lydia Thompson in in New York with a new
The Kveniiiif Mall
ut hritish blonds.

Levs

-|ie:ikiiur o|
e.l for til!

We, us the representatives of the Democratic
V oters of Knox County, in ( onvention iM'iiibled, do hereby adopt the following as the cardinal principles to govern us dtirimr the present campaign.
Resolved; That we endorse the resolutionof the Democratic Slate < onvention le-ld at An
gusla, June 27lh hut, and recommend their
consideration to every thinking mind in Knox
Conn v. believing that the doctrine, then in
set forth, is just, honest and true.
Resolved; That we recommend eor.liailv to
the voters of Knov County, Henry Spaulding
for Senator, Albert s. Rice for County Ationiey, John Davis 2d for County Coimnissionei
and George W. Kerry Ibr Countv Treasurer,
as men worthy to till the places assigned lie m
on the ticket, and who will when elected, discharge their respective duties with inb\grit>
and tidolitv.
Resolved; that the thanks of this Convention he presented to the President and Secretary for the aide and impartial manner which
they have discharged their duties.
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A Bangor man says that a glass ot
whiskey saved his life at the Hampden
bridge disaster. He was in a forward ear,
when an acquaintance invited him into the
Pullman ear to take something, lie had
barely got outside of the beverage, when
He says that, however
much old Bourbon may be abused, it did
him a good turn.

the crash came.

—The Portland Press corrects its

erron-

statement about tin* support that
Democratic congressmen gave to the
shipping bill. But the Lewiston Journal
has not as yet set the matter right in its
columns. It’s best to be fair, neighbor
eous

—The Dingo boys found the Ileltn-t chillis
wide open. [Kennebec Journal.
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“Abner Dean of Angels made a oiut ot ord«
A chunk ot old red sand stone struck him in the ah
domeu.
And he gave a sickly kind ot smile and curled upon
the floor.
And the subsequent proceedings interested him no
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\ voting lil named I. .vis !•’ Pinkliiiii
board si liooner **oph,r. i-t Kllsvv<»r’h. was
efiillv lost o\. rboard and dr.ovned.

here

ed to have the game a tair one, and let the best dub
win. The only disorderly act. that occurred, was,
when one ot the party troni Augusta who signed
i<
himself at the hotel, as the “muscular h.u ki
(using to keep behind the ropes was help. .! ovr h\
several gentlemen in a manner perhaps uim lot
in
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ble than polite. It was very much such a
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ot tinllret Harte describes at the lii-toricat
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strated against him they were told that il tin
diggers” did not like him they could go hone t ii*
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were insulted all through the game, and hoot.
The umpire !<.
streets after it was concluded
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Pastime Club, after the article in allot In
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morning." They told hei that it was lu
lin y ha<iu't Iniriei! Iier.
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< >n motion, voted, that the
proceedings of this
Convention he published in the Republican
Journal and Maine Standard.
AItei three cheers for tin* gubernatorial an i
County nominees the «‘onvention ..-d
without tie lay.
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openim? performum-e

their

Thompson

Mi"

RESOLPTIOXS.
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of the
re pl.-ltr* .1 ms
both open ami im-

corrupting
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Treasurer.
nomination of Henrv

and

main- that

to

eoiiiproinising."
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ruinous

11re-cut administration, and I lu
sell

s'

reive, sort and count votes lbr a candidate
county commissioner, and subsequently icported that the whole number of ballots for candiI<>hu
date for County Commissioner, wras C7.
Win. Oilchre-.t 22; scatterin I
Davis 2d,
and John Davis 2d, was declared elected
On motion (ieorge W. Berry w a- nominated by acclamation, foi candidate'lbr < imt>

onvenlion

was

receive,

candidate for

\lbert >. Rice had
County Attorney was no.
CO; and was declared unanimously elected.
The Co.-nnittee appointed to receive votes for

accepted.

then proceeded to the ehoiee
of a candidate for Senator. lion. Samuel K,
Smith, who has tilled the position of Senator

to

committee

Attorney, which committer subsequently rethat the whole number of ballots Ibi

of V/aldohoro, Samuel K.
Smith of WKcusset, KlhridgeS. Weeks of Jefferson, CPurge s. Horry of Uamariscotfa, Caleb
liodgdon, Jr., nr Itoothnay. and their report
<

a

tor a

ported

lowing gentlemen
Henry Farrington

Tin-

appointed

were

sort and count vote

:

was

appointed

to

ion,
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Thomas Cunningham of Wiseasset, John
! Ryan of Whiletield, Willard Merry of Hootli| bay. Frank Week- of Pamari-cotta, F W. Farley of Newcastle.
The Convention then adjourned to 2 o\ lock

in

mittee on credentials : Edwin Rose, Rockland : I\"nduskeag.
.fames Mitchell, of Westbrook, was killed -.u
E. Moore. Thomaston; Ruggles s. Toney, |
tin* Maine Central, near Vaniiotith, on Monday
!*>t. (ieorge; James Burns. Washington : Tlios.
between the ears of a freight
B.Grose,Camden; Aimer Dunton, Hope; John night, l»y falling
Davis 2d, Cushing; Paul Jameson, Friendship: train on which he was brakoman.
Asa Coombs, So. Thomaston; (Jalen Keene.
Tin1 house of .John Arnold, at McLain’* Mills
Appleton; Silas Hawes, Union ; Edwin Smith, was burned on the lath. Loss $300, insured foi
Jr., Warren; E. L. Roberts, Yinalhaven.
The origin of the tire is unknown.
Subsequently the committee on credentials
The negro who outraged and murdered a lit
reported through Mr. Rose, their chairman, tie girl near Fulton station, Hickman county,
that the whole number of delegates present Kentucky, a few days ago, was taken from the
jail on the night of liistirrest and shot through
the hodv seven times. If.- was left for dead,
Rockland**: Thomaston ^: So. I'homaston
hut the next morning he was found sitting up
St. (ieorge o; Curbing : Hope:: \inalha\en and taken to jail where his wounds were dressed
Subsequently a party of citizens took him
3; Friendship 3; Warren C: Union .V Washing- out and
hanged him. He confessed his crime.
ton 4; Appleton fi; Camden ti; and on n>ainm
< *11
Monday afternoon a daughter of D*
the report of the committee on ci.-.!*m»! ils w t>
Steam- it the National Military Asvlum. and
accepted.
another voung lady visiting in the family, went
On motion it was voted that the temporary | out alter berries and getting lost ill the woods
remained
ui all night.
Karlv the next morn
be
made
permanent.
organization
limbed a tree and reclitied
mg one of them
On motion of Dr. Eevcnsaler, the following their
points of compass ami came home. A**
gentlemen were appointed committee on reso- they >er11pird a room out of their own tenement, tin s wen- not n»i'M‘d. [Kennebec Jourlutions
A C Levesisaler. Thomaston: I
M.
nal.
Staples, Washington; Jo.-iah Wtntehoii-t Si.
An original -uieide in Iowa, took three t»*>i(ieorge.
tles of Pain Killer at one dose. But the way
On motion voted tl'.at the’delegation from *■ »«• h
h»‘ took it wa> the funuiest part. He loaded hitown select a member of the county committee
‘.mmi with powder only and went to see his girl,
lie asked her if she would marry him, and she
for the ensuing year.
refused. He poureil the three hollies of mediVoted to adjourn until 1 1-2 o'clock. P. M.
cine in his gun, put the muzzle in his mouth,
Aftemoc.n,—met according to adjournment. tired, and otf went his head.
The delegations from the sevn d towns reI)km«m i:\in
Nomination’s
The Demo
ported. the following a* member-* of the I >.*iu.»- erats oi A >» k eountv have made the tollowiiw
..
erati eounty committee lbr the ensuing
For Senators bhtbod Pole *>:
lllee, I
It. Hale> «»f Dayton
Win. A
and the\ weia
Nri-mi
severally clerteJ
t liomp>oi ol Nrewlield ;« ovuity
oiumissionc*
[Thompson, Friendship: (ieorge W. P.errv, Joshua Mo nv of Biddeford; Pounty treasure’
I one- €;. « oliseiis of Keiiiiebunk.
Rockland: Edwin P. Walker, N'iualhaveii:
Henry (’ Eevcnsaler, Thomaston ; Eindlev M
Iii driving a London underground railroad
Staples, Washington; Frank H. Shaw, Cam- tunnel. we are told that in one part of the line
the eiittings ware made through u mass ol
den.
-kull> and bones, lb feet in the ground. In
The chairman ot the County Committee pre- another
place
forgotten secret passage, 2U feet
sented a communication from Hon. Edwin
wide, was discover*-.), supposed to date from
th**
1
Hh
century.
Smith Jr., declining to accept a renominatiou
for Senator on account of private business int«en. Met 'ook. Dimmer ill- euudidale for Gov.
•! < *hio, lias been compelled l>\ ill heultli to stiquiring his personal attention—
bis canvass of the State
His
pend
Thereupon, on motion, the rhaii ippoiiCed -ays bi< s\-r< in is s.» prostrated hy his phvsi.-iau
labors in
Paul Jameson, of Fi ieudship, .U-epli ll. (iould, the intense hot weather of the past four week
as to make rest absolutely necessary
of Camden and Moods
F. Tliurlow of !: -kland, a committee to receive, ni and conn!
A man fell otf the stage at Bradford, N
H
w as pi U. d up, declared dead hy the physicians,
votes for a candidate for Senaior, which <• min a coffin,
lie rather astonished thmittee subsequently reported that the whole and put
watchers *1 the w ake, by suddenly getting up.
number of ballots for Senator w t•■«;«».
lb nrv
in*i threatening to whip nil hands.
The
"•
took * drink m-xt morning and went
••rpsi
Spalding oC; Silas Hawes s; Nelson Tii unison
to Work.
C; and Henry Spalding was declared elect*-.I.
Said Senator Tipton. of Nebraska, in a receut
On motion, Elijah Harding of Camden, John
1 au»»uualterahlv oppose-1
speecli at Omaha
Davis 2d, of Cushing and Silas Hawes of Un-

15. S. Cate of

year

I

J.

Dresden. John Cunningham of Kdgcomb, John
Trask of Jefferson. Kdvvard Starrett of Aina.
Du motion of Mr. Cunningham, the followin
Committee to
gentlemen were chosen
I
j nominate < minty «'ommittee for the ensuing

I
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Young

lady Killed by Lightning

r«)Nroi;i>, Aug. 17. During a thunder
at (’ape Nediliek, Maine, at 8..So
hast evening, an electric holt struck tin
house of Mr. Henry Rowdoin, instantly
killing Miss Elizabeth, a daughter of the
late .1. A. Moore. The Monitor states tii .t
Miss Moore was sitting on a settee in one
of the chambers with Rev. H. <«' Saftbrd
of whos(» family she was a member, as
sisting in the care ol the children Mrs
Satford had just moved from the chimney
The bolt
to the bed and was lying on it
struck the chimney, knocking it to pieces,
and passed into the top of Miss Moore’s
head. Sin* was also badly disfigured by
the falling brick from the chimney. Rev
Mr. Salford's left side was considerably
benumbed but be was all right this morn
ing. The bolt followed down the chim
ney to the lower floor, slightly injured
Mrs. S \V. Shattuck, and splintered the
lloor under a chair in which Mrs. (Jeorge
Horry was sitting. From thence it passed
into the cellar, splintering floor timbers
and damaging the house badly. It was a
narrow escape for the other inmates of the
house. Miss Moore was about 25 years
of age.
storm
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Twelve Convicts Escape from the Prison.

Six<; SiN<N. Y.f 17
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They |>t:i\,•. 1 1' >r a )miie of .s'x>. ! Hur.! of I abort \, was elected President.
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hoys
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Pistrict will commence on Monday next.
pier. They aimed their pieces at the con11111Is on the ginmd. vvlier, a large ami enWe are at present enjoying a
Minusi Fvki:.
vict pilot and shouted for him to stop,
isi.!i• -u.
hail a! va.lv assembled to : new invoice of new moon.Friend Lock somebut he crouched down out of sight and
Mr
II\
ilili" eop l,
am 011 15 them a few
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and
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il* Pa-lime- were ehoked.
I: ..■:.
as the news of the break became noised
op a nice carriage. Keep the trap set—some
about Sing Sing village, and hundreds of
;
..red tlire. \\ hieh for the im>11 iM.s
one will lie caught soon_\n overcoat, tow ard
• is■
favoruble tor them. From this
people hurried to tin* river One of the
veiling, is not a bad piece of property to in\ o-1 vessels sent out to
idi v\ ...I the Pa-tmirs l.eut at e\ers inning,
capture the convicts
in. < amp-meeting opens with but little rxoverhauled the tug near Rockland, when
r.
tin
selitll p.ellast wav
-..in
linked, hut citnuent. _\
in
our
town
man
recently the coin ids took to tin* small boats in the
young
.in. diafelv
retaliated b\ liaiidsoiuels whitfreceived l»\ mail ;i package, enclosing a blank
vicinity which some boys had, and row(ahum their opponents on the eighth.
I he
vtic.'t o| paper, a blotter and an envelope
ing quickly to the shore, escaped to lln*
h hi.I la t was the be-t p|a\. .1 ,.t' the \\ hole,
It
mountains. One convict, who got into a
-i.imped mid directed to a person in Minn.
"■vs
making a hamFum run ol 7 vm .- to was a hint for him to write, s,i taking the pa- boat with a boy, was pressed so close
i.
Thi- end- d Hie *.* one
opponent- one.
that he seized 1 Ik- boy and placed him
pci hi- wrote, you forgot to send pen and oik"
Hi deafening elieer- for the
Pastimes. the and mailed il back.
before him, so that the guard would not
Last night In* received l>v
Tl..
eltth
of
the
state.’
mas
well
tire.
The guard did lire, not at tin* esiinpion
>
F.xpress a box. containing a quart bottle ol ink
convict however, bin with the inmi I. fora vieforv over su.'li a di-tiiigiiishand a pen! For the henctit of those who desire caped
tention ot intimidating him, and cause
I‘l»e Pa-times have
no easy thing.
to order, he would state that the Express on a
him to surrender,
lit* kept on pulling
t u th.- -ea-on, having
'till
mibottle of ink from Minneappolis. Minn., is
and reached tin* shore where he joined
mm
'mi.'
.iid eonu ori viitoriMi
Albert l>anu, clerk for the IL IL
si.20..
his associates.
Mr. Ratlin, inspector,
ii .• ill ill tin l -riues to
i.,
n
contractors, and so long a resident among ustates that tin* convicts are now m the
« Mi lln- oerasioll llle\ di
III. ;;
|.. uh M, I
left foi Portland last week, where he is engagwoods near Rockland, and says they will
t -I.me tim- ot .viie.:. e-peeially the fielders,
on one of the railroads building there.\
be recaptured, as they an* surrounded.
« mn
who s< ldom mis
in
new idea i- that of having a bulletin hoard
It is believed that this alfair was planned
I'll, -aim la-ted two hoiir< and a half
the window of S. M. Fuller, on which all news
two weeks ago by persons in New York
ma
follows iim i- the
The tug boat was the Dean RichIf a man breaks hi- neck, City.
penis air chalked.
mn ii*.-'.
! | :i | 4 | f» i'. ! 7 | « | vi
mond, Capt. Norton, and the engineer
and wilt go down and look on that board lie w ill
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j j
was a Mr.
(Jarrell.
A boy was also on
fill! report of it.Some halt dozen camps
gel
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I». iI a I I :t | u J u |
i'lrigo-.
board named Farrell.
Roth are under
of Los are in the li id near the Sanford wharf.
Tli<' Pistiim*
id. i- mad.- in ut Hie followarrest.
The tng left New York at half
Any one in need of a basket or bow and arrow
ing members
six this forenoon. The Captain says
■ an
have his wants attended to by applying past
i.
i
s
K..i.-M < ha-- p. Thomas
that two men hired him to come to Sing
there in person.Thanks are due to < dm hid or
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It*. -hiNi-ph
-1 I
i MU-Ul..r.
F' "I rtt s\
Mil# Mini convey :i ioa«i 01 furniture to
Mare for hi
attention to the recent excursion
< 'ha- < • ’oniiell
1 I
I r. .1
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aa
Now York, and was to pay him sovnn
parties, .liihn always will he a good fellow, no dollars an hour.
t ol loll <i iHlI
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They hired him for tin*
malt r
when* you put him.V man mu same
purpose a fortnight ago, and In*
against one of our lamp-posts the other night in (Mine up, Imt after landing the men said
In dark but wr
amid learn that he hurt ii
the furniture was not leady and they
Mil
Kri 1
ri;
vi
unTunos\\
would go hack.
any.
r. * V.«i ul
They paid the Captain
l>.i--i 111"-T- \V:»lU‘ll it tin*
one him I red dollars on hoard the tug tohirt i..r ilit- < itv oi Kirhmou i, :i ni. e vouni;
day. after the tug was captured. There
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With lli- *1"IV riot lie- Oh. \V:l-* MUtlSM'.'
The Verdict in the Bangor Disaster. was iound on hoard the boat convict’s
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1 III
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suit.
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aid •dm I. Crosby, good and lawful men.
who planned the escape, are in tin* moun'llll.I I't
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li tilli"i
ill' iiili'.uii
who. being eharged and sworn to inquire lor tains with the convicts.
It i- possible
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the state, wlien, how. and by what mean-- the
that desperate lighting will take place in
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mountains
on the west shore, before
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convicts arc captured.
tb
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f|.. \V
ternoon, and said death was caused by reason
A despatch has been received from
n l.-r iii-- .mu-. I hr mill- unv thmi manne.l by
..i the cru>h ing down ot the bridge ot the Maine
Kelso stating that two men
Central Railroad, at tin ei i.'s'mg of the llamp- Superintendent
h. (Ti.W'l :il»o\r. not tin- .lump hnlis nlual
had been arrested at Kngleward, N. J.,
ii ro .1 in said Bangor:
l.
is li
I
tinInbout hook
up Hr -pilr, with
And Wc tind. from an examination of the supposed to belong to the gang which
I
fl a
ir lit .Old hr
Illy 1,101 |0m Ill :i
j budge. that the timtiers were very rotten ami escaped* Before dark to-night, musket-. t.
:.• 111i'ti'•!
ivunr :i tr til like .i v* :ilnr*11;*.
j mu-l have been >o lor a long time.
ry'firing was heard in the direction of
We lira! tliiil an examination was made of
Kockland. on the west shore and it is
1 lie bridge by the Railroad Commissioner'- iti
I'll.- ill' til'
of 11r I il l! .0 lull
\ < V i: 1
thought that an encounter has taken
the > ear I >70.
ii'i-li it)I*) lln
Ir.i- a ho
i-ib-.l \Y tiers ille
W. liod that another « x uniuation was made
place between the convicts and the pur-

Tin- Democrats ol Hancock County arc requested
to meet by delegates in Convention at Hancock Hall
in lOllswortli, on Friday the lirst day of September
next, at ten o'clock, A. M., to nominate candidates
lor SheriII, Clerk ol Mm Courts, one County Commissioner, County Treasurer, two Senators, and to
transact such other business as may properly conic
before the Convention.
Basis, each city, town and plantation one delegate, and one additional for every 25 votes cast lor
the Democratic candidate lor Governor in ls?0. A
majority fraction will give an additional delegate.
Kkasti's Kkmman, » Democratic
WAiniKN luN.i,
County
Onrcn Hincki.kv. > Committee.
Fllsworth, Aug. 10,1S?1,

and^going
rapidity.

■

■

[

I low .N i:< iissA i: v that tin* nervous
apparatus should ho perfect and the brain vigorous;
hen either become exhausted through overwork or other imprudence, disease in some
organ is developed; the remedy lies in removing the cause. Dy using Fkllows’ Comp«mm) Svnri* ok II vpoi’iinspin n s the tone
and vigor is soon restored t.> the brain and the
whole nervous system while diseases of Hie
impli* ated organs disappear.
"

|

A great many people have asked us of late.
“How do you keep your horse looking so sleek
and gh*s\\ "
We tell them it's Urn easiest
thing in the world; give Sheridan’s Cavalry
Condition Powders, two or three times a week.

■;

1

A gentleman in the eastern part of the State,
who was about having his leg amputated, on
account of its being bent at light angles and
still’at the knee, heard of‘•Johnson's Anodyne
Liniment.”
Alter using it a short time, his" leg
became straight, and is now as serviceable as
the other.

ON

»

•>

n

The “HOLLA It RKWAMI) So U\” rePitch, Tar. Paint, Sweat and Leather
stains, Ac.. Ac.
The “OOLl.Ui IIIAVAKH S()AP,“ vvasliewith 1 f<*f. Cold, H ud Soft or Sail Water.
Cha->. L. Moodv A « ... Po.-d.on. act's foi New

■

Fngland.

1

Yot \»; Mi n and Womkn, if youw’-h to
avoid the destructive maladies atised by errors committed in
early youth, or would he
freed from the chains of disease forged b\
indiscretions,
youthful
procure the works published by the "Peabody Medical Institute,”
Poston. "The Science of Life, or Self Preservation,” treats nervous and physical debility, restoration of manhood, A--., in a more masterly aii-l scientific manner than any other
treatise extant
the Physiology of Woman and
her hi- ase-*.” by the same eminent, author,
treat>
mil the subjects indicated by the title.
These two have become the most popular medical works of the day.
1. .ok at the advertisement of the "Peabody Medical Institute,” in

'■

■

—

11

Hoi s.K, Poston. Tliis house, locatWashington Street, Boston, in now in
complete order, it is kept on the Luropean
plan, and parties visiting the city and desiring
convenient and pleasant lodging will find their
rooms airy, neat and comfortable, at reasonable
prices. Single rooms at To cents and si a day.
l>i:irrh«i‘:i, Dy-senb tv, anil rholera Morbus,
an* always moro or l<-" prevalent during, and
iininodiatfl\ aftor tin* In alcd .season.
And
tlicn* set'ins to In* a general ini^undorstandiu"
of tin* proper tivaimonl.
What are called

1

<

cheeking medieines. are usually first resorted
to. The history and physiology of these diseases
show this to in* a great mistake, and it often

>

proves t" |>e a fatal om*. The proper and safest
way i to make one of Wing’s Pill.-, and Wing's
t’atholii-un in the following manner:
Sometimes one of the pills each evening for a
short time is often all that is necessary to cure.
Put if the a-e is attended with much pain,
immediately take two or three of the pills, then
to allay all pain, take one tea-spoonful of Wing's
Cathoiicon in three great spoonsful of water.
After the Alimentary ( anal has been duly
clean Ned, take the same dose of < at hoi icon often
enough to subdue all pain, say from three to
the times for wenty-loiir hours, also one pill
each night, and a cure will ipiieklv be efleeted,
that would lo the foundation for future good
health.
gm”c2.

...

v

>

si-:,\ M<>
Fawink from pure Irish Moss for
Plane Manae, Puddings, ( iMards, < reams, Ac.
Are. The eln ape-t, healthiest, and most delicious food in the world.

<•

C’okx ;.
Imagine fm a moment what agony
endured irom Corns, Punions, ingrowing
Xails, Sore Instep-, Pli-tered Heels, (’allosities
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eouneetion with the

tfuperintcnd- suing guards.

Bridges, emplov.-d by the roail. .1 line s.
both *1 which tailed t•» discover'the deli iid

the evidence before n- that a
ihor.iiigh examination would lias, delected
die rottenness of the timbers.
U’e find that when the bridge was examined
on the Sth of June, and discovered to need
strengthening by the addition of arches, notice
ot the same was not given to the managers ot
ihe road until July 17th.
We liud that when the notice was left at the
ullie. uf Assistant Superintendent Lincoln. J illy 17th, ii was not received by the Superintendent until duly iMth, showing earelessne'-s in
the management of the oilice unexplained.
\\ e tind that the business of the road has increased very much, a larger number of trains
beina run, with milch heavier car- and engines
than formerly used; no evidence has been presented to us to show that there has been a corresponding increase of labor, or more frequent
examinati >n into the condition of the bridges
videiice being presented to us that such bridgas the one in question was to be examined
mlv once in three months.
We tind from the evidence before us that no
proper orthorough examination of the condition of the bridge was made, either by the
Railroad < ommissioners or by the employes of
the road, and it appears to us that life and
limb would have been safer on this road without Railroad ( ommissioners ; because, without
them no division of responsibility could possibly be alleged.
hi testimony whereof, the* said Coroner and
inror
this Inquest herewith set their
hand- and seals, the day and year above
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1 attention

ul'111:11 town.
apology* «.| the

If

party w i• obliged in lumli in the
Tin* under lo I that, h:nl the
fim-.better

h

<niii.il••

l:iti.iii

would

offered.

h

.»>n*l uinoimc.,1 that I*,
Butler whIi
Atih the excursions m tin- ..tilr.• >d h-l
ck. blit ill
Jl'illt. I Ih- < ilii
compluil)tli.it In* dinner pad. out linin'r a good sapiarc
meal. With
large -ilv r .poop lor the oiivenlelll eat lllif I hereof, Wa- -b>|c|| fTOlli till: tj'uill.
Ii Wa alto
l. I.
!In } to
TIlO-c a. ilslbnied
n- ride mi th" train- should pre-cut Mr. (irant
w ith
a new outfit
.. <

I’ll** laws composed of the towns of Montville, S. arsport. Liberty and Fr. cdoin, have d
.ded upon tin lolluu' in older of represent at in
ui the I.■■ffi -hitlire lor the present decade ; Mont'He jsTl-'TtJ-’Th. year-port lw72-,7.VSU; Libert)
i^T-'c".
Freedom l->71 ".
The classes of Stock
ton uud Searsport, Winterport and Frau k fort
and
andLincolnvillejslehoro
Northport will re
»»***u a- lorrnerly.
Waldo county h entitled In
eight representatives, and lo-t one l»v the new
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apportion rnent
(ni

Mommy on, noof live turkies for tin
market, un- brought !•» the Sanford
:•

Boston

whart in this

city.

i In* jowls

packed sf
rnelly lo-. and -uttered so much, that « apt
Johnson refused to take them onboard. The
< aptain believes m good treatment to
every
thing and everybody on the Cambridge, tnrkie.
included.
were

charge

to

Railroad

Lufser,

Iny.-tln | with 11 n • -1
! the Im iiiiUi'
lli.I I'Oihliil: oil SlilnhiV l:i-l.
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111 :ii the I iliie. hi'ilUT lb'
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oi hi- wifr mi).I lam il s il ln»me.
W'li.n
:t.i
.ii-.-..i.m| tin* tire, svi111 the ii.| oi a horn
Mr. -inline.in-l tin- in-lyljhors, hut tin- i1:tinn! .ul liui.h- loo uilu li proyre--. lof tin if feeble efI 1
I 11 III
lefei I ill I lie
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.'Mil.s,-,jiiently
slate
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till* above verdict the

Commissioners, Messrs.
and Blake, in the dis-

duty required

of them

by

law. examined the scene of the disaster
and made

inquiry

into its cause.

Their

ia-j)orl dissents bom the.assertion of the
juror- that any part of the responsibility
Ibr tie- accident attaches to them. The

report is too long for our columns, but the
following extract will give an idea of the
position taken by the Commissioners—
easterly truss broke* at centre of a panel,
:i
little i»ast the middle of the bridge, leaving
the western truss standing. The falling truss
uppenrs to have sided over as it receiving a
lateral blow. The timbers as broken disclose
at the fracture internal dry rot, principally in

man. or other as yet unknown cause may have
been primary or eontribulive to the disaster—
but 'liil the fact remains that the bridge was
not, as now disclosed, in a tit ondition for the
passage of spelt a train at such a speed, whether
other causes originated or contribute.1 to tin*
casualty or not.
And the fault for such deficiency was upon
the road. For it is the duty of the corporation
that the road, when trains are run upon it, be
at all places and at any cost in a condition of
absolute safety. And neither its duty nor its
liability is in any way lessened or its responsibility ayr ided because others failed to discover
a defect—that bad no business to be there.
The

duty was upon the corporation and the whole
duty and it could not divide it with others, if it
would. The fault in fact, as in law, was ujx>n
the company from the beginning and always,
and though the visitorial power of tin* State,
established lor this and divers other purposes
may have failed to accomplish one of the objects
oi its creation, it nevertheless leaves the burden
and the duty where it was before, and all liability for neg|ect. Thp accident then, was occasioned by a defect in the roatj, apt} the fault and
blame are upon the company, whose duty it
was, that no defect should exist.

1

An

Island

Destroyed by Volcanic Erupand Earthquake

tion

Cable dispatcher from London, dated
Aug. 1 •’», bring intelligence of a terrible
calamity to the small Island of Tagolanda,
in the Malay Archipelago, about tii'ty
miles northeast of the 1-land of Celebes.
The volcano of Ruvvang broke out alter
a long interval of inactivity.
It was preceded by a terrible explosion that unroofed dwellings and rent the walls asunder.
The eruption was of the most fearful
character. Several craters opened around
the side, of the volcano, and the rapidity
of the explosions caused a tremendous
roar which was heard all over the
neighboring islands.
The outbreak was aeeoinpanied by a
concussion of t he sea.
A wave forty yards
in height issued with lightning speed, and
swept all human beings, cattle, horses
and houses, from the island.
Red-hot
stones, disrupted fragments of rock and
currents of mud were thrown with immense force high in the air. and the earth
was rent open
all around the volcano.
Resides covering the whole surface of the
island, the matter thrown out accumulated in some places, forming hills several
hundred feet high. The number of persons
who perished was lour hundred and sixteen
Belfast Police Court.

W. ll. Mc|,ellan. Fs.j., lost an envelope eon
tabling $58 near the IMieniv House on Friday
It was found hy yam. I ar. who. after lettin*

Tim Biddetonl Democrat says quite an
excitement is prevailing at the Pool, this

round after il a while,
i; lessoi
against carelessness, restored it to him.

that place.
It seems that a
happening
gentleman from New York, reported to
i»e worth andlHqn and a hall, with his wile
and only child, a daughter, took a suite tober Court.
of rooms at the Yates House.
He was
called out ol town, last week, on business, i R lakes Just 247 curls for the head of a New
and at his departure gave his daughter York belle. The harbej- begins at 10 o’clock ir
the morning, and gets through about 1) at night
three hundred dollars as pin-money to
last her till his return. Her father havAn Oshkosh pre aelicr sat. down on a hornet'.ing gone, the girl sent the money to her | nest
which some had hoy had accreted undci
lover in New York, requesting him to the
pulpit cushion. He got up again.
come immediately to the Pool.
Upon the
arrival of the young man at the Pool, last
Wolcott, the young lady who was injurSaturday the twain went directly to a edMiss
in
recent railroad accident in Charlesclergyman, uftd were made one, and at town, the
N.
II., hud a most marvelous escape.
The
once started on a weddjng tour.
When the train struck the carriage she was
girl’s father was greatly opposed to the hurled above the top of the telegraph pole, her
fall being broken bv the wires
young man.

Mac fuss

A Second Advent < bmp-Meeting will taki
plac* in this it y. on the east side of the river
ommencing on Sunday the 27th. Half fare or
the «ars and boats. The brethren anticipate}
<

refreshing

season.

air. Kilgore lias taken same steros.opie view*
>n Bellas* ami vicinity, which are us beau ti In
ai«d ultrwtii •• a ib'/-. Irnni abroad. They arc
on exhibition and -ah- ..1 hjs syloou.
Franck’s Loudon Burlesque Company, uoex
tcnMvdy pictured on tin* hill hoards, w ith female leg* at right angles, didn’t leach this lo-

cality.

The sheriff and unpaid lulls
them.

much for

were

to*

week, occasioned by a little circumstance,
at

Priggs' Corn
Druggists.

the feet. Ac.

I

j
;

and Punion

Then

VOII

will

a rush for l>r. -I.
Iicmedic-. Sold by

tf

III. VDACH I ! Prigg's A 11 e v a tor i- composed
of A inmoni.i. ('him oform. Spirits oi ( amphor,
Tincture of Lupuline, oil of dunipei and Alcohol. This eoinpound in uue.prilled in the
annals of medicine for the cure of Nervous or
Siek
lleadaelie.
Neuralgia. Tremlding or
Twitching of the Nerves, and all Nervous
Disease-.
tf
Pil l's,
ft is n > more sir nge than true that
hall of the adult population sutler with internal. external, bleeding, or itching Piles,
ll
i- admitted by eminent medical men that a reliable remedy hum and will have an extensive
sale.
This has been demonstrated by the
wonderful inerea-mg -ale of Dr. Prigg's Pile
liemedies.
The progress of this disease, in itvarum- forms, is ari esp-d, and some of the most
surprising ••un-s lia\e !>i*en eileeieil t»y its in*.
Sold by Itiehard S. Moody, n. A. Howes A Co.,
Pel Iasi, 1.. Curtis dr., Sears port, Poberts ty
lliehborn. Sn»ckhin, Mudgett A Sibly Prosper!,
I. W. s,*a\ v Frankfort. and Druggists general I v.
tf

(»n;ANTU Nation\i. Fi:,u i»s to tit: K\
rosi n
How
\vi kf Stoj i.\t.
William F Wood, ox-Chief of the 1\ S.
Detective force, claims to have the material laets h orn which he proposes to give
an
exhibit of much of the semi-ollieial
villainy, corruption and fraud practiced at
the nation's capital,
lie says:
My papers will open with the establishment ami proof, beyond successful eon
tmvorsy 01 the gigantic traml on the pubI’auks Urn si:, 1 7 Wasiiini-ion Si. lit is
lie and (ioyeminent in the article of l*ni ted
ri»\.
ll i ih intention ot the jiroprietor, Mr.
States banks, relating to the redemption, |
Povnlon.to make the Parks House one of the
|
1
and
interest
thereon
shall
I ino-i economical and popular dining and lodgexchange
endeavor to give this subject (-0 little I in- house- in tlieeii\. The prices established
understood) such an expose that the i here ale vi r> reasonable.
humblest mind shall not lail t<» comprehend the corruption and fraud by which
SPECIAL NOTICES.
the people of the (iovernment are swindled to the extent of millions of dollars
annually. During the progress ot these
Consumption.
epistles to the people I shall expose the
AVI!
ITS
peculations and mismanagement of the
« ,’Itr
IT-i
l-KCVtmVE,
Printing Department of the Treasury, as
SCHENCK, M. D.
J.
H.
By
also the glaring frauds and favoritism in
the paper contracts ol the Secretary of the
Mum a tinman bring has passed away, mr whose death
Treasury, in the specially of what, is
Hu ll- was no other reason than the negh*ct <-l Known
I Imse near and
ami indisputably proved means of cure.
known as the fibre paper, and promise in
l.-.ir i-i family’amt friends are sleeping tin- dreamless
ad\ unce rich developments in that particuslumher into which, liad they calmly adopt* -I
lar
Among the many matters I shall ex- ilK. JOSEPH 11. SCUEMK’S SIMPLE
TREATMENT,
po-r I intend to give the histo ry ol the
steamer Holden Itule. which vessel was
and availed themselves of his wonderfully efficacious
wrecked, premedilatedly, on the Ponoamedicines, they would not have fallen.
l>r. Si hem k has in his own caso proven that where
dor reefs in the (’arribcau sea, and about
ver sufficient vitality remains, that vitality, !>y liis medicines and his directions n»r their use, is quickened into
three millions ol (iovernment treasure
healthful vigor.
were stolen from the (iovernment safe on
In this .statement there is nothing presumptuous
To the faith of the invalid is mado no representation
hoard.
1
as
do
tin*
who
Knowing
parties
that is not a thousand times substantiated by living and
visible -works. The theory of the cure by l>r. Scheiick’s
committed the theft, I will show how one
inedieinqs is as simple as it is unfailing. Irs philosophy
of these parties became intimate with
ll is self assuring, self conrequires m> argument,
President (1 rant (probably through ParisThe Seaweed Tonic and Mandrake Pills are the first two
ian outfits tor ladies), and that ultimately
weapons with which the citadel of the malady is assailed,
wo thirds of the eases of consumption originate in dv s
this man’s name was actually sent, to the
pepsia and a functionally disordered liver. With this
Senate for continuation as a high ollieial
ondition ii
bronchial tubes “sympathize" with the
stomach.
respond lo the morbilie action of the
representative of our (iovernment at. Paris. li.ir. Here'They
then i-nines the culminating result, and the
1 will show how and why said nomination
setting in, with :.ll its distressing symptoms, of
was rejected, and
what high dignitaries
CONSUMPTION.
have drunk abundantly of tin* French
The Mandrake Pills are composed of one of Nature’s
noblest
wines presented to them and purchased
gifts—the Pedophillum Peltaturn. They possess all
the blood-searching, alterative properties of calomel, hut
with the funds of tin* proceeds ot the
unlike calomel, they
robbery of the nation’s treasure, on board
LEAVE NO STING UEUIAD.
of the Holden Hub
The work of cure is now beginning. The vitiated and

The

the centre strand. The outside of the chord
limbers gave no indication of the concealed rot,
that we (*an discover. But the chords as now
broken and exposed to the eye, disclose the
utter unfitness of the bridge for the service required of it. It may be true that the bridge
was
subjected to extraordinary strain—the
brakes may have been improperly set up and
thus I ragged the train; or a wheel may have
-lipped the rail, or some “extra jar or jolt” as
suggested b\ Mr. Gibson, the company’' bridge-

(it

understand why there is

one

s

'•!

till* soles

on

.1

I-'

Reported l'or the Journal.

Aug. is. Samuel Briggs of Freedom, was
arraigned on the complaint of his wife, Rliza
Briggs, for an aggravated assault upon her.
Ordered to give bonds for appearance at the Oc-

HI FRO VKh SERVICE OF TRAINS
FOR THE SUMMER OF 1871.
34 TEMPLE PLACE, BOSTON, MASS.
The object in establishing this Institution
was to attain the
greatest perfection in the
preparation, practice ami use of Vegetable
Remedies, and to secure a permanent place
where Families, Invalids, or any person could
obtain the best medical advice, and such remedies as each might require, without the use
of poisonous drugs.
l>r. Greene has been Physician of the Institute since its foundation, now more than
Few men have had so
twenty-five years.
large experience in the treatment of chronic
diseases. Dr. Greene is in his tifty-tifth year
and has devoted his life to this brunch of his
profession, and his success, we believe is with-

Dr. k. K, Clarke's Vegktaklk Sherry Wink
Bitters arc a certain cure lor female sickness, by
taking a wine-glass half full before getting out of bed
in the morning.
Delicate Ladies will find it of
great service by using it throe or four times a day.
Sold by all dealers in medicines.
sp

CATTLE

MARKET.

fT'or the week ending Wednesday, Aug. 10.J
At market for the current week Cattle .>050; Sheep
and Lambs 8470 Swine 0100; veals 140. Last week:
< 'attle J170 ;Sbecp and Lambs 12.445
;Swine 5000 jveals
105.
Prices of Beet Cattle, per 100 lbs, the total weight
ot hides, tallow and dressed Beef—Extra quality
$ra7 50; lirst quality 0 50a6 75; second quality $6aG25;
third quality5 25a5 75; poorest grade of Cows,Oxen,
Bulls, &c., $1 50a5.
Hides and fallow—Brighton Ilides7 3-4a8c; Brighton Tallow OaO 1-tic; Country Hides 7a7 1-2;
Country
fallow 5aG l-2c; Calf Skins 10al8c; Sheep Skins, $1.

orrected

rillt FA

Rheumatism, Paralysis, Spinal Diseases, Dyspepsia, Liver Complaint, Female Complaints,
Faint. Stomach, Erysipelas, White Swelling,
Salt Rheum, Canker, Deafness, Kidney Diseases, Seminal Weakness, &c.
Dr. Greene’s Medical Pamphlet, descrip-

O

mucous deposits in the bowels and in the alimentary canal are ejected. The liver, like a clock, is wound up. It
The stomach acts responsively,
arouses from its torpidity.
and the patient begins to feel that he is getting, at last.

A

SITPLY

Ol

«

WOOD

AS

LOST.

(JIVENiUP
The second thing is, the patients must stay Inn warm
room, until they get well; it is almost impossible to prevent taking cold when the lungs arc* diseased, hut it must
be prevented or a cure cannot oe effected. Fresh air and
riding out, especially in this section of the country in the
fall and winter season, are all wrong. Physicians who
recommend that course Jose their patients, if their lungs
are badly diseased; and yet, because they are in the house
they must not sit down quiet: they must walk about the
oom us much and as fast as the strength will bear, to get
The patients must keep
up a good circulation of blood.
in good spirits—be determined to get well. Tills has a
great deal to do with the appetite, and is the great point to
To despair of cure after such evidence of its possibility
in the worst cases, and moral certainty in all others, is
Dr. Schem-k's personal statement to the Faculty
of his own cure was in these modest words:
••
Many years ago 1 was in the last stages of consumption confined to my bed, and atone time my physicians
thought that I could not live a week; then like a drowning
man catching at straws, I heard of,and obtained the preparations which now offer to the public, and they made
It seemed to me that I could feci
a perfect cure of me.
them penetrate my whole system. They soon ripened the
matter in my lungs, and I would spit up moro than a pint
of offensive yellow matter even- morning for a long time.
As soon as that began to subside, my cough, fever, pains
and night sweats all began to leave me, and my appetite
became so great that it was with difficulty that] could
soon gamed my strength,
lu-.ep frou; eating toe much,
urn*have grown in fleih ever since.
*'
1 was weighed shortly after my recovery,” added the
Doctor, “then looking liko a mere skeleton; my weight
was only ninety-seven pounds; my present weight is two
hundred and twenty-five (225) pounds, and for years 1
have enjoyed uninterrupted health.”
Dr. Sehenekhas discontinued his professional visits to
New York and Boston. He or Ills son,Dr. J. 11. Sehenck,
dr., still continue to see patients at their office, No. 15
North Sixtii street, Philadelphia, every Saturday from 9
A. M. to y P. M. Those who wish a thorough examination with the Jtespirometcr will he charged $5. The Kespiroinrter declares the exact condition of tho lungs, and
patients can readily leant whether they are curable or

sinful.

'| ii<; directions for taking flic medicines nro
the intelligence even of a child. Follow these

adapted

to

directions,
midkiinl Nature will do the rest, excepting that In some
cases the Mandrake Pills are to ho taken In increased
tho
three
medicines
need
rto
other
Hoses;
accompaniments
than tho ample instructions that accompany them: First,
create appetite. Of returning health hunger is tho most
welcome .symptom. When it comes, as it will come, let
the despairing at once he of good cheer. Good blood at
once follows, the cough loosens, the night sweat is abated.
In a short time both of tlu-se morbid symptoms arc gone
Schenck's medicines are constantly kept In tens of
thousands of families. As a laxative or purgative, tho
Mandrake Pills are a standard preparation: while tho
Pulmonic Syrup, as a euro of coughs and colds, may ho
regarded as a prophylaeteric against consumption In any
Dr.

i*f its forms.
Price of tne Pulmonic Syrup and Seaweed Tonic, $1.50
Mandrake Pills, 25 cents
a bottle, or $7.6h a half dozen.
oox. Dor sale bv uli druggists and dealers.
C’.pn. (:. COumVCN A CO Agents, Boston)

!

ARE

HEREBY

Eastern Agent.
Pickets may be had of JOHN S. CALDWELL, or
J. COLBURN, Depot Master, Belfast.
ttm3
Bangor, July *22d, 1871.

ECONOMY, COMFORT k CONVENIENCE COMBINE!!
and

Stop

Humbug!

No

Read.

THORP’S PATENT

COOKING STOVE!

SALE.

THE HOUSE AND OUTBUILD-

ings occupied by the subscriber near
depot in Belfast, also one Horse,
three Harnesses, one Truck Wagon, one Riding
Wagon and one Express Wagon, also a lot of hard
and soft wood, and kindlings lor tlu- market.
&£F“A11 the above will be sold cheap for cash.
Apply to the subscriber on the premise-).
IIENRV WYMAN.
Belfast, Aug.lt, 1S71.

Which Burns Kerosene Oil without Soot,
Smoke or Srael

the

I

.‘iw6*

I. H ENDERSON, of Liberty, in the
Waldo and State ot Maine, libels
Honorable Court to be informed that
gives
on the doth
day of March, A. 1). lM'.ii, at Liberty, m
the County of Waldo, aforesaid, she was lawfully
married to Israel M. Henderson, then of Lincolnville
in the County aforesaid, and that slm hath always
behaved towards him as a chaste and faithful wife.
Yet. the said Israel .11. lleudcrsou, neglecting his
marriage vows and duty, and without any justifiable
cause therefor, on the 4th day of .July, A. 1). Isiid.
lett your libellant and went, ns -he has been inform
ed, into the Dominion of Canada, and lias since that
time wholly neglected to return to your libellant, into make any provision for her support or even to
write to her; wherefore your libellant prays that tin
bonds of matrimony now existing between her and
the said Israel M. Henderson may be dissolved; and
she avers and believes tin* same won id be reasonable
and proper, conducive to domestic harmony and
consistent with the peace and morals of society.
i
EI.THEAR I. HENIH- RSoN
By her Attorney, J, \\ Knowijon.

EI.THEAR
Couuty
and
this

of

quote prime Eastern and Northern hay
p«-r ton; New York do $28a30; common
p.-r ton. Straw $3la34 per ton.

We

MARRIED.
lit Rockland, Mr. Frank H. Ulmer,ami Miss J. A.
Thayer, both of Kockluml. Also Mr. Francis 15.
Holland ol Rockland, and Miss Mary A. Harford, oi

T A T i:

1 >

F

M

j

Tlit1 Must Economical

Cooking

Stove

n

the YWIil.;

Its extreme simplicity, being entirely devoid <>f
intricate mechanism, make it easily jperaied; its
freedom from liability to get out of order, its com
plete arrangement for regulating and controlling tlo
consumption oi the fuel, in conjunction with its
admirable and unequalled performance of all tinservices of a Cooking Stove, combine to pronoun*'
it the long sought desideratum ot the age.

1

hei/ond the date, inline and ape,
paid far.]
in this city Aug. 171 h, Mrs. Nancy, widow ol the
late Fdmund I’.ickm ll, aged i'»S years 10 nios. 20 days.
In D.unaris, ,.ita, March 21, Mr. F, McCurdy, aged

\0(>i(unr>i
be

OF

MAINE.

Term, A. 1). 1871.

loregoing petition, Ordered, That the
County Commissioners meet at James Hicknell's, in
lielmunt, on Friday the Oth day of October next at
!> o’clock A. M.; and thence proceed to view the
route set torth in the petition; immediately after
which at some convenient place in the vicinity, a
hearing ot the parties and their witnesses will be
had, and such further measures taken in the premises, as the Commissioners shall judge proper. And
ii i- further Ordered, that notice ot the time, place
and purposes ot the< ommissioners’ meeting moresaid, be given to ail persons and Corporations interested, by serving an attested ('opy ot said Petition
with this Order thereon, upon the Clerk of the town
of Belmont, and by posting up the same in three
public places in said town, and by publishing the
same in the Republican Journal a public Newspaper
published in said County; said publication and each
ul the other notices to be thirty days before the time
appointed for said view, that all may appear and be
heard if they think proper.
A tKsT— W. C. FRVK, Ci.ki:iv.
Copy ol Petition and Order of Court.
5 w.'
A IT KM'
W. <i. FRY F, Pl.Kl:lv
On

/

l/;i 11" it" i'<t/dt‘ 1'iiurt iif'
iiiiitu
sioiif/*.•- if tin’ Cnnut'jif Wdhlo.

(

STATE

OF

MAINE.

WALDO, SS. —County Commissioners’ Court, Aug.
Term, A. D. 1871.
On the loregoing petition. Ordered, That the
County Commissioners meet at J. 11. lviliinan’s, in
Prospect, on Monday the 2d day ot October next
at one o’clock P.M.; and thence proceed to view the
route set forth in the petition; immediately alter
which at some convenient place in the vicinity, a
hearing ul the parties and their witnesses will be

had, ami such further measures taken in the premiAnd
ses, as the Commissioners shall judge proper.
it is further Ordered, that notice of the time, place
and purposes of the (..'ommissioners’ no eting aforesaid, be given to all persons and Corporations interested, by serving an attested « opy ot said Petition
with this Order thereon, upon the Clerk oi the town
ol Prospect, and by f osting up the same in three
public places in said town,; nd by publishing the
same in the Republican Journal, a public newspaper
published in said County; said publication and each
of the other notices to be thirty days before the time
appoint d for said view, that all may appear and be
heard if they think proper.
Attest—'W. G. FRYE, Clk. k.
Copy of petition and order of Court.
:uv.
Attest—W. c. FRYE, Ci.ehk.

NOTICE, PALERMO !

TREASURER’S
li.-t
The

ol taxes of real estate of
following
non-resident owners m the town of Palermo for the
year lv7o, in bills committed to Edward W. Piakham, collector of <aid town on the 27th day of May,
has been returned by him to me its remaining
unpaid on tin 26th day ol May 1871, by his certificate
of that date, •nd now remains unpaid, and notice is
hereby given that it said taxes and interest and
chargt s are not paid to the Treasurer of s.aid town,
within eighteen months lrom the date of commitment of said bills, so much of the real estate taxed
as will lie sufficient to pay the amount due therefor,
including interest and charges, will without turthei
notice be sold at public auction, at the post office in
Palermo, on Saturday the 25th day ol November,
1871, at one o’clock in the afternoon.
Names if known.
Value.
Lot.
Tax.
Isaac Worthing, or unknown part,
3
Levi Turner, or unknown part,
140
70
1 35
Peter Grotton, or un<r,
176
known, No. acres 25,
Alex Bonny,lor part lot, lib
150
4 05
Phillip Parsons, or part
No. acres 12,
50
1 35
Heirs of Nehemiah Tur10b
2 70
ner, or unknown part, 111
Heirs of Nehemiah Tur75
2 03
ner, or unknown for 14b
Albert Plumcr, or unknown lor the Elbrige
Griffin place,
John A. Walker, for the
llirani Norton larm,
5 40
200
50
1 35
Mary Buftbm, lor house,

Sargent Pullin,

or un-

known for part,
100
72
JOHN P. PERKINS,' Treasurer of
Palermo, Aug. 22, 1871.

niTl

OF

2

70

Palermo.
•iW7

HELF.4NT!

NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN, THAT COPIES
of the voting lists of this city, have been posted lor
inspection as follows, viz
Wards 1, 2 & 3, at the Post Office. Ward 4, at
the Store of W. E. Mitchell. Ward 5, at the Store
of J. K. Burgess.
Qualified voters, whose names are omitted or entered in wards where they have not resided thirty
days will report the same for correction to the board
of Aldermen on Thursday, Friday, or Saturday, preceding the day ol Election. Per Order
JOHN II. OH IM BY, City Clerk.
2w7
August 22,1871.
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All persons are cautioned against purchasing a
certain promissory note lor fifty dollars and Interest
dated the 16th inst., signed by me and payable to
Daniel Higgins, or order in.thirty days from its date,
as 1 have received no consideration for the same and
shall resist payment.
ELIJAH SlIHMAN.
3w7
Belfast, Aug. 19, 1871,

^TORE

TO

LET!

A VERY DESIRABLE STORE, WITH GOOD
cellar for storage of Potatoes, situated on the square
at the loot of Main street, negr the railroad depot.
Rent reasonable; Apply to
*
tf7
E, B. FREDERICK.

1'»|; H*.|--i:s AX1)
Ibaii-* son 11 -1
•'in*l lias
t< .ni-bi
.!
horses Ties Hah I
If!
i* u and is a s.nd
above admen:-.
w*.
Mi.-s d

that for more than live years, last, past, ..he ha- received no support from him,and that ■],,■ has n eeived no tidings from him whatever, -die.-the month
of November, l.s«57.
WlIKKElOKE your libellant pi. v that -In m
be
divorced from the bonds of matrimony betweeu her
and her said husband, and t li.it tin* ni-tody -.1 her
said child may be commit ted t ln-r, and a- in duty
bound will ever pray.
-\R \II li \ AN.
Belfast. March
Is. 1.
S
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SITUATION

IN

WALDOBORO

rjpHniTY

SCHOOL!

(AMD EX,

next, that he may then and there appear and show
cause,it any he have why the prayer ft said libellant
should not be granted.
Attest W. (I. FRYK, Ci kku,
A true copy of libel and order of Court thereon.
:Uv(»
Attest- W.G. FRYF, Cu:i‘.k,

At a Probate Court, held
for the County ot Waldo,
ot August, A. l>. Is; 1.

ticuhuj^a|ltbp.Q^ft

.res

i N V KS'L'M KNT.

First
T"

Mortgage Bonds,

liia ted amount, upon a railroad which Is well
located t r business, and which has been already
largely con.-trueted with the funds of its Stockholders, cannot be otherwise than safe. This security is
a

increased

the Constructing Company is composed
lug a character, and of ample means lor
successfully carrying through any work that they
it

of

men

all t !»*

gi-nelal medicine
II. rrv.
TU.-..II h,

v.

>

!

I'

i.'hiv uml

lb

iif

wife,

Ir.gialiuiu

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for
the County of Waldo, *»u tin* second Tuesday of
August, A. D. Jt>71.
ALLEN, Executor el tin < state ol
Hannah Allen, late ut Montvilie in aid (’minty uf Waldo, deceased, hiving presented ins tir-t
-t ite bn allow
account of administration on s-nd

which has an enormous traffic assured to it from the
start, this being the only rail connection by which j
the cotton, corn, cattle aud other pioductions ot
Texas can reach New Orleans.
So important is this road considered to Louisiana.
that the State has made very liberal grants in aid oi

THE AEEf h 'TEP
out. f tin* Salt.
and neglects
!.

nd

.;*

1

h..\

le.

.tv li\
..•till
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m

dil'eei

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for
the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday of
August, A. I>. 1871.
,1. SII 101*11 LKI), widow of
<». Slum
_i herd, late ot Lincolnville, in said County ol
Waldo, deceased, having presented a petition for at
allowance from the personal estate .n said deceased.
Ordered, That the said Lydia, give notice to
all persons interested by causing a copy ot this order to be published three weeks successively in the
Republican Journal, printed :il Belfast, that they
may appear at a Probate Court, to be bold at Belfast,
within and for said County,on the second Tuesday
of Sept, next, at ten of the clock before noon,
and shew cause, it any they have, why the prayer
ot said petition should not he granted.
ASA THURLOl Gil, Judge,
i'»
A true copy. Attest —B. P. 1'Tkld, Register.

IYDIA

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for
the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday ol
August. A’. 1). 1871.
COX, Guardian of the minor children of
William and Elizabeth C. Cox, late of Liberty,
in said County of Waldo, deceased, having presented
his first account of Guardianship for allowance.
Ordered, That the said Guardian give not into all persons interested by causing a copy of this
order to be published three weeks successively in tuc
Republican Journal, printed at Belfast, that they may
appear at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast,
within and for said County, on the second Tuesday
of Sept, next, at ten of the clock before noon, and
shew cause, if any they have, why the saup* should
not be allowed.
ASA TIfUR! OUCH, Judge.
A true copy. Attest -B. P. KjKt.n, Kcgistci.

EZRA

subscriber hereby gives public notice to all
concerned, that she has been duly appoint.-.1
and taken upon herself the trust of Administratrix
ot the estate of Stephen Ansplund, late of Frankfort,
in the County of Waldo, deceased,by giving bond as
the law directs; she therefore requests all persons
who are iudebted to said deceased's estate to make
immediate payment, and those who have any demands thereon, to exhibit the same for settlement
3wG
SARAH li. AUSPLUND.
to her.

THE

subscribers

hereby gives public notice

ajl
concerned, that they have been duly appointed
THE
and taken upon themselves the trust of Executors

Mobile, Alabama, and Houston, Texas -passing
through New Orleans, the New York of the South
Ot the whole line of LT» miles, about two-thirds are
already built, and the Stockholders have expended

THIS v.u.rAid.h: s wat: is suld by all
DFAI.FRS IN MFDILINTT.

Till'.

IIOUSL and LAND of

lb

.subscriber, situated near th.
I'pper Bridge in Belfast. The House
is story and a half, new anil improv

ed finish, uml in first rate order,
as about two acr-'s of land, well fenced, with nice
orchard of young trees, and everything in complete
order. I lie wbole w ill 1»<- sold at a bargain.
HIRAM F. WRIGHT.
Apply to Simk.ii.v A. Hi. vi 11, near the premise#.
dvr5*
Belfast, Aug.s, isn.
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ANNOVNCES TO IIKit MANY KIND KKIK.NDS
and patrons that she hua removed from her former
place of, bpaiuess, High St., and taken rooms over
•IOHN
LALDWF.I.L’S Book Store, where slit*
will bevhappy to receive the calls and attend person
ally to the Wants of all desiring

DRESS-MAKING.

M AtiUN’S

Liniment!

bl;r,A I'KSI INTKRNAL AND K.\ I F.R
1 nal Rem* Uy «v*r used for the Lure of Cold,
Lough, To'iiliaehi 11 adaelie, Rlieumaiisui, Neuralgia, Lontracfed < 'ord-, Muelrs and Tendons, Sprains.
Fro-t line.- ami Chilblains, t uts, Rruist -, Burns and
Scalds. Plcuri-v. Fain- in tin -dde, Brea.-t or Back,
luder.1 ud t diolera Mm bus, ('ramp or Colic l'ains,
Diarrho 1, Dysent«-ry. a
iiitlainmation of the Kiduni i*,. 1 pi tat ion 01 the Heart,
neys. 1 i\ tr Lom plain
ImpUi it us ot the Blond 11.b Ringworm, Bites of
Insects, Reptiles or Doc-.
The above medicine D compounded on the most
scientiiie principles, combining pow. rtul remedies
found in uo other Liniment. For Int. rual and Kx
terual diseases, none ever equalled it. It at once
stops all pain, producing a healthful tone to the
whole tiystem.
It jieintrates rapidly, nets directly
on
the absorbent-, equalizes the circulation and
corrects any and all d<
ingeruents of the uervo-vilai
fluids.
The above inediciio lias been put to the severest
tests ever met with. and lias pro\ ed to be more than
represented. Ii is rceonim<indcd by all who use it.
A. MASO.V, No. iC Church
prepared only bv
St., B. Ifast, iMc i.* ivliom all orders should be addressed and will receive ] rompt attention.
4tt

rpilK
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Sherry Wine Bitters
THE BEST MEDICINE IN THE WORLD.

The bonds

a

•5

offered,

are

limited in

well known.
The above statement of facts proves the SAFETY
of these Bonds. Their PU< ► FIT is equally manifest

jinyraent,

LUCY ANN MOODY.

p

D.

1350.

o
P

"I f)Oi-k R
.1
ij>a: i.ia, Ro. k RoM
1>:ir.:1.*!i..i, \V
»'li*-rrv, Thorough
I’nokh Ash. 1’. j.InRhubarb <-\.1" Weakness. Ia»ss ol Ipprtiie, Jaun(licri Ht ailiK Ik S»«i' Mrmacli,
..|
1 Mil!' s’tai'.li:)^, Humors. :uI• 1 i’i Insrus- -V Which
•t"
'ih. .tl!>ni vb/A of th>
,/>•••
StomacA,
!'•
•!
wliii !. valuable Roots atnl
II'
! tin- U?111wI• 11^■ of their great service to
i.in;- 1111111:111i*\
man
anuot f<*. | t«•• thankful
t" II
provided us with all things.
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upon fxi mination. They are sold tor the present at
OO. and accrued interest from July 1st. At this
price they afford a certain income for forty five years,
ot nearly nine per cent, upon their cost.
One thousand dollars invested in these eight per cent, bonds
will give lie purchaser more than seventy-feeen per
greater annual interest than the same amount
invested in the new Government Five Per Cents,
while holders of Government Sixes will find a decided proiit in selling them at present high prices,

nut.

investing in the New Orleans, Mobile and
Bonds,
Subscriptions will be received in Belfast, by

and

re

Fexas

A. H. BRADBURY,
Cashier Belfast National Bank.
iilorination concerning the Company and the
Bond, and pamphlets containing map and full details
of the enterprise, can be obtained ot the uudersigned
or any of the Company’s advertised agents.
I

W. B. SHATTUCK, Banker,
SHnaut ial

Ageat. IK. O..HT. dkT.lt. It. «’<».,

No. 23 Nassau

Street, New York.

3m-U»is

Excursion and Picnic Parties
T A K E
FOR

TO ALL.

PERSONS,

BOTH SICK AND WELL.
Tf
Health and Happiness
Ti<>u£ E<ife
-1’.■ L li
U
Ii11• i*.h be t:vk«*u,
|"
particularly
-i

tlii' S/a ,:n</ -mil 11 arm Seasons of the year, ami
especially l»y the f“IIowtng classes uf people.
Tin MM(
win', from bis constant in
liuor labors, not having sufficient access to the
bracing ami refreshing air out of doors, becomes
ua aki lied at the stomach, nervous,
pale and sickly,
his food not relishing nor properly digesting.
He
should take th"se letters, and freely too, in older to get his sy stem up, right and strong, and in
g.. through the warm weather
prime condition
in good shape, with his constant daily labors. The
exhilarating and cleansing power of the Dock
Hoot, i taihli ii.mi. l' lplar, and Prickly'Ash Bark,
is what will bring him up. and make him, physi
calls speaking, once more a man!
The
.>111.1.' OPEKATU I. will find this Medicine
the very thing to cleanse the blood and strengthen
H. 'C system, and <• /•./ mi!d and peasant to tub'.
The
PAEE Wl) 0\(E BEAI'TIFI'L
I. \I»1 has but to take this
compound freely, and
she will he speedily restored to henith, beaut v
and buoyancy The 1IOAEST FARMER,
th.
( Li:R<a>llA
and LiU'YER, and
•HEX OI SEHEXTAHY HABITS —this
;s your Medicine!
After once using it, you will
m ver he without it.
It will improve you twenty
live per cent The MARIXER will And it the
best medicine in the world for his use; it makes
him, while at sea, hearty and rugged, and capable
of great endurance and exposure; and when on
shore, it renovates his blood, and restores and repairs Ids system.
The Largest Bottle, the Lowest Price,
a ml the most Effectual Remedy
ill the World.
Diploma awarded by the Massachusetts Chari
table Mechanic Association.
in

N O T I C E !
('HARTER

PREPARED HV
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TtfE
Oil
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mist

ROBBINS,
it

ntl

TYriijrfflst,

ROCKLAND,

Bole

ME.
Proprietor of Hr. E. R. 4‘larke'a Vege\1
ine
Bitters.
Sherry
Formerly

table

manufactured in Sharon, Mass.

ol

request

*

A.

$12,;'»oo pci
interest pay

amount to

mile, and are lor $1,000 or JC200 each,
able January and July, at the rate ot 8 per cent. Currency or 7 per cent. Cold, at the option <>t the holder.
Honda registered it desired.
Among the leading Stockholders of the Company
arc lion. K. 1>. Morgan, Ex-Governor and Ex-U. S.
Senator; lion. John A. Griswold, Ex-Lieutenant
Governor, Froy, N. V.; Hon. Oakes Ames, M. C..
Massachusetts; Messrs. Morton, Bliss & Co., L. Von
Hoffman & Co., J. & W. Seligman & Co., Harrison
Durkee, ami others, of New York, Benjamin K.
Bates, President Bank of Commerce, Franklin Ila
ns. President Merchants’ Bank.Boston^nd others,

s»
»

Asociatn,

hi O
out t er bent, bonus
iNi>\v

3

Mechani

enterprise, by direct donations, by endorsement
of second mortgage bonds and by subscriptions to
the .-lock of the Company, amounting in .11 to over
eight million dollars.

to

the last will of John Moody, late of SearsmonJ, in the
County of Waldo, deceased, by giving bond as the law
directs; they therefore
all persons who are
indebted to said deceased’s estate to make Immediate
and those who have any demands thereon,

I

,.l

the

>

uml

RAILROAD COMPANY

nearly TEN MILLION DOLLARS in the work.
now offered are secured by a mortgage
upon all that part of the line west of New Orleans, j

At a Probate Court .hold at Belfast, w it Inn :m.i tin
t
the County of Waldo, on the -e.nvnd I n. -.lay
August, A. D. 1871.
LARISA BOW DOIN', widow of David Bowdoin
Into of Stockton, in said County <»f Waldo, d>ceased, having presented a petition lor an allowance
from the personal estate ot -aid deceased.
Ordered, That the said Clansa give notice to .11
persons interested by causing a copy ot this order
to be published three w -eks successively in the
Republican Journal, print d ut Bel last, that they
may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, within and for said County, on the second
Tuesday ot Sept, next, at ten of the clock beiore
noon, and shew cause, ii any the} have, why the
same should not be allowed.
ASA I’ll l' KI.OL'G II
Judge
A true copy. Attest- B. 1*. I- IKLI*, Register.

W.M*

Flit up
H -v
al 50 cents
1.
Prepared
Vw
Mb/. .Ml
;• •
ROBHINri, W lioli>salo and Retail DrugA Thai H*. -fit |V.
Rockland, Me
11 v I.. M
..t■
by in ii' 11 n- ipt of
„tv ti
ROBBINS, Rockland, M-

oilers for sale a bond which combines these advantages t.» au unusual degree. The route lit s between

Ordered, That the said Administrator give notice
all persons interested by causing a copy ot this
order to be published three week-- successively in
tile Republican Journal, printed at Belfast, that they
may appear at a Probate < ourt, to be In M at Belfast.
within and for said County, on the second Tuesday
of Sept, next, at ten of the clock before noon, and
shew cause, it any t hey have, why the .-aim* should
not be allowed.
ASA 1 HI Ri.OFGli, Judge.
A true copy. Attest— B. P. Kiet.ii, Register.

Ordered, That the said Executor give notice to
all persons interested by causing a cop\ ol tlii- order
to be published three weeks succeedvely in the
Republican Journal, printed at Brll.i.-d, ih.it they
i*. i.i -*t i:<*if -1
may appear at a I’robate Court, t>'
within and for said County, on the second I uesday
at
ot
the
of Sept, next,
ten
clock beiore noon, and
shew cause, if any they have, why tin- -.mu- -hould
be allowad.
ASA TIIUKLOL’G II, Jml
r*
A true copy. Attest--B. P Field, R< >-mter.
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JAMES

NELSON
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is invaluable,
s«wat di.-s **ii
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toe h« st
Rev. F. F f.itt*:
K.v V. n ||
If-. .1 ... |*li Ka
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AN F.Nt.I.ISH AND CLASSICAL BOARDINti
School lor boys. With a competent corps ol Teachers,
a thorough course of instruction guaranteed.
***FALL 1EKM commences Sept. -1th. For par11EV. B. W. ATW ELL, Hector.

at Belfast, within and
on I he -ecoml Tuesday

to

1

11
and h I if.’l* her to be
skilful ntirio, and having

ly.

FASHIONABLE

undertake.

DODGE, Administrator of the estate ot
Walter F. Dodge, late of Isle-boro, in said Counlirst
ty of Waldo, deceased, having presented hi
account ot administration oil said estate tor allow

17
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PKOBATE NOTICES.
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.MAIN F

W \ 1.1)1 >, K.s.,
Slip. .hid. t.'ouih, April I rill, A I >., 1
‘Ml the loregoing. < e« fi-i. 1,
ln.it tin- lib* li.mt
notify the said Paul II. R\..n, .*t the pendency then
of by publishing ail atte-ded eop> **t b*-r libel ami
this order therc-ou, three wet k- successively :u the
Republican Journal, a paper printed at Belfast, di
the County Of Waldo, the i.,^t publication t;» !>.
thirty days at least beloiv the nexi Supreme Judici.J
Court to be lioliien at Belfast within and tor the
County of Waldo, on the third Tuesday of October

—

■••[

y
U

!.

SARAIl

j

(‘ vtti.h.
1:1. ibis .in fii

1 -■

11 y--ur I>rn
t
k.
p Min:*'
bvl-.w, arid 1

'iitiilis-

\IfK THK UNDERSIGNED citizens of Frank
fort and Prospect, respectfully represent that
VV
there i' cause for a change in the road as laid by
your Hon. body leading from the North line oi the
town ot Pro-;
oi, south easterly, crossing land of
lVltiah Freeman and others,and known us the T. P.
Perkins road said change to be, to discontinue the
whole ot a part ot the old route and lay out, it necessary, a new route, thereby shortening tin* distance,
and rendering the road more leasable and less expensive. JAMES H. KIL1.MAN, and 2S Other-.

■

T<>

V I \ I

the

O

no

BY

—

County Commissioners’ Court, Aug.

:i

I'-

FOR SALE

containing House, Barn,and Wood House; a well
of iroofl water: tin Orchard of thirty or forty trees,
VVaUhi, ss>.,
I
with Plum ami Cherry; Ked aim liiuck. Cumuii*,
Sup. Jutl. Court, April Icini, l>. I. i
Bog, and land enough to keep two «'ows.
(Mi the foregoing, Ordered,
1 hat the libellant Cranberry
handy to mills and within a tew minutes walk to the
notify the said Israel M. Henderson of’ tin1 pendency I steamboat
and cars. To be sold at a bargain it ;ii<an
attested
ot
her
libel
thereof, by publishing
copy
Idr soon. For further particulars inquire of
and tills order thereon, three w* k> successively in [ plied
CHARLES BROWN.
the Republican Journal, a paper printed at Belfast,
iUv.Y*
!
Walduboro, Aug. 7, 1971.
in the County of Waldo, the last publication to be
thirty days at least beiore the next term ot the
Judicial
to
be
holdcu
at
Supreme
Court,
Belfast,
I M H E 11 n E .% !
within and for the County of Waldo, on the third
Tuesday of October next, that he may then and
there appear and show cause it any he have, why tinTWINES & NETTING,
prayer of said libellant should not he granted.
A'm-.si- W. (i. Mm;, Cl.I KK.
Manufactured b>
Copy of libel and Order ot Court tlu-reon.
:UvC.
ATTEST W C KK V 1;, C.El:K
\VM. E. HOOPER & SONS.
4>d*Send for Price-List.
Baltimore, Md.
To Ho Il'innntlilr ./usf irrs of th> .s'../, ('oi/rf,
lyrol
nr.St fn hi /(iifilr/t ill /li /l<ist, (I‘if hi II. tint/ l''ii•
till ('■Ifintl/Iit' W’l/ihi. Ill- Hir tln'i't I'll' -;/i III
of April. Is7i.
“r/ W\ AtrfMTO WAITED, Male and
RYAN, of Belmont, in said County ot p M "I / Female, to sell two articles as salable as
and needed in every family.
Flour,
Samples sent
Waldo, respectfully libels and gives this Honor
able- Court to be informed that she was lawfully free by mail, with terras to clear $5 to $10 per day
married to l'aul II. Ryan, formerly ot said Bellas;, This is no gift enterprise or humbug, but they are
but whose present place ot residem e is to your new articles of real merit.
Reader, it ythi want
libellant unknown, at Waldo, in said minty, on the droiitablc aud honorable employment, send on your
name and post-office address, and receive full par•id day ot April, l&c.l, and has had by him one child,
now living, to wit: Palmer M. Ryan, aged *.i years ;
ticulars, with sample free, by return mail. Address
Tm4.s
N. II. WHITE Newark New.Jersey,
that on the tenth day ot February,
her said
husband wi lit to California and has never returned;

I 11 K1>.

STATE

i\-i-

JOHN C. BEALS, Searsport, for Knox, Lincoln, and Waldo Counties.
Ill (halers sent to him Promptly attended t".

!

Ccorgetown.
In V inalhaven, Mr. Rcuel H. Roberts, and Miss
Maggie McDonald, noth ol Vinalhaven.

\VAI.DO, »SS.

I.

-u

•*

N.4FE 4!¥I> RELIABLE.
Can stand on your kitchen table and do ill your
cooking at a cost ot one cent p»/ hour. All the
ordinary branches of cooking—belling, broiling, 1
baking, &c., and the heating of s nootlung irons,
performed to perfection. Tl^e cunceutiation of the |
flame, and its direct application to the bottom of the
uft n si Is overcome the nuisance ol radiation, which
in summer is both extravagance and a superfluity;
while the coinbiued action of the water inten.-ilies ;
both Ihe power and the directness of he ll:mn\ thus
expediting its work, and consequently producing

To Hi*J Hon. ./"stiri's of the .s'. ./. (’ovrt% noin
hoi den at lirlfart. vltiii a and fur tin Cun atn
of \\\dd■>.

/'< tin Ifni,,,r<i/>lr County (/mnniisstonriof
th- ( "Until if
o.
"VI7 1 THK 1 N DERS1UN ED inhabitants ol the
tY town ol Belmont, respectfully represent that
public convenience and necessity require that a
highway -hnuld be laid out and constructed as tollows
Commencing at tin- Fast line of land of one
•Sargent Tew kgbery,thence running westwurdly by
said Tewksberyls house and by dwelling of one
James M. Neal, to the road leading from Belmont
Corner to Lincolnville. And we would further represent that the selectmen ol said Belmont have
been petitioned to layout said road and that they
have unreasonably neglected and refused to lay out
and construct the same, Wherefore your petitioners
pray your honors to Lew -aid route andjlocatc a road
as you shall deem most conducive to public good as
above represented.
J. W. <TNNIN(.II AM, and lo Others.
15. Imont. June
is? 1.

y

I'-medv at hand for the many pains and
n,'h<s, wound-* and bruises to which flesh is heir.
Js in-ire easily applied than
many other remedies,
n- vi-r
producing a bad ell'cet, but always relieving
pain, however severe.
it is prepared by .1/7*.9 Sawyer, who has used it
in her own extensive treatin' nt of the sick, for
nearly twenty yi ars, with great success.
The principal diseases for which tills salvo is recommended are. C/iiddains. liheumatism, Piles,
'[ r-duht. Ohl l'1-ers, Salt Hheum, Sprains, Burns,
S,
>-y. Felons, Pimples, Pry sine las. Sore
Ey, s, Barhn's Itch. Deafness, Soils, /liny-worms,
Corns, fates or' Insects, Canons, Toothache, EarSure Xipjdrs, Baldness, Swollen Breasts,
a he,
J 'h. Sea Id
Head, Tee thine/, ('happed Hands.
Seal,Is, Cals, Braises. < ’rO’ijj, Cracked IApS, and
S'on » ov Child)-, »
It never tails t > cure Rheumatism if properly
applied. Hub it .-a w» 11 with the hand three times
a day.
It. several eases it lias cured palsied limbs.
F'-r Pdit has hern discovered t<> be a suroremedy. I’ersons that have been afflicted for years
have been ia li..
by u ! w applications. For Erysi/„ las it works w.
rs, allaj ing the inflammation
and quieting the pal
1’- 1 ( happed J funds it
produces a fire immediately. !. those with Salt
obtain tins Sad.
and apply it freoly, and
Bhetim_
th* y will find il iuvaluablv. It i» g .-.J in eases of
Scr ,/ula and 7
C
have been *ir*-*l
wall it. T’ne be-t Salve ever invented for Swollen
S o-•na * and
Xij>pl> v. No way injurious, but
Mire 1
.< >/•■• <*r If arc Eyes— Itub it
atlbrd r*-li< f.
on tin- lids gmih
eve or twice a
day. Cures deaf
in -is by putting in tin* e ms on
a p'icee of cotton.
F
f-i-’uis tli- i* sup- rior to anything known
F'-r Pimples this afs like a charm
For Burns
and So,(id.:, apply 11
S.dv.* at on.
and it give*
immediate relief.
F-r //,'./ Sores, apply once a
A

>

1

FORBID

Ne#

salve combining soothing and
1: 'i.’ing properties. with
nKUlC
dangerous ingred-

ir it.

>

FOR

CH ELSE—We quote line New York and Vermont
at sail) l-2c per It.; Ohio factory at «Jal0c;
choice dairy at 8 l-2a9 l-2c; common do at 5a7c.
ECUS—The market continues dull at 22c per doz
for Eastern, and 20a21c for Northern and Canada.
BE A NS— We quote choice pea beans at $3 50a3 75,
and choice medium at $2 50; common pea beans $3a
3 25, common medium $2 12a2 25;
yellow eyes at

IILOOI).

The Seaweed Tonic, ill conjunction with the Pills, per
means and assimilates with the food. Chylitlcation is
now progressing, without its previous tortures.
Digestion
bo at hand.
becomes painless, and the euro is seen t
There is no moro flatulence, no ^exacerbation of the stomach. An appetite sets in.
Now comes the greatest Blood Purifier ever .vet given
bv an indulgent lather to suffering man. Schenek s Pulmonic Syrup comes in to perform its functions and to
hasten and complete the cure. It enters at once upon its
work. .Nature cannot be cheated. It collects and ripens
the impaired and diseased portions of the lungs, in the
form of gatherings it prepares them for expectoration,
audio! in a very short time the malaayis vanquished,
the rotten throne that it occupied is renovated and made
new, and the patient, in all the dignity of regained a igor,
steps forth to enjoy the manhood or womanhood that was

E

\Y

without any cause, I shall pay no debts whatever, of
his contracting.
THOMAS DAVIS.
Montville, Aug. 1, Is: l.

factory

must

(

at all the principal ticket offices in
the Company's Office,

at

22 West Market Square, Bangor.
WM. FLOWERS.

harboring or trusting Charles M. Davis, a
minor, bound to me, as lie left me and my business !

at 12a13c.

:

I

PERSONS

den

Monday, Aug. 14, 1871.
BUTTER—We quote line New York and Vermont
butter at 27a29e per lb, with selections at 29a30c: good
d<> 2oa2h*; line Western at. 19a21e; common aud interior do at 14al7c; inferior and bakers’ butter sells

*4

T

ALL

BOSTON PRODUCE MARKET.

>

To be had

England,

tive of diseases and their proper treatment, will
be sent free to invalids.
Address, It. GREENE, M. D.,
34 Temple Place, Boston., Mass#
lyf.

Weekly for the Journal.

Sleeping Cara. if.
j

to which he gives esattention may be noticed Cancer, Scrofula, Catarrh, Bronchitis, Consumption, Heart
Disease, Neuralgia, Asthma, Nervousness.

( I RRE1T.

Ini-

Two through ExpressTrains leave Portland daily,
.Sundays excepted, viz:
At 7.10 A. M„ (on arrival ot the night train leaving I
Belfast at 7 o’clock P. M.,' arriving at Montreal ;
at 8 P. M., name day.
At 1.10 P. M., connecting at Yarmouth and Danville
.Junction with the train which leaven Bangor at
8.47. A. M., arriving in Montreal at 5.:t0 A. M
the following day.
These through Express Trains make certain con
nections at Montreal for Toronto, Detroit, Chicago, j
and all points West.
The Grand Trunk is
IMPORTANT NOTICE.
now re-laid with steel rail, and is in excellent run
nihg condition, the speed ot running is greatly increased and connections are certain.
PULLMAN’S CARS, known, appreciated, and
sought tor everywhere,are run on all Express trains
on the Grand Trunk.
Excursion return tickets to all principal points on
the Grand Trunk, and to Chicago.
Also, through
tickets by the SARNIA LINE OF STEAMERS at
reduced rates, are now on sale.
The fares by this Road are always lower than by
Be sure you get your tickets by this
any other.

pecial

Bkliast, Wedn csday, August 23, 187
10 to
$8.(>otO 11.00 Round Hog,
Corn Meal,
85 to 00 Clear S’t l*ork$ls to
1.50 to 0.00 Mutton per lh. C. to
Kyc Meal,
It ye,
1.10 to 1.15 Lamb per lb.
8 to
85 to 00 Turkey per lb. 20 to
05 to
75 Chicken per lb.is to
Barley,
2.Goto 2.75 Duck per lb.
Beans,
25 to
Marrowfat P as, l.OOt o 1.25 Geese per lb. 15 to
05 to
7 0 Hay per ton, $23 to
Oats,
to
Lime,
$1.25 to
Dried Apple:
8 to
10 Wash on Wool 45 to
00 to 0.00 Unwas’d
33 to
Cooking, do.
:t3to 35 Pulled
45 to
Butter,
15 to
17 Hides,
Cheese,
('.to 61-2
E
18 tO 20 Calf Skins, 10 2-3 to
15tO 00 Sheep Skins
Lard,
l.ooto **
to
8 Wood, hard.$5 flo to C.00
Beet,
Ap Is, Baldw in, 0.00 to0.00 Wood, solt, $4.00 to 00
5 to
ti Dry Pollock,
4 to
Veal,
5
8 to
lO Straw,
10
Dry Cod,
$8 to

»* A
it ?
5 .)

New Pullmans Palace, Parlor anil

parallel.
Among the diseases

Working Oxen—Extra, $200a240; ordinary, $125a

IIELE4NT

Acr«lpralion of h|it'eil. uii.l
provrnient of Track.

out

175; poor Oxen from $48 to $95 per pair.
Store Cattle—'Yearlings, $9a20; 2 year olds, $15a28,
3 year olds, $27a45. Most ot the steers that are in a
fair condition arc sold for beeves.
Milch
Cows—Extra $45aP0; ordinary, $25a50
Store Cows, $25a35. Most of the cows
per head.
brought into market for sale are of a common grade.
Sheep and Lambs—Extra and selected lots, $3 00a
«*o0; Ordinary, $1 75a2 75; or from 4a7c per lb.
Swim—Store pigs, wholesale, 0a7c; retail, 0 l-2a8c
per pound. Fat llogs 5a5 l-4c.
Poultry-Extra, Id l-2al« 3-4c; medium, ldalC14c-; poor, 15al5 l-2c per lb.

P a I! K>
ed at lsT

—

..

FJBLISHED

MISS SAWYERS SALVE.

as a

tin- paper.

—

-.

G-rand Trunk Railway,

warning and (or the benefit of
youny men and others, who suffer from Nervous
Debility, &c., supplying the means ot> skli -( re.
VVriLtt*n by one who cured himself, and sent free
on receiving a post-paid directed
envelope.
Address, Nathaniel Mayfair, Brooklyn, N. V.
OinTdspI

moves

o

■

tflMiiM uF AN INVALID.

BRIGHTON

>

1

THE

Hancock County Democratic Convention'

to

Steamer

Argo,

Finely ndapted for the above purpose—Can seat
comfortably 4‘JO persons.
Awnings fore and all.
Can be had every MONDAY, WEDNESDAY and
FRIDAY afternoons and evenings.
For terms and
OEO. €1. WELLS,
engagement apply to
-‘nil
PScpnlx How.

FAFTIOX EXTRA—Owing to the great
popularity and sale uf these Hitlers, worthless imi-

may conn tip in the market, hut as you
value yo,ur life and health, be sure and get the genuine Sherry Wine Bitters. S*-e that the Portrait of
Dr. Clarke and inytVc signatures are upou
the label of each buttle. Ao other is genuine.
tations

SOLD BY DEALERS IN

MEDICINES.

Tubal

Cain.

walked one hundred and twoiU'V-dvi
miles in two days and a halt. Ills ltd
were terribly lacerated, and he had nc

OM rubai Cain was a man of might,
In tin days when earth was young;
!<■ tin fierce red light of his furnace bright,
fie strokes of his hammer ruug
Ami lie lifted high ilia brawny hand
•

!

>r. tin iron glowing clear,
he sparks rushed out in

friendly Pottawatomie Indians with
whom they fell in on Tuesday.
Jackson remained at Fort lliley, his
feet being so sore that he could not travel.

Brown started to Denver. On Wednesday, the 13th of July, MacMoore started
on foot for Leavenworth, and walked the
entire distance, reaching that place on
Saturday last. The same evening he
took the cars on the Kansas City, St. Joseph and Council Bluffs Itailroad, and
That night ho stopcame to St. Joseph.
ped at the residence of C. II. Buckman,
Esq., whose wife is a relative of his. On
Sunday he went to the house of Mrs.
Bush, on Bush street, who is his relative,
where he is now stopping.

itut sudden change came o’er his heart,
Ere the setting of the sun,
And Tubal Cain was tilled with pain
For the evil he had done;
He saw that man with
rage and hate,
Made war upon their kind.
That the land was red with the blood they shed,
In their lust lor carnage blind.
And he said: “Alas ! that ever 1 made,
Or that skill ot mine should plan.
The spear and the sword for men whose joy
is to slay their leJlow-man !'’
And for many

a

WHITE MEN

-lay old Tubal Cain

Sat brooding o’er his woe;
And his hand lorbore to smite the ore,
And his furnace smouldered low.
lint he rose at last with a cheerful face,
And a bright courageous eye,
And bared Ins strong right arm for work,
While the quick flames mounted high.
And he sang: “Hurrah for my handiwork I”
And the nil sparks lit the air;
Not alone for the blade was] the bright

And he fashioned the iirst

I

stee

ploughshare.

And men,

taught wisdom from the past,
fn friendship joined their hands,
Hung the sword in the hall, the spear on the wall
Am! ploughed the willing lands;

sang: “Hurrah for Tubal Cain !
Our stanch good Iriend is he;
And lor the ploughshare and the plough
To him our praise shall be.
Hut while oppression lilts its head,
>r a tyrant would be lord.
I’hough we m-i\ thank him tor tile plough,
W, ’ll not forget the sword!"

September.

Mine ?
''all* by the lirdight 1 hear the wind'' blow,
hit id the window are wild wastes of snow :
lie,
a- 1 *it by the firelight alone,
;ln drill* glitter, and hear the winds moun,
children'* t;tir lace* look in through the night.
« me and another, the
pale and the bright;
1 tear to my -nml win!-- it loves will they be.
lint when the\
“Mother,” tliev did not
call me!
tell a'•lei |> on t! ;• t-'ld' of the West,
A '•‘•Idler’* blue jacket w rapped over hi* breast
No more lho*e dark v.»* will brighten for me,
\o-\er again that ke« n smile shall I see,
V
*r be elasped in the arms of mv boy.
'i et is he mine beyond death to destroy,
Min in the love that know* future nor past.
Min while the pulses of tenderness las;;
laving or dying, my child lie will be.
i• t>t when he ealled “Mother !'* lie did not call

< Mh

INDIANS.

teen men, and intended to kill five times
many more. The whites dressed like
the Indians—were fully as barbarous, and
seemed to enjoy the terrible torture ot
Jones and Hayward with as much zest as
the Indians.
as

WHITE WOMEN CAPTIVES.

And

From the Galaxy for

WITH.TIIF.

MacMoore says that nearly one-fourth
of the party of Cheyennes was composed
ot white men, and many of the Indians
themselves spoke English, if Among them
was a man named Stanley, from Eastern
Texas, who'said^that Jie.hadTliilled thir-

The Cheyennes .had.two"white women
with them as prisoners—one, a Mrs. Bowman, aged about thirty-five years, from
about Guadaloupe Mountains, in Texas,
lie was unable to ascertain the circumstances attending her capture. The other
was a good-looking woman, aged about
eighteen, named Miss Emma Bailey.
She was also from Texas. These capThe
tives were treated tolerably well.
Cheyennes were well mounted and well

armed.

The

Woman
the San

[From

of 1900.

Francisco, Call.l

■

Perhaps you imagine we attempt tlio
prediction of feminine perfection. No.
The Coming Woman will doubtless have
in private her little spirits of ebullition.

Perfection is not desirable. Were it attainable, there would be left nothing to
Idle would stagnate in
be improved.
| monotony. Who wants to encounter perme.
| feet man or woman? Their very presence
1 1 ie wears a *hadow aero** her fair brow,
! would irritate and prove a constant reH it th *hadow i* brighter than sunbeams ire
I proaeh. A woman entirely guiltless of
“tantrums'1 would be a lake without a
i!
brilliant taee softens, her rose* grow pale,
In the glow of it* whiteness—her new bridal breeze, an ocean without a gale. Doubt\ eil.
less the C. W. will indulge in modified
My loveliest baby ! (iod keep thee as pure.
“conniptions-’ if the man trusted with her
While thy lip* and thy love shall together enerrand doesn’t bring home the exact shade
dure.
Such Haws
As the first hour I held thee, asleep in my arms, of Berlin worsted to match.
s- reno in the halo of babyhood's charms,
are pleasant for variety’s sake. Sit steady
f >od send thee sweet children to stand at thy
in your seat, hard down your helm, bring
knee,
Who. when thev

*av

“Mother," shall

sav

it to

thee.
Two lilth faces with glittering hair
All the long uay-time hang over my chair;
1 c.
l watched over morning and night.
Eyes that once ble.**ed me with deepest delight,
Voices that thrilled to the depths of my soul,
shake it with longing i cannot control.
< >h ! if those dear lives should falter and tail.
The veins of my heart at their sources would

quail

:

Life would forsake me, though death should

forget;

All that I have on their being is set,
1 >earcr than living or loving can be ;
Vet when the call “Mother.” they do not call
me.

A Frontier
From the St.

Tragedy.

Joseph (Mo.. lleraM, July V>. j

)n

ment contra 'tor. to drive a team to
Sill. Blackburn's train consisted ot fourteen wagons, with fourteen persons as
drivers, and started from Smith Taw Valley for the fort. On Sunday evening.
June tid, the party had reached a small
stream, which was skirted with a strip ot
timber, about thirty miles east ot the

fort, when they were suddenly
Attacked by 250 ciietenne Indians.
Part ot the teams had crossed the

stream; two (one of them the team driven by Mr. MacMoore) had not yet came
up. and one had stuck fast in a gully or
ditch. A number of the drivers hud dismounted from their wagons, leaving their
arms in them, to assist in extricating the
latter. Xo one for a moment dreamed
The Indians had
that a foe was near.
posted themselves in the timber on both
ides of the stream, and kept carefully
com euled until the party were completely
in their power. Then they came dashing
out, with horrid yells, and in a moment’s
time the unfortunate teamsters found
Rethemselves completely surrounded.
sistance seemed hopeless, and yet to
yield was almost certain death. A few
of these who were in their wagons fired a
dozen or so shots, bn1 apparently without

effect.

KlI.l.F.b, WiH SKlJi AND SCAU'F.D.
The contest was speedily over. Seven
of the party were shot (lead on the spot;
another was badly wounded, and then
scalped and tomahawked; and six, including MacMooro, taken prisoner.
Mae.Moore is tillable to tell what was
done with the train and stock, as immediately after his capture he and his companions were securely bound and removThe savages moved in
ed from the spot.
a north-westerly direction, and alter going some distance, camped for the night.
The next day after the capture one of the
party, while attempting to escape, was
shot and killed.
ItUUNED AT THE STAKE.

Man

and when the reporter

with a
she says she is a cousin of l’ete Monday's,
and goes under the soubriquet of Lily.
She is almost as fair and delicate as one.
Her career is a remarkable series ot adventures and hair breadth escapes.
About a year ago she lived in San Antonia. Texas, and for some real or fancied
misconduct reeeved a isevere castigation
at the hands ot a man with whom she
was living.
Burning with resentment
and conscious of her inability to cope with
him in physical strength, she waited until
the next night when lie was asleep, and
then locking the doors of the room and
closing every avenue of escape, she prepared for a work ot horror almost impossible to conceive. On one pretext or
another she sent all the inmates of the
house away,r1and (procuring paper and
other intlammahle material, built a funeral
pyre around the bed of the sleeping man.
This done, she!set fire to it, and locked
the door behind her, tied the house. The
man woke up when the house was full of
llames, and in escaping from the room
One side of the
was literally roasted.
body was burned almost to a cinder, lie
has never recovered from his injuries, and
is to-day a hopeless invalid, suffering excruciating torture and continual anguish.
His generosity—perhaps his sense of atonement—prevented his prosecuting the girl,
and she made her escape to New Orleans.
Arriving here she took apartments on
Toulouse street, between Rampart and
Burgundy, where she still resides. She
is yet very young, certainly not more
than seventeen at furthest. Her vindictive and savage fury when excited is a
terror to all iter acquaintances.
It is
strange that beneath an exterior so fair
and beautiful should be concealed the
element of such lawless violence.

sought

found a hen-turkey. Not only this but
the dealer assured me that it was, and
had alwavs been a regular and respectable
hen-turkey. I bought it; I brought it to
that woman, and no sooner had 1 lifted it
from the basket, than the squalls commenced blowing. She maintained that 1
had not fulfilled my mission; that I had
not accomplished the getting ot a hento have known better.
She

turkey.
Internally

ought

the helm hard down, and let the head
Then she carried the bird
sails shake.
In
She disembowelled it.
to the sink.
so doing, she developed a large quantity
of eggs—in the turkey.
Kggs are not
Fora time she
common in male turkeys.
I deemed her’s the silence ot
was silent.
silence
indignation. It was not: it was the have
of remorse. She might, from me,
concealed those immature embryos of

young turkeys, and in

so

doing concealed

true woman, she
She could not. So at last
she turned and said: “Sir, I perceive by
the internal embryotic evidences in this
I ask
turkey that r have been wrong.
it.
your pardon.” Of course I granted
Now, had I not kept quiet during this
ensquall, we might both have become
raged, and an eternal friendship might
have been eternally ruptured, and all tor
As did this, so will the
a hen-turkey.
Coming Woman. She will always own
up to her faults and mistakes, when convicted by internal evidence, no matter
whether such evidence lie in herselt or
any other hen-turkey.
her error.
would not.

Being

a

I.uroiiTiNc. a Wipe.
Unsiyht, Unseen.
•\ tour ol the American Union ami of Canada was recently made by Rev. James
Nugent, a chaplain of the Liverpool Borough Jail, who, moved to noble sympathy
by the poorly requitted toil ol many Irish
girls of the better class, conceived and
executed the idea of coming across tin-

himselt, and procuring more comfortable homes and more remunerative

out of the company. Knowing my
weakness, I hope no gentleman will take
it amiss.’’ It may be needless to add that
Gen. S-did not on that occasion sutler
himself to follow his usual custom.

A

Independent

N
D

BOSTON & LOWELL

F

THREE

A

employment for a certain number of such
specially deserving young women, preparatory to sending them hither. In Indiana, Illinois, and some parts of Canada,
he found good places in American families for about 20 of his self-assumed charg;

and from

«J. I’.

AND

GOODS

MacMoore, Henry lirown and Harvey
Jackson—determined to make an effort to
learning.
dividual called Father Ames, the “oldest
escape at all hazards. They were closely
a
of patriarchal
exercises
sort
guarded, however, and for some days no inhabitant,”
He is about G5
over the people.
opportunity presented itself. On the sway
has some education, preaches
night of the Uth of July a heavy rain set years old,
in, and the anxiously-looked-for chance every Sunday and sometimes week days,
The indians had indulged pretty lie is represented as saying :
came.
To make a woman
freely in “fire-water” during the afterhappy you must let hor
have her own way, and the worst thing you can
noon and
evening, and slept very sound. do
is to hind a woman down for a lifetime to
About eleven o’clock MacMoore discoverone
no matter how much she loves.
She
ed that the buckskin thongs with which was man,
horn to be the equal of man and not his
he was tied, dampened by the rain, began slave; therefore I say unto
my young women,
to “give” considerably. With a little ex- “Go mate with a man, but ever consider yourertion he succeeded in getting his hands selves lree to leave him when you believe it
loose, but was unable to release his feet. your duty.”
The people object to being called MorHenry lirown also discovered his bonds
“giving,” and finally succeeded in releas- mons and probably constitute that mysteing himself entirely. He then quietly ap- rious League which proposes to elect Mrs.
proached a sleeping savage, drew a knife Woodhull President. [Portland Adverfrom his belt, cut the bonds of his com- tiser.
rades, and the three quietly hastened
In his desire to send something startaway. After travelling some two miles
this correspondent has doubtless
ling,
for
the
three
separated,
safety,
together,
We don’t
Moore reach- drawn on his imagination.
and started for Fort Riley.
ed the latter place on Wednesday, having believe any such
community exists.

Will leave Belfast lor Boston, every MOM DAY,
WEDNESDAY and FRIDAY, at •_* o’clock, I*. M.
RETURNING Will leave Boston every MON DA Y
WEDNESDAY and FRIDAY, at a o’clock, !\ M.

Fares and Freight Reduced!
CJEO.

INSIDE

Go. W. Ml,
SUCCESSOR

LINE.

3

SimontonBro. & Co.

SUMMER

V.

by all druggists.

ARRANGEMENT.

THE STEAMER

.City ofRichmond

Capt. DENNISON,
Leaves Pangor every Monday, Wednesday and
Friday mornings at ('» o’clock, touching at nil the
usual landings on the river and bay, arm ing at Port-

land in season to connect with the 0 o’clock
boat Express Train, arriving at Poston at 1"

Connections can be made in Portland with all
Railroad and Steamboat Lines,
doing East, sure connections can be made at Pelfast with the Pelfast & Moosehead R. K., and Kuropeau & North American Railway at Pangor.

FREIGHT TAKEN AT REDUCED RATES.
Pelfast to Portland $g.oo. To Poston by
py Steamer from Portland, $2.75,

Meals Served

on

European Plan.
i;.*

Fall and Winter
purchasers, and
take advantage
of the prices that
are steadily ad-

37

EASTERN

Steamboat Line I

vancing.

THE STEAMER

Ft <3- O

COMMENCE RUNNING FROM

On

Monday,

leaving Ellsworth

A

large stock on
hand that will be
sold cheaper than
they can bo had
in this city such

DftTtLiTC solicited having strong and valid
“fl I TW I JS claims. Difficult cases a specialty.
W. K. SIMONDS, 315 Main Street, Hartford, Ct.

Shirts, Draws, Collars,
Cuffs, Neckties,
Hosiery, Gloves,

&c.

SUMMER

CASES,

°Ww?iHWfe-

Guaranteed Pure and of the very Best Quality.
PRICE SEVEI IDOLEAR8.
Sent by Express C, O. D„ or Post-office order.
II. HENDERSON, 15 Broad;St., New York,

Read This!

PAY AIJEYTM A SAXOF *.'«<> PER WEEK and
expenses, or allow a largo commission to sell our
new and wonderful inventions.
Address M. WAGNER & CO., Marshall, Mich.

WEAIIY

$30.

Agents $30 per week to sell our great and valuable
discoveries. II you want permanent, honorable and
pleasant work, apply lor particulars.
Address DYER & CO., Jackson, Michigan.

A MILLION DOLLARS.
ZEM HMLNII,

Broadway, Mew l ork.
*or ^oun£ and Middle-Aged Men
I TIC DUUIV to readjust now, is The Science
of Life, or fltalf«f*r«*ervation. The author
Dr. A. II. Hayes, has returned lrom Europe in excellent health, and is again the Chief Consulting
Physician of the Peabody Medical Institute,
No. 4 Bulflnch St., Boston, Mass.

TIIC Qflflif

Bhln, Frewh Ground Hydraulic
enaenff, just received, and lor sale low’, by
1,4“
WILLIAM 15. SWAN & CO.

the same
which the

(Opl»nMit«‘

A.

M.,on Momiays,

FREIGHT TAKEN AT FAIR RATES.
*3~The Steamer A11C«0. is a good, substantial,
side-wheel Boat of 2f»0 tons burthen, with good accommodations for passengers, and in lirst-raie order.
W. O. M< DONALD, Agent at Ellsworth.
GKO. G. WELLS, Agent at Belfast.
fii

I O

or

the strictest secrecy and confidence, whatever may
bo the disease, condition or situation of anyone,
married or single.
Medicines sent by Mail and Express to all parts of
the United States.
All letters requiring ad\ ice must contain one dollar to insure an answer.
Address Du. L. LHx, No. til Eiulicott Street, Boston, Mass.
Boston, Jan. 1,1S71—1 yr.

at 75 cts. per

yard.

MUSLIN

and
CAMBRICS at
12 1-2 cts. per
yard, former
price twenty cts.
Fresh arrival of
Toilet Quilts and
Bed Spreads purchased below the

Earth Closet, which is a substitute for
the water-closet or common privy, and places within reach of all, rich and poor, in town and in the
country, a simple means lor providing, in the house,
a comfortable private closet, affording comfort,
neatness and health. Prices
to
Semi for
Circulars to
an

1 RA

De

^ Earth Closet

Company,
10 1)0ANft

ST.,

contain

regular market
price and sold

SIMMER

It.

ARRANGEMENTS,

1*01.

correspondingly
Call and

low.

immense
stock of all Wool
Hose just arrived
do not fail to ask
the price. Linen
Handkerchiefs
all Hemmed sellsee our

ing at 10 cents.
Lace Collars at
8,10 and 12 cts.
Cotton Flannel
at 14 cts.

On and after JUNE 5th, next, passenger trains
will leave Belfast ior Boston and Portland, at 8.30
A. M.—at 7 I*. M., connecting at Burnham with
night Express with Pullman Sleeping: Car
attached, for Portland and Boston.
Freight Train leaves at 0 A. M„ connecting at
Burnham at 8.30 A. M., with mixed train ior Bangor
and Dexter.
Trains are due at Belfast—At 7.10 A. M. Night
Express lrom Boston, (this train will arrive every
morning except Mondays). At 0.45 P. M. Mail
Train from Portland and Boston. Freight Train, at
5 P. M.
Through Tickets will bo sold to Boston and baggage checked through, and to all Stations on any of
the lines managed by this company.
EDWIN NOYES, Sup’t.
L, L. LINCOLN, Ass’t Sup’t.
tt47
May 27, 1871.

-A. <3-rea,t Disoovery.
Hemp CarpetIHOHA8 would give notice to the public generally that he has returned to the city of
Dl*ings, Straw MatBelfast, where he will continue to manufacture and
sell the AMERICAN CANKER AND SCROFULA
tings, Oil Cloths, SYRUP.
CurTake notice all orders for Medicine, address DR.
Feathers,
NELSON
Box

ham

Fix-

NottingLaces and

Cornices, constantly on hand.
Now is the time
to

secure

bargains

great

at

G-eo. "W. Burketts’
IIAVFORD BLOCK. Chorrh St.. Belfast.

187.
THOMAS,
Price, $1.00 per Bottle. Six Bottles
for $4.00.

All orders promptly attended to, when the money
is sent in advance. Agents, William O. Poor & Son,
Belfast; S. A. Howes & Co., Belfast; Crosby & Co.,
(Opposite Depot,) Belfast; Levi M. Robbins, Rockland; Geo. J. Robinson, Thomaston; W. L. Aldcn,
and B.T.Bradbury, Bangor; Geo. Purchcr,and S. G.
3m 17
Wiggins Fills worth.

pETER &

STEPHEN

THACHER,

Counsellors & Attorney at Law.
14 PEMBERTON
ami

!
<

1

ID UK
lyrlT

Symptoms,

at

bargain.

a

•»

tm

l«7l

rocklanI>

STEAM-MI LL CO..
MAN! FA< "1

:m:

ritKi;<

e
a

Impurities bun-ting

OF

XT) di’ai.ki:-;

OATS

l

!

in

AND RYE !

at Boston Market Prices, ami <1 livered j
to Shippers at the wharves, without t:\Tlt t
(1I1HUE.
All orders promptly attended to.
C«EO. TIAVO
A&rvnt.
ltOCK LAND, Ml..
July IS, 1871,
lyr.'i

SQUARE,

BOSTON,

d.

Pimples,Erup-

WALKER,

Proprietor. R. II. MCDONALD &. <’<>
Ran Francisco, Ce»’

Druggists and Ger.. Agents,
a:.

i*‘-.

dol-

one

through the skin In

cleanse it when you And it obstructed
an l sluggish in the veins; cleanse it when it Is foul,
and your feelings wiil tell you when. Keep the blood
puii and the health of the system will follow.
PIN, TAPE an 1 other WORMS, lurking In tho
system of so many thousands, are effectually dcstr ->
cilan-l remov.-d. T'orfull directions, r- ad carefully
the circular around each bottle, printed in four Ian
guages—English, G *rtuan, French uud Spanish,
t!'ms or Son s

a

CORN, MEAL,

offsprings of Dyspepsia.

the.

nr

They Invigorate tin Stomach and stimulate tho t rpld liver and bowels, which render them of unequal !<••!
efllcary in cleansing the blood f all impurities, anil
Imparting new life and vigor to the whole system.
I (IK SKIN DISEASES, Erupt!*, ns,Tetter, Salt
Rheum, Blotches, Spots*. Pimples, Pustules, Boils, Car
bunclcs, Ring- Worms. Scald-Head ><>ro Eyes, Kryslp
clas. Itch, Scurfs, Discolorations of the Skin, Bum. >i
and Diseases of the Skin, of whatever name ornatun*
tire literally dug up and carried out oftho system In a
short time by the use of these Bitters. One bottle In
Mich cases will convince the most incredulous of their
curativ .* effect.
Cleanse the Vitiated Blood whenever you And its

The Sell II)A MOItTON, (if
m.built of white oak, an ! in

Belfast, March 1,
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der, will be sold
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nd lCrtiiHC l.i(|iiwr<4 •!.««•!'*n-«l, -j.iocti uad swi
i-i'jtiS'- tiii- ta~le, called Tonies,
Appi t;
t
Ib-.-dorcr-,"’ ac., that lead the tippler
its,*’
I
:.
Mt.:ire a true Medicine,mud
drnnio :.:i
from tli
hs of < allfornla, free*
from nil Alcoholic Si iiiiiilaniM. They are tie*
(iKF.AT m oon |»I It 1 l'l HR and A LIFI
(IIVIM; 1*K I \< I Pl.E a perfect Renovator u
luvigoniii r of the System, carrying off all poisonou-.
matter and restoring the blo<>d to a healthy condlti >n
Kopcr. :i can take tin e Hitters according to dire
tion and remain long unwell.
$1(10 will be given for an incurable cane, provide \
the b >!.<
are not destroyed by mineral poison
oil.
means and the vital organs wasted beyond tie
of repair.
I'm- I iiflii tnint ory and Chronic llhcunwtii»in mid (ioul, I>y»p«*p«iu or Indigestion,
liiliouo. it cunt tent and Intermit tent Fevers.
Dlseiines of the Itlood, fiver, Kidneys, and
b --n most 8iice>
ISlitdder, tli
Hitters a.
fa
can
Smh Diseases m
by Vitiated
itlood, which is general.; ;-r *duccd ‘»y derangeun
■!' ilm Digestive Organs.
OR INDIGESTION, lb ad
DYSPEPSIA
aciu*. Pain in the Shoulders, Coughs. Tightness -d the.
Chest. Dizziness Sour Eructations of the Stomach
Had taste in the Mouth, Bilious Attacks, Palpitation
f tin Heart, Inflammation of the Lungs, Pain In i!>*
M-l' s of the Kidneys and a hundred other paiutui
ncd t
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Street, New York.
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Satbupay,

NKW Y (IKK AND -.1. VStiOYV,
;il. f| .niderrv to laud Mail- ami rassen-

.1! 1 in^
g<‘r'*
Hie Steamers of f)ii- favorite line are built e\
! r« •-ly for tin; Atlantic I*.isn«r*
trade, and lilted
r with all tin* modern improv,
up in cverj r• -j
nicnt- calculated to insure the salety, comfort, and
convenience of | :i• 'H^rtTM
I’A-S.VGK IIATI x, 1 ’A V YUI.I. IN (
1:1.I N*. V
I’OC LASt iOW. I.IVKliIN M>I. \ r.‘ *N ! n >N t»KKin
II IIS I CA BIN. f i*'.. ic riling to Local ion
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stand,

High Sired,

where may be found a very large and well selected
stock of the above articles, embracing about eyery
variety and style i 1 the Market. He invites his old
customers and all others in want ol anything in the
SHOE line t<> give him a call before purchasing.
A good stock ot

Cabin Hi

Findings constantly
find

on

hand.

Also

Travelling

PCI.

can

Dresses,

A

have your

DYED, CLEANED,
Without

&

:

!

un

.\r

been renovated, remodeled and furnished

new

and

three minutes besides various lines of street oars,
one of which intersects every other route in New
York.
It being but two blocks from Fulton Ferry, makes
it convenient lor those wishing to visit the ‘‘City of
Churches,” as from this Ferry diverge all the principal railroad routes in the city of Brooklyn.

GEO. N. & H. S. TERRY, Proprietors.
lyrTl

|HM
wholesale

or

]■ 11

DR. E. F

FIRST AND ONLY SOLl'l
one mixture <>! ALL THK
able active principals of the w

Salve

Salt ltheum, Chillbhiins, Scalds, Pimples, Blotches,
Frosted Limbs, Inflamed Eyes, Piles, ami all ErupAlso good for Scratches on
tions of the Skin.
horses.

Warranted to Cure or Money Refunded.
For sale by all Druggists and country stores.
F. B. 1IIESKELL, Proprietor, Bangor, Me.
(j. C. Goodwin & Co., Wholesale Agents, 38 HanPrice 35 cents per
over Street, Boston, Mass.
Box.
Iyr21

Cui'es Without

JM V
t.

'U-

Wing's

-larrh. \-thiin.

stamps.
Also, DR. CULVERWKLL’S “Marriage Guide,”

Price 25 cents.
Address the Publishers,
CUAS. J. C. KLINE &
1*21 llonerr. Mew York. 1’, O. Box

CO.,

1,1

-on

t

rapidly unit

u-ed

r,. is

ides away
so

by the us,
permanently that

a.-touished

Adhesive Phenol Salve,

Fail

m

WING’S

PHENOLINE,

I< an unsurpassed healing Vegetable Lotion, fre«
from stain, and its healing properties are such, lhai
if once one becomes acquainted with them,
they w .. I
always k. p it on hand. For
Hands, IMm
p!e- on the la,, .Sore Lips, Sore Kyt-s.aud Lesion
ol < utaii, ous nui Mucous surfaces, it is the most

TRIAL CONVINCES !

Chapped

Volatile Solution of Tar

positive cu'-, \Tiiung ill the tnedicineg for Catarrh
nothing approaches the benign action of this up
It
plication.
|iiivk!v restores the glands of llo

mucous nu
and healthy

For INHALATION without applhni iou of HUAI.
A remarkably VALUABLE di-eover. as the \\'i Or
apparatus can he carried in the v< -t pocket, reoiv at
any time, for the most etl'ectuai and positively cilia
All

use

in

It

>!

t

he tmsal cavities to

a

normal

Ureal

biudj

Fur Pain.

wide range of application. The sure and
most immediate relief from pain.
Indisnensible tor
folds, Cough, Diarrhu
Dysentery, Cholera, Ac
Made expressly for tho- who want the best and
know after they get it.
Norn others need buy.
Kvrrv person ought to hav« t, whether at home
abroad. sold by* all Druggists.
March 30,1A i.
lyritn

THE COMPOUND

L. F. HYDE & CO

■

Wing's (’.-illinlitoii, Tlio

nineavcM of the X4INE. TIIItOtT
and JLl'JVCitt.

For use in connection with the KMX lit TAB
combination of the TWO most valuable Al.TUK.A
TIVE Medicines known in the Profession, an
renders this Pill without exception the very !>•
ever offered.
Send for Circular of POSITIVE < I HD*
to your Druggist, or to

rnbrane

No lamily should be without it
a< tion.
ull directions accompany each art lsingle dry.
cle. Sold by Druggist-.
a

TAR & MANDRAKE PILLS,

has a

|

SEWING

’MACHINES!

,

SOLE! PROPRIETORS,
110 /•;. 22, St., X'.rr York.

How Restored.

Just published, a new edition of Or.
CulverwelPfl Celebrated Ei>
on the radical cure (without medicine) of Sperm atorrikea, or Seminal Weakness, Involuntary Seminal Losses, Impotency Mental and Physical
Incapacity,Impediments
to Marriage, etc; also, Consumption, Epilepsy,
and Fits, induced by sell-indulgence or sexual extravagance.
AGfl’rice, in a scaled envelope, only C> cents.
The celebrated author, in this admirable essay,
clearly demonstrates lrom a thirty years’ successful
practice, that the alarming consequences ot sellabuse may be radically cured without the dangerous
use of internal medicino or the application of the
knife; pointing out a mode of cure at once simple,
certain, and effectual, by means of which every
sufferer, no matter what his condition may be, may
cure himself cheaply, privately, and radically.
>A5*This Lecture should be in the hands of every
youth and every man in the land.
Sent, under seal, in a plain envelope, to any address, postpaid on receipt of six cents, or two post

For

roll tilted for family use, and no iamlh
without it. Its healing properties are unequalled by any salve ever b. fore in use. Its ndhe
»iv
qualities ;.r.- -uch, that it cannot be washed ott
"t exposed <urt ices, like wounds on the hands, A.
It Murncdiately sooth- and removes the
pain ot an
itdl aim d Sore, and quickly puts an end to all symp
t 'p
>d nialignane
!>■
ir> it and you will nm
willing to be without it.
I put Up
should be

recent

ONE

Remedy

at its sain
tary ellects.
I1.
MYAl.i.lt BI I.LS restore all the accretions
and
leause the blood, making a
complete cure and
pro entiug a return ol the disease,
l ry them. .Sold
by all Druggist-.
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Lin..
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cold in three to six hour- and also bv its
VITALISING, PI Uli< Y1N<. and >1 IMI'I.A I IN'
effects upon the general System, is remarkably lit
Curious in all
DIHE1NEM OI THE
I1IOOII

THE

FLWKENCK A HOW K

'M A CHINKS

m».v
VJgy
*B**m*^

lyr8

Dp
"'I

PINK THKK TA 1

ITCH! ITCH!! ITCH!!!

Lost,

.1

EQUAL KD in Coughs, Fob!-,
Bronchitis, and Consumption.

tive

TETTR!

Eiysipelas, Scald Head, Ringworms, Ulcers, Burns,

Manhood: How

I*»N
■ V»

UN

A

hi.'can1 will meet with
references given It rfun If

derived i: on f\v w. id-,
Myalgia
no-aning
muscle, an I the other pain or pang, t! therefore
means muscle pam
\mong tip medicine- lor Uhcum.itism, WIND'S
M1AILI.
LINI.MI-.Ni and M\ Al.(iIC BU I S
stand tar ah. ad o| a
others, none even approxt-

GARVIN 3

TAR

price by

c i: it E s

TETTER! TETTER

ioimi-.

SOLUTION AND CMPOUNDO ELIXIR

A, J. HARRIMAN & CO.,
No. 60 Main St.
Belfast, Maine.
tf32
Feb. 14,1871.

Magic

i liomical anti tlfdii ai

In

to
ut

Myalgic Liniment, Myalgic Pills

NEW DISCOVERY

Including Scrofula and Eruptions of the -kin, Dysand Kidney-, lit art

retail at the lowest market

*

WX1XJ CM ’.*■»

1-:

Diseases ol'the l.ivcr
pepsia,
Disease, and General Debility.

COAL !

l'KKKACK,

RHEUMATISM !

CENT’S GARMENTS THE SAME.

elegantly throughout. It is kept on the European
plan, and has ample accomodation for four hundred
guests.
The location is more accessible to all parts of New
York and Brooklyn than any other house in the
city. The Broadway stages pass the Hotel every

acc.inn

\

Price--r>( > ( 'em

on.

Cor. FULTON AND WATER STS.
JS'KAIS Fulton FkkkY, NEW YORK,
This well known ami favorite Hotel has recently

t

!•;

Tho Great
aBeware of CountorleiiI;

PRESSED,

ripping, also with the trimmings

S

LUCE,
a,t
Law,
lit:/fast, M>

S.

All businc-- nlrn-f d
prompt attention. Be-1
quirt d.

positive cure for l>v-'p< psia. *'"i;-:
;iih!
Indigestion, Bilious < ompl.-iin
Diseases having their origin in .in
impure state ot the Blood.

&c.,

Sacks,

|

$ !U.

liloc/i

Hagm.l

Ladies T

-.

You

securing be*

Attorney

ttu

Ladies I

iek"fs, $i:to.
i K.

A.

W. T. COLBURN.
~t.

A

1’artinding tor tin ir friends in the ( Id < oun
try can purchase tickets at reduced rate-, l or fur
tin
particulars qqd t« Hl.NDKIISoN LtK<»111
I IIS.
Bowling (ire. n, N, Y., or COX A KILL!’
In-uratic. A g-uds, BellaMaine.
Onto

Bags.
Belfast, April

I

turn

1 L’LKMKDI

Sole & Upper Leather.
Calf Skins, Splits. Lasts,

II ieskelTs

TO THE AFFLICTED!

tures,

CK.U'.IIX

AlibK SKCUKOY AM*

rnoi'

M

\

DRINK,

si

S

The subscriber is still at the old

At

Central 11.

THEY ARK NOT

FANCY

8t., IIoMton.

k 3 CITY SLOCK,

KKNITir«

Maine

a
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BOSTON,
lyrll

.n*

<

Boots, Shoes, Rubbers Ac.

Trunks, Valises,

NO MECHANIC IS TOO POOR
buy

lNVIO!

DR. DUX'S

To Females in Delieato Health.

to

!

charges are very moderat \ Communications sacredly confidential, and ai may rely on him with

A

—oDR. DOW, Physician and Surgeon, Nr,. : Endi*
cott street, Boston, is consulted daily lor all di-eaincident to the female system. Prolapus Uteri or
Falling of the Womb, Fluer Albus, Suppression,
and other Menstrual Derangements, are all treated
on new pathological principles, and speedy relief
guaranteed in a few day-. So invariably certain is
the new mode of treatment, that most obstinate
complaints yield under it, and the afflicted person
soon rejoices in perfect health.
Dr. Dow has no doubt had greater experience in
the cure of diseases ot women than any other physician in Boston.
Boarding accommodations for patients who may
wish to stay in Boston a tew days under his treat

Livur,

perienee

ARE NOT

And all kind of
C A I T

matters ot the most important and interesting
character are introduced to which no allu-ion
n
can be found in any other works in our language.
All the Nkw Dist < »\ fki s of the author, whose ex
is such as probably never betore fell to tinlot ot any man, are given in full. No person should
be without these valuable books.
“Vat.iwhlk Books. —We have received tinvaluable medical works published by tin- Piabody
Medical Institute.
These books are .-f actual merit, and should tind a place in every intelligent (ami
ly. They are not the cheap order of abominable
trash, published by irresponsible parties, and purchased to gratify coarse tastes, but are written I y a
responsible prolessional gentleman of eminence, as
a source ot instruction on vital matt, r-, concerning
which lamentable ignorance exist-, fin- important
subjects presented are treated with delicacy, ability.
and care, and, as an appendix, many useful pn
scriptions for prevailing complaint.-’ are add. d.'
[Coos Republican, Lancaster, N. 11.
“The author ot these bonks i- <«n>- of flu- mo-r
learned and popular physicians .*t tf =« day, ami ientitled to the gratitude ot our nn- Mr thn\ -iliable productions. It seems to be hi aim to induce
men and women to avoid them use of tin ■-»* <ii
a.-,
to which they are subject, and he tells them jn-t
how and when to do it.” [Chronicl
Farmington,
Maine, Sept. ?, ltstVJ.
Either book sent by mail on receipt ot price.
N. B. The author <>f the abov named medical
works is the Chief Consulting l’hysician ..t' the
1’eabody Medical Institute, and is so constantly employed in consultation with invilids lroni all parts
of the country, that lie has no time to attend to
mere business details.
Therefore all letters -boubi
be addressed to the TEA BODY MF.DK A I. INSTITUTE, or Dr. W. 11. I’AKKKlt, the Medical Assistant ot the author, and his Business Agent, who,
as well as the author himself, may lie consulted on
all ’’senses requiring skill, secrecy and experience.
«

NOSTRUM-MAKERS.

must

?

ordinary works on Physiology ever published.
There is nothing whatever that the M \ ni.it n <
Sinolk, of Krihki: Sr: can either n-.pii? or u i-h
to know, but what is fully explain*'.!, .i:-•. m ,uy

—

June 26. 1871.
6o’clock

WHAT ARE THEY

<

Through the ignorance of the Quack Doctor,
knowing no other remedy, he relies upon Mercury,
and gives it to all his patients, in Pills, Drops, &e.,
so the Nostrum-maker, equally
ignorant, adds to
his so-called Extracts,Specifics, Antidote, &c.,both
r* lyine upon its effects incur .ng a lew in a
hundred,
it is trumpeted in various wa's throughout the land;
but, alas ; nothing is said ot the balance, some of
whom die, others grow worse and are left lo linger

All letters requiring advice
lar to insure an answer.
Boston, Jan. I Wl 1 yr.

Hi'>11 y t-> Ihtir U'.'.v.l
ful ''urulivt! Kffut-i.4.

tout

A Book for Evenhoilr,

QUACK NOSTRUM-MAKERS,
through false certificates and references,and recommendations of their medicines by the dead, who
cannot expose or contradict them; or who, besides,
to further their impositions, copy from medical
books, much that is written of the qualities and effects of different herbs and plants, and ascribe all
the same to their Pills, Extracts, Specifics, &e„
most of which, if not all, contain Mercury, because
of the ancient belief of its “curing everything,”
but now known to
kill more than is cured,” and
those not killed, constitutionally injured for life.
IGNORANCE OF QUACK DOCTORS AND

rp<»

ir

Fluttered Dy the reception of, siml great demand
1or, the above valuable and timely treatis* and also
to meet a great need ot the present age, the author
hasju-.t published a new hook, treating xohisively
ot N ERVOl'S AND MKNTAb DlSKAsKS.
F.o
pp. cloth, Price $l.oo, or sknt fui.i: on receipt ol
$h tor tlie other two books, postage paid.
These sire beyond all comparison, the most, extra-

FOREIGN AND NATIVE QUACKS,
who know hut little of the nature and character of
Special Diseases, and loss to their cure. Some exhibit forged Diplomas of Institutions or Colleges,
which never existed in any part of the world; others exhibit
Diplomas of the Dead, how obtained,
unknown; not only assuming and advertising in
names of those inserted in the diplomas, but to further their imposition assume names of the celebrated physicians long since dead. Neither be deceived by

Til H LADIES.—'.'he celebrated DR. L. DIX
I
particularly inviteu all Ladies who need a Medical or Surgical adviser to cull at his Rooms, til
Kndicott St., Boston, Mass., which they will lind
arranged for their special accommodation.
DR. DIX having devoted over twenty years to
this particnlar branch of tlie treatment of all diseases peculiar to lcnviles, is now conceded by all,
(both in this country and Europe,) that he excels
all other known praMicioners in the safe, speedy
and effectual treatment ot all female complaints.
Mis medicines are prepared with the express purpose of removing ad diseases, such as debility,
weakness, unnatural suppressions, enlargement of
the womb, also discharges which tiow from a morbid state of the bkod. The Doctor is now fully
prepared to treat in his peculiar style, both medically and surgically, all diseases of the female sex,
and they are respectf ully invited to call at

Hundreds of Thouse. d
IN'

>

AFFLICTED AND UNFORTUNATE,
be not robbed and add to your sufferings in being
deceived by the lying boasts, misrepresentations,
false promises, and pretentions of

that if is contained in their nostrums, so that the
usual lee” may be obtained for professedly curing,
or
flic dollar,” or fraction of ft,” may be obtained for the nostrum. It is thus that many are deceived, also, and spend large amounts tor experiments with quackery.

*1'.-. WALKER’S CALU’OR.N

■

observation.

QUACKS
IGNORANT,
Notwithstanding the foregoing facts arc known to
quack doctors and nostrum-makers, yet, regardlcsa of the life and health of others, there are
those among them who even perjure themselves,
contradicting giving mercury to their patients, or

copies

m««• >

>

proudly refers to Professors and respectable Physicians—many ot whom consult him in critical cases,
because of his acknowledged skill and reputation,
attained through so long experience, practice, and

som

Physician.

sold in two years.
Book for
Ban.

THE. SCIENCE oF I. IFF, OK SMI -PK F> 1. B
VATION. A Medical Treatl.se*
n
tF
a use an 1
Cure of Fxhai stkd Vi autv, I'j-jm a
1
rusR lx MAN, Nkrvoi s ash r’.
-1|>ki n.
in
itv, lhroniONiuaA, and all other <li-*
ing from the Huttons ok Vn 'rii.oi: m [•.
CKETiuNSoi: Kxckssks ot mature year
Thuindeed si book tor every man. I *r i*. m>
pages, bound in cloth.
A Hook for every Woman,
entitled SEXUAL 1*11 YK lOLOC V OF WOMAN,
AND 1IEK DISEASES; or, Wu.'ian ti;ka i* of
PlIYSIOMMiU AI.I.Y -AND I’mi'U.m HAI.IY, iroiM
Infancy t
Oi.u A ok, with elegani li
-11: \iivk En< kayiN', hao pages, boundjn heaulilul
French cloth. J’rice $:.uo.

TWENTY YEARS

BUT ALL

IffoiiNf.)

re

Du. W. H. PARKER, Assistant
Medical knowledge for rvcryl. '//.

engaged in treatment of .Special Diseases, a fact so
we are known to many Citizens,
Publishers, Merchants, Hoi.! Proprietors, &c., that he is much recommended, and particularly to
STRANGERS AND TRAVELLERS.
To avoid and escape imposition of foreign and native quacks, more numerous in Boston than in other
large cities,

and suffer lor months or years, until relieved
cured, if possible, by compelent physicians.

durability ami satisfaction in the wear,
genuine goods have always atlorded.

J. N. R!C!!AftDSON, SONS & OWDEN.
llelfast, frelnnd. Mo. 15, 1871.

No. 4. Bulfinch Street, Boston.

1

Kid Gloves Dyed or Cleaned,
In all qualities
AT TIIR
and styles, will
Steam Lye PToiase.
be sold regardE. BARBIER & CO.,
less of cost. SpecOffice at U. F. WELLS’S Fancy Good Store, No, 17
Main Street, Belfast.
ial attention is
Cmo3‘J*
NO CAPITALIST IS TOO RICH
called to our
United States Hotel,
NO FARMER IS TOO POOR,

tains and

re-

MEDICAL OFFICE,

21 Eiulicott Street, HoKton,9luNN.
is so arranged that patients never sec or hear each
other. Recollect, the
only entrance to his office is
J*o. 21, having no connection with his residence,
consequently no family interruption, so that on no
aecouut can any person hesitate
applying at his
office,
DR. DIX
boldly assert*, (and it cannot be contradicted, oxcept by quacks, who will say or do anything, even
perjure themselves, tu impose upon patients,) that
he is rnt. only regular graduate physician

Dr. Dow, since 18-15,having confined hi- whole attention to an office practice for tin* cure of Private
Diseases and Female Complaints, acknowledges no
superior in the United States.
N. B. All letters must contain one dollar, or
they will not be answered.
Office hours from 8 A. M. to P. M.
Boston, July 25, 1871.
Iyr2

JAPAN SILKS!

—

BELFAST,

fast, $2.25.

DRESS GOODS.

winter OVERSHOE!
’KLES to break!
TROUBLE to put on!
at, Genteel, Stylish!
ASK TOl'R SHOE DEALER FOR IT!

1»H. L. DIX N
PRIVATE

21 Emlicott

Wednesdays, and Fridays, touching at Mt. Desert,
Brookline, Sedgwick, Deer Island and ( astine, arriving in Belfast in season to connect with Sanlords'
Independent Line for Boston; also connecting with
the Maine Central Railroad for Burnham, Kendall's
Mills, Waterville, Augusta, Portland and Boston.
Returning—Will leave Belfast for I ll-worth on
Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday mornings on arrival of Steamers Cambridge and Katahdin, touching at the above named landings.
Fare from Ellsworth to Boston, by Sanfords’ Line, $4.00. From Ellsworth to Bel-

BAND LEADERS.

CONGRESS ARCTIC.

at

<

SECRET AND DELICATE DISORDERS;
Mercurial Affections; Eruptions and all diseases of
the Skin; Ulcers ol the
Nose, Throat and Body;
Pimples on the Face; Swelling of the Joints; Nervousness; Constitutional and other Weaknesses in
youth and the more advanced, at all ages, of
BOT11 _SEXES, SINGLE;OR MARRIED.

Commercial

IN
NORTH PORT,
SITUATE
2 1-2 miles from P< Mast, containing
about f>0 acres ot land; a large orchard of the best Fruit, Crape, Cranberry, and
other small fruit. Well fenced and watered. Puddings good; House and L., new. Will keep a Horse
and Id to 15 head Cattle. An excellent Prick Privilege bordering on a brook. Near a School House
and In a good neighborhood. Will be sold cheap
and on the most liberal terms if applied for soon,
Apply to J. C. LEWIS, New Castle. Maine, or on
the premises to THOMAS WATERMAN, or .JOHN
M. WOODS.
Omos.43*
May 1,1871.

e r

For something interesting, send your address to
OEOllliE W (-ATEN. Frankfort, Jf.Y.

«

the

ROSS & STUDIVANT, Agents,
Street, Portland,
June 1, 1*71.

Farm for Sale,

Detroit, Michigan.

WT!
QEME
I**1*

Steam-

o’clock,
evening.
Will leave RAILROAD W11AIIF,
Returning
Portland, same evenings, at 10 o’clock, or on the
arrival of Steamboat Express Train from Poston,
touching as above, arriving at Pangor at about 10
o’clock next morning.

FARE.
Railroad

well selected
stock thus early
in the season, in
order to make his

With Mmitli't Xen liiterewtaiul IliuineMN
Taltlew you edn, in a moment, reckon interest on
SI to $10,uoo, from one day to live years, at a,0, r, s,
!o and 1.' per cent.
Sent, post-paid, lor $1.50. Active Agents Wanted. .Send lor sample copy,
with Agent’s circular of terms, &c.
E. ii. SMITH & (JO., Publishers,

Address

1871.

—

Would inform his
patrons and the
public that he has
marked down his
prices on all
kinds of

as

Shrewd but quiet men can make a fortune by
vealing the secret ol the business to no one.

WEEK.

same

Book Agents. Bankers. Merchants!

Pay

PER

!

)

KAIl.UOAl>.

ELLSWORTH TO

Prepared only by

We will

TRIPS

STKAMBOAT AND

1871.

TO

UEonono/ER

S30.

I^eul.
t!21

PARKS RED I T< 'PI

POWERFUL

Agents!
wiAr

WKLIA.

<W.

Opt. G. F. K1SSAN,

an

Fkf.e Love in Maine. The correspondent of a New York paper, writing from
Deer Isle, tells of a village on that island
called Clam City, of about 30 houses,
which is a sort of Yankee Salt Lake. Its
inhabitants, according to this account, are
An innot overburdened with

Capt. H. S. RICH,

Belfast, April 1-1,1871.

\0\-POiMnOl 5. OIIOHLENN,

containing One Bottle of

STEAMER

K ATAHDI N,

REDUCED PRICES!

&c., &c.
’.v
ft
ourselves called on again to CAUTION
CON si MKKo against the indiscriminate use ot
Irish fabric made up to imitate our goods in fold,
trade mark and general appearance, and to warn
them, that their only safeguard is to see that the
authentic seal of our firm,
J. N. filmAKDSO-V, SONS A OWDKN,
is stamped on each article.
Determined to coniine our^i-h
heretofore, to
the use of yarns .-pun irom tit. choicest and
strong
est 1- I.ik, by the bt"! neirhint
obtaina! '-': uniform
in weight and elasticity
manufactured and bleached

PUBLISHED BY THE

DR. DIX

CAMBRIDGE,
Capt.
Johnson,

Y

Bromo Chloralum,

Each Case

WEEK.

S I LAiYItK

\A.

honest bachelor farmer
in Oregon accepted a particularly delicate
commission. The farmer in question lives
in a part of the State where there are

es

TRIPS PER

--oOn and alter FRIDAY, April If, tin*

N
C

Till; Xi;\V DISIM'KCXANT !

Thp

Line!

FOR

WILT.

Sold

I'ornanu,

Damasks Linen Cambric Hamlkercliief<.

ln-!i Liui'ii?,

Nervous Diseases,

Their effects'and consequences;
SPECIAL AILMENTS AND SITUATIONS,

l( 21 til 1140 V»

I)1

Popular Medical Worts

Manhood, Womanhood, &

SELF-ABUSE AND SOLITARY HABITS,

ADVERTISING IN P.OSTON.

Hcto ^bbcrtiscwcnts

TII.l>F*r A CO., 170 William *t..

to nun.

every
luesday and Friday Evenings, at 10 o'clock, or on
arrival of Express Train from Boston, (commencing
10th inst.,) for Kockland,
Castine, Doer Isle. Sedgwick, So. West Harbor, (Mt. Desert,) Millbridge,
Jonesport and Machiasport.
Returning will leave Machiasport every Monday
and Ihursday mornings at 5
o’clock, (commencing
loth inst.,) touching at the above named
landings.
The Lewiston will touch at Bur
Harbor, (MI.
each
Desert,)
trip from dune .‘loth to September lath
in addition to her usual landing at So. West Harbor
For further particulars inquire of ROSS & STUD IVANT, 179 Commercial Street, Or CYRUS STL’DlVANT, General Agent.
Portland, May, 1871.
tf.ll

SANFORD’S

the humble ass crop the thistle of the valley ; let the sagacious goat browse upon
the mountain’s brow; but, gentlemen of
the jury, I say John Gttndlo is not guilty !”

ocean

hour, and his agony was terrible. Mac- World.
Moore says the.remembrance of that fearful scene will never be effaced from his

Satisfied that they would soon bo called upon to share the fearful fate of their
companions, the remaining prisoners—

DHY

following [words formed the pro"
poralion of '. he counsel’s plea for his client in an assault and battery case : “Let

•*-

DETERMINED TO ESCAPE.

NOW IS THE TIME TO SECURE

^u.in.mru.iu

Scientific and

Incident to Married and Single Ladies.

Capt. C'UAS. DEERING,
,,...

The

& dinixeectaxt.
ENTIRELY HARMLESS AND SAFE.
ARRESTS AND PREVENTS CONTAGION.
Used in private dwellings, hotels, restaurants,
public schools, hospitals, insane asylums, dispensaries, jails, prisons, poor-houses, on ships, steamboats, and in tenement-houses, markets, fur waterclosets, urinals, sinks, sewers, cess-pools, stables, &o.
A specific in all contagions and pestilential diseases, as cholera, typhoid fever, ship lever, small-pox,
scarlet lever, measles, diseases oi animals, &e.

KAA WILL 'BE FORFEITED BY DR. L,
UV/v DIX if failing to cure in less time; an
any other physician, more effectually and perexposure to all weather, with safe and pleasant medcines,

WEEK.

LEWISTON,

SUMMER GOODS

once

mil's FEU

*TEAtIER

An Absurd Custom.

Shortly after the accession of James I.,
when Scotch gentlemen were beginning
to feel at home in London, Lord Harwood gave a dinner party, to which were
invited a number of courtiers and officers
botli civil and military. After the bottle
had been circulated a few times, Gen.

ARRANGEMENT,

INSIDE LINE TO

TWO

her she was
noted burglar; indeed

conversing

SUMMER

Mt. Desert & Machias.

FALL

saw

scarcely any unmarried women, and, up< )r. the
following Friday the savages on learning the object of Father Nugent’s
came to the conclusion to torture two of
he requested that some worthy
the teamsters, Jack Jones and Thomas journey,
young foreign maiden of suitable houseHayward, and about five o’clock in the hold abilities should be sent to him as a
evening proceeded to carry out their pur- wife. The request being made in perfect
Tarrant’s Effervescent Seltzer Aperient
Is its duplicate.
Letters attesting its wonderful
pose. The unfortunate men were brought
the chaplain promised to honfaith,
good
Tonic
Aperient and anti-Bilious qualities swarm in
out and securely bound hand and frfot to
or
it if he could; and, accordingly, from every source. The question has been settled
were
Their tongues
then cut
a stake.
artificially medicated waters may not be
amongst about a score of blooming Irish whether
equal to those which burst sparkling from the earth
out—(it is supposed to prevent them from lassies
now on their way from Liverpool
itself. They can; and the Seltzer Aperient, when
their
while
ears
burning)—and
screaming
to the places provided ;for them, is one undoubtedly pure and genuine, proves the tact.
cut off. A pile of fagots a foot or so high
who comes to wed a wooer known to her
Be caution*. Accept none otlaer.
was then placed around the stake, and so
SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS.
by photograph and letter only. She is an
as to burn very slowly.
The
arranged
from the north of Ireland, who,
entire band then formed in a circle, and orphan
CHAP.HAH’S Cholera Njrup Cures
since the death of her parents, has earned
Dysentery, Diarrhoea and Summer Complaints
indulged in the luxury of tormenting an average income of about six shillings DR.
of Children. Price f»n cts. GKO. MOORE, Prop’r,
their victims before the work of torture
Great Falls, N. II, Sold by all druggists.
a week by the hardest kind of drudgery
The other prisoners were
commenced
in the work room of a large drapery esIhen brought out and forced to witness
JJ'F fail to try Dr. Kimball’s B. C. Balsam,
tablishment in the English seaport. It is DON
1
1
I lor Coughs, Colds, Hoarseness, Sore
the horrid spectacle. The fagots around
the advice of Mr. Nugent that she ac- Throat, Chest ami Lungs. A pleasant and effectual
by
Jones were dry and burned more rapidly
& Co., Prop’s, Augusta, Me.
Kimball.
remedy.
the novel destiny offered her in Orthan had been intended, and his sufferings cepts
and as she is industrious, good
;
egon
H. HENDERSON’S
were speedily terminated, the stomach
and virtuous, there can be little
and lower part of the body being first con- looking
doubt that the Western agricultural bachFAMILY LIQUOR
sumed. Hayward died in about half an elor is a most fortunate man.
N. Y.

memory.

PREPARATIONS FOR THE*

S-, an English trooper and reckless
bon vivnnt, arose and said: "Gentlemen,
when T am in my cups, and the generous
wine begin, to warm my blood, 1 have an
absurd custom of railing against the
Scotch. Knowing my weakness I hope
no gentleman in the company will take if
her up to the wind, and let the connubial amiss.” lie. sat down, and a Highland
chief, Sir Charles Bleakie, of Blair Athol!,
jib shake until the squall is over.
Once a woman who has already come, presenting a front like an old battle-worn
Thanks- tower, quietly rose and remarked: “Gen- Ami is determincharged me to procure for her She
was tlemen. when 1 am in my cups and the
giving dinner a hen-turkey.
wine begins to warm my blood, ed to close out
rigidly particular as to the sex of the dis- generous
1 if I hear a man rail against the Scotch, 1 the
I could never guess why.
eased.
large and
1 have an absurd custom ot kicking him at
the markets ol San Francisco.

I felt wroth against hen-turkey
Saturday evening there arrived in and hens of any species- Still gusty and
that a male
St. Joseph a young man who gives his
ilawy. that woman, disgusted
name as William MacMoore, who relates
must grace her Thanksgiving
turkey
a terrible story of life on the Texas fronboard, set to work, she and 1. in ominous
tier. llesays lie left Elizabethtown, Ken- silence
picked the bird ol all its leathers.
tucky, in the summer of 18(10, and went
One remark I ventured. Said I, “Madto Texas.
Early in June last he engaged am, it may turn out to be a male.” She
with one J. 0. 1). ltlackburn, a Govern- told me to “Shut up.” I did so. 1 kept
Tort
c

a

1‘icayune, July iii>.
In going through the parish prison a
few days since, the attention of the reporter was attracted to a young girl apparently not more than fifteen years ol
age.jSTShe had fair nut-brown hair and a
complexion fresh and white as milk. The
mild blue eyes were singularly soft and
intelligent, and her whole appearance indicated the free, joyous characteristics of
youth and happiness. Yet this amiable
looking creature, this fair delicate Minerva of slender form and ingenuous face, is
said to be a devil incarnate. She was not
a prisoner,
only a visitorto the institution,

some

To Tubal t ain came many a one,
As he wrought by his roaring lire,
\nd each one prayed lor a strong steel blade
As the crown of his desire:
And he made them weapons sharp and strong,
Till,they shouted loud for glee,
And gave him gilts of pearl and gold.
And spoils of the forest free.
And they sang: “Hurrah lor Tubal Cain,
Who hath given us strength anew !
Hurrah for the smith, hurrah lor the tire,
And hurrah for the metal true!”

Roasted

Who

From the Now Orleans

clothing on "except two shirts and a pair
of drawers. Brown reached the fort loin
hours later in the day, and Jackson came
in next day. All the parties were greatly
exhausted, and probably would have perished had it not been for the assistance ot

scarlet showers,
lie fashioned the sword and tho spear.
Ami lie sang: “Hurrah for my handiwork !
Hurrah tor the spear and the sword!
Hurrah lor the hand that shall wield them well,
For he shail be king and lord.’’
A

Young Girl

The

JO H N

l’OOR,

CORONER!
BELFAST,
t(25

.A.

Maine.

FOII

NILE

AT

Carle & Morison’s
HARDWARE STORE,
Belfast, Me.
»*-ANo m-fdlM. oil unit all the llttinRB lor botli
Machines kept constantly on hand.
tn.r>

Belfast

Savings

Bank

NOW IS TIIK I IMF, TO DEPOSIT,
THANK YOU CITIZENS OF liKI.FAST, l
and those who have favored me with their patronage, for the past twenty-one years I have been
penny saved is a penny earned.”
with you, and bid you good by.
made on or before the 1st of any
DR. G. P. LOMBARD, who has been associated
as partner in the practice of Dentistry with me lor
month, will be placed upon interest every
the past year, will occupy the same ofhee.
month, (except May and November) and interest
I cheerfully recommend the Doctor to your fullest
jomputed upon the same in dune and December.
confidence as a man who is thorough in his profesDeposits received daily at the Ranking Room,
CALVIN MOORE.
from y to 12 A. M., and 2 to t P. M. Saturdays from
sion.
;>to 12 A.M.
I)r. Lombard has the County right for Folsom *
Packing Vtidgo and Nlraiglit’s Flf\ll»lo JOHN II. 011 1M15V, Trea ASA KAUNOJO, Prest,
Bel fa' f, July lit, thru.
ttl
Edcr**--improvements for Artificial Plates. Jm;.
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